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INFORMATION MEMORANDUM
 

SUBJECT: 
 Comparative Advantages and Disadvantages of the Use of
Root Trainers, Dibble Tubes, Plastic Bags, and Bare-

Rooting of Seedlings*
 

Traditionally, nurseries in 
the lesser developed countries (LDCs)
use 
either plastic bags for growing tree seedlings or bare-root
seedlings grown 
in seed beds. Often, the nurseries are centrally
located and 
seedlings have to be transported over long distances.
 

In the bare-root process, seedlings are 
often injured when they

removed from the seedbeds. 

are
 
Many of the roots; ire broken, root
hairs (essential for nutrient uptake) 
are torn off and roots dry
out easily. Such transplant shock results in of
a high incidence
mortality. Walters 
reported that Eucalyptus seedlings in Hawaii,
when planted by the bare-root method, suffered 
as much as 85-95
percent die-back. Because of transplant shock, initial growth is
slow, die-back may occur 
(it may take some more than 3 or more
months to recover), and the 
seedlings are poor competitors with


other vegetation.
 

With seedlings in plastic bags, 
the weight of the soil (as much as
1-2 kg.) limits the number of seedlings that can be transported
(by vehicle and by hand). Frequently, adequate transport is difficult to obtain and planting sites 
are hard to get to, thus it is
difficult and expensive to 
move 
large numbers of the seedlings in
heavy and cumbersome plastic bags. 
 This increases project costs
and reduces the number of seedlings that can be planted during
critical 
planting periods. Also, seedlings are commonly planted
in the plastic bag after the bottom has 
been cut off, wIich
 
can retard plant growth, cause die-back or increase mortality
incidence because the seedlings are restricted from maximum access
to available water and nutrients. 
 This is most likely to be a
constraint in semi-arid areas or 
during periods of minimal rainfall. Often, poorly supervised workers will 
even fail to remove the

bottom of the bag which is 
usually disasterous.
 

Seedlings grown in 
plastic bags have poorly developed lateral
roots, which are essential ana needed to 
enhance initial establishment and to maximize nutrient uptake. 
 However, excessive
growth of lateral roots can cause strangulation of and injure the
tap root. When seedlings are grown 
too long in bags, root-curl
 occurs, spiraling the 
root at the bottom of the bags.
 

When tubes are too small or seedlings are 
left too long in tubes,
the roots at the bottom are deflected emerging from the tube.

However, root deformation can 
occur in any container, especially
if seedlings are held too long. 
 Therefore good nursery management
is 
of upmost importance regardless of what system or condition is 
used.
 

*A portion of the information used in this memo was 
taken from the
 
enclosed papers.
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Once the root configuration is formed in the seedling stage, the
 
root system continues to grow in the same pattern the rest of the
 
life of the tree. Cannon reports that "The deleterious effect; of
 
abnormal root growth are seldom noticed in the first months or even
 
after years of growth." "Rather, it is at more advanced ages and
 
under adverse weather conditions when a deformed tree root system

is most likely to fail to provide enough water or nutrients, or to
 
anchor trees against strong winds." "Results indicate that although
 
young seedlings suffer little from container-induced root deform
ities, several years after plantation establishment a significant

proportion of these have grown poorly, fallen over, or died."
 

An alternative method to growing seedlings in plastic bags and in
 
seed beds (bare-rooting) is a more modern method of containeriza
tion. Most of the widely used containers (i.e., root trainers and
 
tubes) incorporate features such as vertical internal ribs designed
 
to minimize root disturbance, to reduce root spiraling in the con
tainer and possible future strangulation problems, to maximize
 
lateral root development and shape the roots into a form advanta
geous to the tree. Basically, the theory behind use of these types

of containers is that, "If a tree seedling can be planted with a
 
minimum of root exposure and disturbance, there will be less
 
transplant shock, and survival and growth rates will be higher."

[Kingham 1974 as cited by Tinus and McDonald].
 

Walters reports that for almost 20 years, little forestation was
 
done with Koa (Acacia koa), Hawaii's most valuable native t.ae,
 
because survivaTof bare root seeddlings was too poor to be worth
 
the effort. However, several plantings of Koa seedlings (totalling

about 75,000) grown in '"Hawaii Dibble Tubes" (HDT) have survived at
 
'rates of about 85 percent. He goes on to say that survival of bare
 
root Eucalyptus saligna plantings is unpredictable; one planting
 
may result in 90 percent survival, the next in 10 percent.
Survival of containerized (HDT) saligna plantings is predictably 
good; 91.2 percent with a standard deviation of 4.4.
 

Root trainers and tubes seem 2xpensive when compared to the cost of
 
plastic bags and seedbeds, however the use of them can result in
 
considerable savings by reducing replanting and by increased
 
growth. This often will more than off-set the cost of importing

these containers. An additional cost is usually incurred because
 
peat moss or a similar organic mix (which can be developed locally)

is almost a necessity if maximum results are to be obtained from
 
using these containers.
 

However, the costs of root trainers or tubes and buying or develop
ing the planting medium are easily outweighed by the savings

obtained by the (1) reduction of seedling mortality, (2) avoiding
time lost in growing replacements, (3) avoiding the loss of growth
time of replaced seedlings, (4) the advantages of reduced transpor
tation requirements. Further savings are made from the increased 
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growth rates and stability of trees which have good established root
 
systems. If the root trainers are carefully hatidled, a high propor
tion can be reused several times. Tubes last e'en longer. (If

plastic bags cost one cent each, and each tube or cell of a root
 
trainer costs eight cents but can be used eight times, the cost per

unit is the same.) Some problems have been reported in the use of
 
styrofoam block containers; such as poor durability and roots growing

into the block, making the seedlings difficult to remove thus damag
ing the reots upon removal.
 

A seedling (along with the growing medium) grown in an average size
 
root trainer will weigh much less than one-fourth the weight of one
 
in a plastic bag and take up much less than one-fourth of the space.

Therefore, there is a large savings in the transportation of these
 
seedlings as well as a more efficient use of space and water in the
 
nursery. The root trainers are more easily stacked in tiers when
 
transported in trucks.
 

Also, it may be possible to increase seedling survivability and
 
growth rates by impregnating the rootmass of the containerized
 
seedlings with starch graft polymers (ref. Technical Series #2, The
 
Potential of Starch Graft Polymers, "Super Slurpers" for Forestry

and Agriculture). This could be a very valuable technology,

especially for semi-arid and intermittent rainfall areas.
 

Some notes of caution--The medium used in root trainers and tubes
 
;Will hold substantially less water than soil in plastic bags and
 
similar containers. Therefore, these containers and seedlings may

need more frequent watering in the nursery and especially during

transportation over long distances. A way to 
deal with this problem

is by removing seedlings from the cortainers and placing them in wax
 
lined cardboard boxes which reduces water evaporation (see Walter's
 
paper). This problem is much more critical with bare-rooting than
 
with containerized seedlings.
 

Johnson and Menge state that "Most media components--such as pine

bark, vermiculite, perlite, builder's sand and peat mosses--are
 
devoid of mycorrhizal fungi." "In addition many nurserymen steam,
 
pasturize or chemically treat media to eradicate harmful pathogens;

thi3 also eliminates beneficial organisms, such as mycorrhizal

fungi." Also, composts and other locally developed organic mixes
 
generally generate enough internal heat to kill off mycorrhizal

fungi and other organisms.
 

Mycorrhizal fungi facilitate the uptake uf nutrients, thus increasing

plant growth, and "... have been reported to improve water trans
port." (Safin, Boyer and Gerdemann, 1971, as cited by Johnson and
 
Menge) Mycorrhizae fungi are capable of transforming unavailable
 
phosphorous into available forms for plant uptake. This is extremely

important, especially in phosphorous deficient tropical soils.
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John3on and Menge report that in relation to chemical fertilizer
 
applications required in commercial nursery operations, "phosphorous

levels could be reduced by approximately 70% and N, K and micronutri
ents by 30 to 40% using VA (vesiclar-arbuscular) mycorrhizal fungi."
 

Ectomycorrhizae are associated with numerous conifers, such as pines,

and with other trees, such as casuarina, eucalyptus, oak, beech,
 
birch, willow and poplar. It is an established fact that in the
 
absence of mycorrhizal fungi, the growth of Caribbean pine,

casuarina, citrus and other trees will be retarded and in some cases,

without inoculation, it may be impossible to establish these trees
 
on some sites. Ectomycorrhizal fungi are associated with
 
Basidiomycetes (mushrooms and puffballs) and Ascomycetes (cup fungi

truffles). [Johnson and Menge, 1982].
 

I am enclosing selected papers relevant to the subject matter and 
have included some sketches that I have made showing various devices 
that can be constructed of locally available materials used in 
conjunction with root trainers. If further information or other
 
Technical Series Papers are desired, please contact me. I would be
 
interested to learn of your results if you do use root trainers or
 
dibble tubes.
 

Michael D. Benge
 
S&T/FNR Agro-forestation
 
Room 513-D, SA-18
 
Agency for International
 

De-4el oprent 
Washington, D.C. 20523
 
June 29, 1982 
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Section I 

THE USE OF CONTAINERS IN THE NURSERY 



RESPONSE OF TREES IN PLANTATIONS TO THE USE OF
 

CONTAINERS IN 


By Phil 


Research Report No. 74 


SUMMARY 


E:even separate surveys were conducted to 

f


evaluate the effect o containerization of 

planting stock on the growth and development of 

plantation trees. Seedlings with one month 

growth in containers were the youngest trees 


examined while trees in a 6-year-old pine 

plantatio'n were the oldest trees examined. 

Surveys included the documentation of the 

frequency and degree of container induced root 

deformations and tests to determine if correla-

tions existed between the degree of root 


trees.
deformation and the growth and health of 


Results indicate that although young seedlings 

suffer little from container-induced root 

deformities:several years after plantation 

establishment a significant proportion of 

these have grown poorly, fallen over, or 


died. When seedlings are grown too 'ong in 

bags, roots tend to spiral in the bo.tom of the 

bag. When grown too long in tubes, the roots at 


the bottom are deflected emerging from the tube. 

Regardless of the type of container, excessive 

growth of late-al roots led to the initiation 
ofstrangling roots between the interface of 

the container and the potting media. If root 
lignification occurs the root systems continue 
to grow in the same pattern the rest of the 
life of the tree. Another problem was the lack 

of formation of lateral roots, especially in 
eucalypts, when seedlings were grown in tubes. 

The deleterious effects of abnormal root growth 


are seldom noticed in the first months or even 

after years of growth. Rather, it is at more
 
aovanced ages and under adverse weather condi-


tions when a deformed tree root system is most 

likely to fail to p-ovide enough water or 

nutrients, or to anchor trees against strong 

winds. 


Six solutions are proposed: 1) use larger 

containers; 2) move seedlings more frequently 

in the nursery; 3) plant stock before it g9{ws 

too large; 4) remove the tubes before planting;
 
i) if oversized seedlings must be planted, 

remove '-he seedling from the container, shake 

the soil fr(.: the root system, and plant bare 

root and 6) Iant correctly grown bare root 

stock '4here climate permits. 


THE NURSERY
 

Cannon
 

December, 1981
 

RESUMEN
 

Once investigaciones separadas fueron canducidas
 

para evaluar el efecto de la.produccl6n, do
 
plintiulas en envases sobre el desarrollo y creci
miento de Srboles. Plintulas de apenas un mes
 
de edad fueron los 5rboles mis j6venes qua se
 
examina-on mlentras qua los pinos en plantaciones
 
de 6 aflos fueron los Srboles mis vlejos examina
dos. Los objetivos de las investigaciones
 
fueron documentar la frecuencia y el grado de
 
deformaci6n que habra ocurrido como resultado del
 
usi de los envases y determinar si existfan corre
laciones entre el grado de deformaci6n de la
 

rafz y el crecimiento y la salud de los frboles.
 
Los resultados indican qua, aunque los irboles
 
pequegos sufren muy poco por las deformaciones
 
inducidas por el envase, una proporci6n signifi
cativa de plgntulas envasadas ha crecidomal,
 

vulcada o.ha muerto. Ciando so dejan las
 
plintulas en bolsas de plistico demasiado tiem
po en el vivero, las rarces tienden a espiralarse
 

en el fondo de la bolsa. Cuando se dejan las
 
pigntulas en tubos demasiado tiempo las rafces
 
qua emergen del fondo se desvian al salir del
 
Fondo del tubo.. Para cualquier tipo de envase,
 

un exceso de crecimiento de las rarces laterales
 
inici6 la formatl6n de rafces estranguladoras
 
en la zona entre a] envase y la tierra. Entonces,
 
si hay lignificaci6n de las rarces en tal
 
posici6n, istas crecen on el mismo patr6n al
 
resto de la vida del arbol. Otro problema
 
encontrado, especialmente en eucaliptos fui la
 
falta de formaci6n de rafces laterales, en
 
plintulas cultivadas en tubos.
 

Los efectos perjudiciales debido a las raTces
 
anormales raramente son obvios en los primeros
 
meses o aros. Mis bien, Its efectos adversos.
 
son visibles con la edad mis avanzada y bajo
 
condiciones adversas del clima cuando al arbol
 

necesita mis un sistema radicular vigoroso
 
para obtener agua y nutrientes dal suelo a
 
suministrar fuerza estructural contra los vientos
 
fuertes.
 

Se proponen seis soluciones a los problemas:
 
1) Jsar envases de mayor tamafo; 2) Mover las
 
plintulas m5s frecuentemente en el vivero; 3)
 
Plantar las pl5ntulas oportunamente 4) Quitar
 
el tubo antes de plantar el arbolito; 5) Si es
 

necesario usar Srholes pasados quitar la bu;sa
 

Celulo:o y Pcpel de Colombia S. A. - Acorrodo Adreo 6 5 7 4 - Cali Coiombia 
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yIatierra y plantar a rail desnuda, y and schematically represented In Figure 2.
 

began at
of the abnormalities listed
forma All

6) Plantar arboles a ratz desnuda en 	 some stage, or over a period of time
correcta donde el~climt lo permita. 


containerization process. Previouslythe
 
these abnormagrowth due to
precise effect on 


but now there are several
lities was unknown, 

INTRODUCTION some container-induced
indications that 


At the
 
have three important abnormalities could be quite serious. 

trees
trees
Root systems of all 
Aguaclara 	Farm, Department of VaIle, many 


1) anchorage or structural 	 red
functions: 	 In some portions of the plantation had dull 


support; 2) absorption of water and minerals 	 trees which die

foliage, characteristic of 


reserve foods 	 trees
from the soil; and 3)'storage of 	
rapidly from drought. On excavation, these 


If a root 	s-ystem
(Kramer and Kozlowski; 1979) 	 invariably found to have strangling
were a!most
one or more of 
is inadequate with respect to 	
Healthier neighboring trees 

which were
 
roots.
excavated 	did not have strangling roots.


tiese functions,the tree suffers, 

Another example is the patula pine 

plantation

root 


As a tree 	develops from seed the primary the La Paz farm near
 
produce a 	ramified encountered on entering a
branches and elongates to 	 Here, numer.,s trees have fallen as 


Popayan. 

root system. The lateral roots which form do 	

These are two

result of 	stanglini roots.
the root, 	but. this
not develop from the surface of 	 the initiation of 


the root from a.layer examples which spurred 

rather from deep within 
 study.

of tissue 	known as pericycle. Therefore, in 


a lateral root to form it must first are to determine
order for 	 The objectives of this study 

either chemically dissolve or mechanically 	 root abnormalities
the frequency of the 	various 


through the enclosing 	layers of
burst caused by 	the containerization of planting
 to
corticle clls. 	 in Carton de Colombia's plantations and

stock 


growth and health.
their effect on tree
assess 

Root systems of both Pinus and Eucalyptus 	 are met by 11 separate surveys
These objectives 

species, when developing naturally from seed 	 from seedlings in the
 

consist of reported herein, ranging 

in loose, 	adequately-watered soil, in six-year-old plantations.
nursery to trees 

a framework of relatively large perennial 	 results of each of these
 

Objectives, methods and 

and many smaller, short-lived branch 	

reported in succession:
roots 	 be
studies will 
a trees root system can 
roots. The form of 

be modified by the soil and water regime in 

I Influence of "J" Roots on Seedling

Survey
instance, eucalypts
which it is growing. For 	 Growth Rate
a 


form a deep root system on dry sites and 


shallower, more fibrous root system on we II Rate if Root System Development of
 Survey

sites (Kramer and Kozlowski, 1979). 	 Eucalyptus camaidulensis and Pinus .
 

Raised in Containers
 
in root system morpholo-
Cespite the variations 


'gy, various systems of root nomenclature have Growth of Plnus
 Survey 1II Excessive Tap Root 

nomenclature which will 
evolved. 	 The system of oocarpa


in this report is explained in

be used 


system depicted represents	 the Root Morpholo-
Figure 1. The root 	 on 

which offers no physical Survey IV Effect of Tubes 


development in a soil 	 gy and Growth of Eucalyptus grandis.
 
root expansion, and will ba


impediments to 

Consequences of Planting Eucalyptus
 

as root system. 	 Survey.V
referred to a normal 	 Iatact Two
trans-	 grandis with their Tubes 

The use of containers 	for the growth and 


and one-half years After Planting.
 
seedlings 	of Eucalyptus and Pinus 


portation 	of 

has given greater establishment	 Root Systems of
species 	 tried Survey Vi Development of 

Lhan other planting techniques 	 on In
success 	 Eucalyptus Planted with Tubes 


to date by the Company due primarily to 

a lertilizer Study
 

minimal transplanting shock, especially from 


moisture stress. The common containers used Roo- Binding: An Accom;licf. In the
 Survey VII 
rart6n de 	Colombia have In Dry Areas
in nurseries by Cause of Pine Mortality 

traditionally been nolyethelene bags 4 cm. wide 


by 12 cm. 	deep or plastic-lined -aper tubes,
 
10 cm. Survey Viii 	Effects of Tubes on Eucalyptus a


having diameter5 of 4 cm. and a4,ths of Twenty-Eight Months 


After Planting.
 
are always removed at 	planting


Polyethelene bags 

the earth mass
time, and 

system intact throughout the Survey IX Root.System Development In Response
care is taken to keep 


holding the root to niffereit Methods of Dealing with
 

planting procedure. Tube seedlings have been 

Containers
A 


is usually achieved

planted with andwithout their containers. 


minimum of 90% survival 	 Planting Oversized Pine
 Survcy X Effect of 

using containerized planting stock. 	 Stock In High Rainfall Areas
 

trees ;n various plantations,	 Trees With Inadequate
Excavation of 	 Survey XI Proportion of 

planted with containerized stock, 	 inPlantations
which had 	been Lateral Root Systems
had root
trees
led to the discovery that many 	 Which Hve Been Planted with and
 

systems substantially 	different morphologically Without Their Tube Containers.
 
system depicted in


from the normal root 

Figure I. The types of deviations from the
 

normal root system most commnnly found, and
 

their probable causes, 
are listed in Table I
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SURVEY I INFLUENCE OF "J" ROOTS ON SEEDLING extremities of their containers one month after
 

GROWTH RATE transplanting to the container. After two mouths
 
abnormal root morphologies had become appa-ent,
 

Objective and after 3 months the deformed parts of 
root
 
systems were becoming lignified.
 

To determine If the frequency and degree of
 
bending of roots during transplanting from Roots of Eucalyptus camaldulensis seedlings were
 
the seed bed to the container has an effect found to have reached the limits 'of their
 
on subsequent seedling growth in the nursery. containers between I and 2 months after trans

planting. After 3 months many lateral roots had
 
Methods become iignifled into the spiral root position.
 

Development of lateral roots of eucalypt was
 
One hundred 3-month-old containerized much sparser than in pines.
 
Eucalyptus camaldulensis se'dlings from the
 
Restrepo nursery were measured for their
 
height in centimeters. After measurement, SURVEY III EXCESSIVE TAP ROOT GROWTH OF PINUS
 
each seedling was removed from their container OOCARPA
 
and the degree to which their tap root was
 
bent as a result of transplantitg was measured objective
 
in degrees. A regression was run to see if
 
there was a correlation between seedling height To determine how much excess roots had formed
 
and the degree of root bending. A similar in Pinu, owcarpa four months after transplant-ing
 
procedure was conducted for 100 Eucalyptus to polyethelene bags.
 
camaldulensis seedlings from the nursery In
 
Yumbo. Methods
 

Results Sixty-one vigorously growing four-month-old
 
Pinus oocarpa'seedlings were removed from their
 

Only 2% of the seedlings examined had principle 4 cm. wide by 12 m deep polyethelene bags and
 
roots~which had been bent more than 45%. the root sysrems were shaken free of soil. In
 
Low R value3 obtained for the regression this manner the root systems could hang loosely.
 
equations (R =0.05 for the eucalypts from Seedling height and legnth of the longest root
 
Restrepo and 0.11 for the eucalypts from Yumbo) were then measured from the root collar for.each.
 
Indicate that root bending as a result of seedling in centimeters. Twelve centime-teri,
 
transplanting from the seed bed to the which was the bag depth, was then subtracted
 
container has a negliglible effect on the from the legnth.of the longest root. The
 
growth of Eucalyptus camaldulensis seedlings difference, if positive, was considered to
 
while they are in the nursery. represent the amount that the root system had
 

overgrown its container.
 
SURVEY II RATE OF ROOT S'iSTEM DEVELOPMENT OF
 

S
1UCALYrTU C.A.IAMALDULENI5.L AND PIMU SPP. RAISED Results
 
.IN CONTAItIERS
 

The average height of the 61 four-month-old
 
Objective seedling was 14.7 cm. The average length of
 

root overgrowth which had occurred in these
 
To determine when containers begin to exert a seedlings wat 13.Z cm. with A range o'f from 5
 
deforming influence on the developing root to 35 cm. There was no correlation between the
 
system of three species, height of the seedling and the amount of root
 

overgrowth.
 
Methods
 

Root systems of Eucalyptus camaidulensis, Pinus SURVEY IV EFFECT OF TUBES ON ROOT MORPHOLOGY 
patula and Pinus oocarpa seedlings which had AND GROWTH OF EUCALYPTUS GRANDIS 
been 1, 2, 3''-ano 5 months in containers in 
the Restrepo nursery were removed from. the Obiective
 
paper tube or polyethelene bag in wh;ch they
 
had been planted. The diameters of both typen To determine how planting tube-raised eucilyptus
 
of containers inspected were 4.0 cm. when seedlings with their tubes on affects the
 
filled with soil; the height of the tubes was morphological development of Eucalyptus grandis
 
10 cm, whereas the mean bag height was 12 cm. root systems.
 

Root systems of 20 seedlings of each species in Methods
 
each of the five different age classes were
 
examined to determine how completely the root In November, of 1980 a quarter hectere of land at tt
 
system was occupying the soil medium and whether farm La Estancia was planted with 10-week-old
 
or not deformation of the root system had tube-raised Eucalyptus grandis seedlings still
 
occurred as a result of contact with the in their tubes. On the same day an 'adjacent
 
container walls. Note was also made if such block was planted with the same planting stock
 
deformations had become .ignified. but the tubes were removed at the time of
 

planting. Six months later, 10 trees were
 
Results selected at random in each block, measured for
 

their heights, and were excavated. Root
 
Pine seedlings of both species were Found to sytems of all excavated trees were then
 
have root systems penetrating to the carefully examined and compared to determine if
 

http:legnth.of


there were any differences In the amount of 

root deformation which had occured as a
 
result of the seedlings being planted with
 
their tubes on. 


This procedure was repeated 10 months after 

planting as well; at this time 14 trees in
 
tubes and 14 trees without tubes were measured 

for height, and excavated. For each
 
excavated root system, the circumference of 

the primary root was arbitrarily divided into 

4 quadrants and each quadrant was evaluated 

as to whether good lateral roots had developed
 
In that quadrant in the top 10 cm. of the root 

system. Then tree height was regressed on
 
the number of quadrants in the root system 

which had good lateral root development. 


Results 


After six months the seedlings which had been 

planted in tubes had grown 80 cm., the same 

as seedlings which had been planted without 

tubes. The tubes still had not decomposed 

and these trees were developing notably fewer 

lateral roots; the majority of lateral roots 

simply were not forming or were being deflec-

ted by the tube to grow straight downward.
 

"J" shaped principle roots, a result of poor 

trznsplanting technique, had oicurred in 5 

of the 20 trees excavated. Trees with "J" 

shaped roots averaged 66 cm. in height, where-

as trees free of this defect averaged 84 cm.

in height.
 

After 10 months of growth the seedlings which 

had been planted with tubes intact had the
 
fo; lowirg characteristics: 1) Average height 

of 244 cm.; 2) Seven of the trees still had 

their tubes completely intact; 3) Ten of 

the trees had developed no lateral -oots in
 
the zone of the tube; 4) Sev,.n of the trees 

were cnlorotic and puny and appeared to be 

dying; 4) Spiral roots were present in 4 trees; 

5) Average height of trees without lateral
 
roots in tube zone was 178 cm. and 6) Average 

height of trees with lateral roots in this
 
zoni wis 364 cm. By comparison, trees planted

without tubes had the following characteristics: 

I) Average height of 261 cm.; 2) Five of the 

tre'es had developed no lateral roots in tne 

zone of the bag; 3) Six of the treos had the 

unhealthy symptoms already described; 4) Spiral 

rootn were present in 4 trees; 5) Average

height of trees withoat lateral roots in the 

tube zone was 148 :m.; 6) With' lateral roots 

in the zone of the tube was 292 cm.
 

Poor tree growth was very closely related to 

inadequate development of a lateral root system.

Overall, trees which had developed good latera! 

roots had grown 1.9 times taller and were 

invariably healthier in appearance. Linear 

regression techniques indicate that the number 

of cuadrants ;n the top 10 cm. of the root 

crown with good lateral roots accounted for 

86% (R2 _ 0.86) of the differences in height

growth. In two cases, although trees had no 

lateral roots in the zone of the tube, the 

seedling had been planted suficiently deep such 

that good lateral roots had formed above the 

zone of the tube. These trees had an average 


height of 275 cm.
 

SURVEY V CONSEQUENCES OF PLANTING EUCALYPTUS
 
GRANDIS SEEDLINGS WITH THEIR TUBES ON TWO ANO
 
ONE-HALF YEARS AFTER PLANTING.
 

Objective
 

To determine how the planting with tubes on
 
affected the growth of Eucalyptus grandis two
 
and one-half years after panting.
 

Methods
 

Twenty six different provenances of Eucalyptus
 
spp. had been planted with tubes tact in
 
a provenance test at the La Arcadia Farm, near
 
Popayan. At two and one-half years after
 
planting the study was converted to a seed
 
stand by eliminating trees which had inferior'
 
growth. Stumps from cut trees were excavated
 
which facilitated a study of the root morphology
 
of in-tube planted Eucalyptus spp. Stumps
 
were measured for their collarTcameters and the
 
following observations were made for each root
 
system.
 

1) The circumference of the primary root in the
 
region of the tube was divided into 4 quadrants.

Then each quadrant was assessed as to whether
 
it had confined roots or not. Regressions were
 
then run for root confinement against stump
 
diameter.
 
2) The number of spiral roots 
in each 
root system
 
was noted.
 

3) The presence of bent roots as a result of
 
the principle root Leing bent in the nursery was
 
noted.
 

4) The presence of root bending as a result of
 
poor transplanting from the germination bed to
 
the tubes was noted.
 

Results
 

1) Root system. which were confined by the tube
 
over at least 180 degrees of their circumference
 
in the region of the tube were found in 56% of
 
the trees. When the degree of confinement of the
 
root system was regressed against stump diameter
 
the following equation resulted:
 

D -14.1 - 1.31 (C)
 
Where: D - stump diameter in centimeters
 

and C - degree of confinement of the
 
root system where:
 

0 - no confinement 
I - confinement In one quadrant 
2 - two quadrants 
3- three quadrants
 
4- all four quadrants


This equation explains 43% of the difference in
 
stump diameters (R - 0.43).
 

2) Strangling roots were evident in the tube
 
zone in 54% of the trees. Two such affected
 
trees had butt resinosis which appeared to be
 
caused by the inability of the cambium to
 

grow completely over convex portions
 



of deformed roots. 


of the trees had
3) The principle root of 32% 

been bent as a result of overgrowing the 

legnth of the tube while the seedling was in 

eth oe tthis 


the nursery 


trans-
4) Bent principle roots as a result of 


planting'were found in 2% of the root systems. 


SURVEY VI DEVELOPMENT OF ROOT SYSTEMS OF 

INTACT IN A
EUCALYPTS PLANTED WITH TUBES 


FERTILIZER STUDY 


Objectilye 


To evaluate the growth and development of 

stock planted in tubes
Eucalyptus.grandis 


under different 
fertilizer treatments. 


Methods 


Eucalyptus grandis seedlings which had been
 
were
rad in plastic-lined paper tubes,
T 


a
transplanted to the Chupillaufa farm for 

their tubes intact,
fertil izer test with 


later root systems of 6 trees
Fifteen months 

in each
4 fertilizer treatments 


of 4 blocks were excavated from the soil. 

from each of 


total of 96 trees were excavated. The 


trees were
treatments from which
fertilizer gm. callus, 2) 50 gm.
excavated are 1) 50 


urea, 3) 100 gm. calfos + 10
calfos + 10 gi.
alus gm. urea, 00 gm 25 ausgmurea.resinosis and above average sprout development
+ 


trees were examined within
Root systems of 24 

for the presence of
each fertilizer treatment 


any of the deformations 
listed in Table I. 


Heights and collar dianeters of excavated trees
 
were also measured.
 
For each test plot the average height growth 


of tube-confined seedlings was compared to the
 

height growth of seedlings which were free of
 
ie lateral
influence;
the containerization 


roots had emerged from the tube. 


ResuI ts 


Eucalyptus grandis which were still confined 

by their tubes had only 36" of the height of
 

their container-free counterparts within the
grandis saplings
same fertilizer test plot. E• 

saefriie etpot ;gadsspii 


-which had bent primary roots as a result of 

contact with the nursery floor overall had 48 

lessheit ththewith flot thisall defctrainfall year). Twenty-eight months later a
 
less height than those without this defect
Only 8% of the 96 saplings 	excavated in this 


survey did nut have a root deformation of some 

tp.Heavy fertilization appeared to help


type. e rtiystms brearedto he 
facilita e root systems breaking through the 
confining tube wallIs. 

SURVEY VII ROOT BINDING: AN ACCOMPLICE IN THE
 

CAUSE OF PINE MORTALITY 
IN DRY AREAS 


Objective 


5 

In 2 to 4-yearoccarpa and Pinus keslya trees 

old plantations In dry areas of the Western
 

Andes has often been seen to turn to yellow and
 

then red In one dry season. After the follaga
 
Trees suffering from
turns red the tree dies. 


problem are located at random in plantations
 
although the problem is more frequent in some
 

areas and In some plantations than in others.
 

In one phase towards ascertaining the cause of
 

this "red death" 30 trees with foliage which had
 

4 trees which were in the yellow
Just turned red, 

which were
(chlorotic) condition and 3 trees 


perfectly healthy were excavated from the soil
 
if there was any potentialand autopsied to see 


ablotic agents. Comparisons
ly harmful biotic or 

in root system morphologies were also made.
 

the lower elevations
The study was conducted on 

in the Rancho Grande and Agunin plantations 


farms which have altitudes 	of approximately
clara 

1300 m.a.s.l. and annual rainfalls of 1200 mm.
 

Results
 

The factor that almost all 	red trees had in
 
systems had been
 common was that their root 


as a result of remaining In the
deformed 

in the nursery before outcontainer too long 


often showed
planting. Yellow chlorotic 	trees 

but this was not
root deformation as well,
some 	

in red trees in the same
as pronounced as 

not found in the
plantation. Deformities were 


root systems of healthy trees in these dry areas.
 

Besides the red foliage, conspicuous butt
 

were also associated with root strangulation of
 
no consistant evidence
Pinus oocarpa. There was 


fbiotic pathogens associated with trees with
 

SURVEY VIII EFFECTS OF TUBES ON EUCALYPTUS
 
AFTER PLANTING.
CAMALDULENSIS TWENTY-EIGHT 	MONTHS 


Objective
 

To dete.rmine what effect, if any, planting
 

Eucalyptus camaldulensis seedlings Ii: tubes had 

on root morphology and diameter growth. 

Methods
 

In 1977 Eucalyptus cainaldulensis seedlings in the
 
tube were machine planted on the Guachicona

tb eemciepatdo h uciol
 

tract (elev. 1000 m.a.s.l., 1000 mm of
 

road was through the E.plantationcamaidulensisfacilitabuilt 60
ting the excavation of 


ting t eation of 60 .cam ensiS
 the
stumps. Measurements of stump diameters at 

root collar were made and the degree to which
 
lateral roots had been confined or rerluted due
 
to the paper tube was estimated using the
 

quadrant method, explained 	in Survey V.
 

Results
 

roots in the region of
The emergence of lateral 

the tube was extremely poor (Table I11. The
 

and
 
the red death of pines correlation between the diameter of the tree 


To determine the cause of 	
the degree to which lateral roots had developed
= 


planted in dry areas of the Western Andes. was not very strong (RI 0.26)
 

Methods
 

Foliage of the entire crown of many Pinus
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SURVEY IX ROOT SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT IN RESPONSE 


TO DIFFERENT METHODS OF DEALING WITH
 

CONITAIHERS 


Objective 


different
To determine which of several 


methods of dealing with the container at the
 

time of outplanting would result in the best 

oocarpa and Cupressus ,growth of Pinus 

1usitanica. 


Methods 


In 1975 seedlings of Pinus oocarpa or 


Cuprassus lusitanica which had been raied in 


tube or bags were outplanted in one of the 


following ways: 1) Seedling planted with the 


tube Intact; 2) seedling planted with the 


tube removed; 3) seedling planted with the 


bag removed; 4) 3eedling planted with the bag 


intact, but cutting off 
the bottom of the bag; 


the bag and 

roots and the spiralling


5) seedling planted without 

cutting the bottom 

lateral roots; and 
6) pulling the 


seedling from the bag, shaking off the soil 


and planting it bare-root. The experiment
 

was installed in Andept soils on the Los 


Guaduales farm, near Popayan. One year later 


the degree to which the container had been 


removed had had nc, significant effect on the 


amont which seedlings had grown (Ladrach, 1977). 


In May, 1980. crees in two blocks of the exper-


iment were measured for height and root collar 


diameter and were excavated to assess 
the 

system. Any evidence
morpholoqy of the root 


of any of the forms of root deformation
 

listed in Table I was noted for each root 


system. 


Results 


Among the treatments applied to cypress, 


result.s indicate that planting with either the
 

tube or the polyethylene bag in place le6 to a 


deformation of the root system, but that no 

resulted
exceptional reduction of growth has 


as a result of these deformities even after 


5 years (Table III). 


With one exception, no conlusions can be 


reached with respect to the pine portion of 


the experiment since it is evident from the 


high proportions of deformed roots in all
 
were overgrown in
treatments that seedlings 


their cont'ainers before this experiment was 


installed. The exception is that conveting 


passed containerized stock to bare-root stock 


(treatment 6) apparently diminishes the 

root
proportion of root-bund systems. 


SURVEY X EFFECT OF PLANTING OVERSIZED PINE 


STOCK IN1HIGH RAINFALL AREAS 


Objective
 

To document the performance of seedlings which
 

were too large for their containers in the
 
after they had been planted.
nursery six years 


Methods
 

The two plantations examined during this survey
 
the La Paz farm near Popayan.
are both located at 


The farm is at 
1750 motors elevation and
 

normally receives 
about 1900 mm of rainfall
 

annually.
 

1977 pines in two lots were planted with
In 

seedlings which were oversized 
in the nursery,
 

which means that their lateral roots were
 

growing in spirals around the inside of the beg.
 

In the first plantation Pirous patula iad been
 

planted. Seedlings used the second 7lanta

tlon were a mixture of Pinus oocarpa and Pous
 

patula. Six years later"-no iceable numb-T

trees in both plantations had fallen over due
 

to wind throw; additionally many trees were
 

leaning. On close-r examination all such
 

leaning or windchrown trees were found to havei
 

strangling roots. 
 Severe strangulation had, made
 

the root systems of these trees ineffective as
 

support structures. Many upright trees were
 

found to have strangling roots as well, but it
 

appeared that the degree of strangulation was not
 

as severe.
 

In the pure Pinus patula stand,degree of leaning
 

was used as an index of strangulation to enable
 
a study to be conducted to determine whether
 

on
degree of strangulation had had an influence 


tree di,meter. The diameters at DBH or 1.5
 

meters distance from the 
base were measured for
 

29 fallen trees, 30 trees leaning over at least
 

150 from the verticle, and 44 erect trees. All
 
the study
trees examined in this 	portion of 


the study was conducted.
were alive at the time 


Pinus patula and Pinus 	oocarpa
In the mixed 

plantation each of 515 	trees in one block were
 

simply tallied as to whether they were erect,
 

leani'ng over 15* fallen over, or dead.
 

Results
 

In the pure Pinus patula plantationtrees which
 

had fallen over; indicating severe root
 

an average diameter of 9.4 cm.
strangulation, had 

Trees whic:, were leaning, indicating a moderate
 

amount of root strangulation, had.an average
 

diameter of 12.0 cm. and trees which were
 

upright, indicating that they had sufferred from
 

the least amount of root strangulation, had an
 

average diameter of 15.0 m.
 

mixed Pinus oocarpa Pilius
In the block of the 


t u la plantation, 26% of the trees were ecct, 

53 were inclined, 8 were lying down and 13
 
were -'ad. In total, therefore, over 70% of the
 

trees in the plantation had been windthrown
 

over 15 . Windthrown trees were 
° located at
 

random in the plantation and all windthrown
 

trees examined showed 
evidence of strangling
 

roots. Windthrown P. oocarpa were further
 

much higher than average
characterized by 

sprouting.
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SURVEY XI PROPORTION OF TREES WITH INADEQUATE rate of the seedling in the nursery. However,
 
LATERAL ROOT SYSTEMS IN PLANTATIONS OF results of Survey IV showed that young trees
 
EUCALYPTUS GRANDIS WITH AND WITHOUT TUBE with J shaped principle roots were smaller than
 
CONTAINERS trees planted as their contemporaries which did
 

not have the problem. The frequency of J
 
Objective shaped root systems was found to vary with batch
 

of seedlings, nurseries, and species; the
 
To see If the proportion of trees which eucalypts are more prone to heve the problem than
 
develop without adequate lateral root systems the pLnes probably due to the difference In
 
is different for seedlings of Eucalyptus grandis flexibility of the different types of seedlings
 
planted in their tubes versus seedlings when they are transplanted.
 
planted after the tubes have been removed.
 

Lateral root development in the zone of the tube
 
lethods is extremely important for Eucalyptus j r njs;
 

in Survay IV the variation in tree heighc of
 
Two neighboring lots in the same plantation this species was found to be very highly correla
.were planted during the same week with the ted to the number of quadrants in a root 
same Eucalyptus grandis planting stock in system which had developed good lateral roots 
October of 1980. The seedlings in one lot (RZ - 0.82). 
were planted by hand with their tubes on;
 
in the other lot the tubes were removed Leaving a pine seedling in a polyethylene tag-in
 
before being planted by hand. The lot where the nursery for such a legnth of time that.-its
 
the tubes were not removed has generally root system becomes deformed or shaped by the
 
proven somewhat more satisfdctory than the walls of the container was found to promote two
 
lot where the tubes were removed. All trees different kinds of adverse effects on the health
 
received 75 gms. of NPK 10-30-10 and 10 grams and growth of the resulting tree (Surveys VII y
 
of borax at the time of plantirg. X). On relatively dry sites with 1200 mm. of
 

rainfall per annumthe foliage of pine trees with
 
Eleven months after planting a survey was run strangling roots is likely to undergo a rapid
 

to see if the proportion of trees which had color transformcrion over a period of a few
 
developed inadequate lateral root systems months (from grein to clorotic to red) as a
 
varied between the two lots. Since over 250 result of inadequate quantities of water being
 
trees in dach lot were to be examined a non- translocated past the root binding co the crown
 
destructive sampling procedure was desirable. during the dry season. When the foliage is red
 
Results of Survey IV indicated that trees which the tree is effectively dead. The age it which
 
were smaller, with chlorotic diminutive a tree is affected is roughly Inverse to the
 
foliage, inclined or dying had iradequate degree to which the root system was deformed in
 
development of their lateral root systems. the container. These symptoms have been most
 
These symptoms were therefore used as a guide commonly observed in plantations of 2 to 5
 
to the development of lateral roots. years- of age.
 

The survey was conducted by walking down random Although evidence was not collected in planta
rows of trees in both lots and tallying the tions in dry sites, it is also logical th~t
 
nunther of healthy (green straight and vigorous) sub-lethal strangling or constricting of root
 
and unh.ealthy trees (small leaning, chlarotic, systems, may allow the tree to grow only at a
 
dying at the terminals). rate beneath its genetic potential. *Lindgren
 

and Orlander (1978) found that, as compared
 
Results with a natural root system, containerized root
 

systems had only one third the cross sectional
 
Of the 288 trees examined in the lot where the root area leaving the !raginary zone of the
 
tubes had been removed, )3% had the unhealthy container seven years 3fter plantinq.
 
and diminutive symptoms indicating poor lateral
 
root development, of the 255 trees examined in On wetter sites withl 90 mm. of rainfall per
 
the lot when tubes had not been removed, 30% year foliige of trees was never found to have
 
of the trees had these symptoms indicating poor turned red as a rpsult of ruot-stv'angling,
 
lateral root development. Trees not suffering confined root systems. Rather, the most
 
frnm this problem were growing excellently in obvious evidence of strangled root systems
 
both lots. is windthrown trees. In this case lateral roos,
 

which,if they had they not been deformed by the
 
container, would have contributed to the support
 

DISCUSSION of the tree, actually interfire with their
 
intended function. The place of structural
 

Deformation of the root system as a re-,;lt of failure of windthro%.'n trees with strangling
 
the containerization process appe~rs to have roots is frequently just above the point of
 
three causes: poor transplanting technique, st.rangle. Ironical.ly, the point where strangula
inadequate lateral root development and exces- tion prevents the principle root from growing in
 
sive root growth while in the container, diameter is the natural fulcrum for a tree; the
 
Bending the principle root when the seedling is one place where tree diameter should be the
 
transplanted incorrectly into the container, thickest.
 
from the seed bed causes the principle root to
 
remain in the J shape. Results of Survey I Windthrow problems from strangulation of the
 
indicated that having a "J" shaped principle containerized root system are not uncommon
 
root does not significantly influence the growth elsewhere (Bell, 1978; Tinus 1978). According
 

to L.indgren and Orlander (1978), Pinus
 
sylvestris trees with 35 cm. diameters which
 

http:Ironical.ly
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resulted from containerized stock were able to 

resist less than one-half the force against 

their trunks as s4milarly sized trees which had 

developed naturally from seed. Interestinqly 

Pinus sylvestris trees which had developed 

from bare root stock could sustain 90% as much 

lorce as the trees which had developed natural-

ly from seed. 


Experience gained from the surveys reported 

here and available literature indicate that 

windthrow problems typically increase with 

age (Bergman and Haggstrom 1976; Bell, 1978;
 
Lindgren and Orlander 1978). However, there 

Is also evidence that In some species the 

strangling and entangled roots resulting from 

the containerized scedlinns may eventually 

coelesce under the overgrowth of a continuous 

cambial layer. If this point is reached the 

root can apparently function quite normally 

from a structural standpoint (Hagner, 1978; 

Hay and Woods, 1978). In Colombia the initial 

coelescing of the bound root mass has been
 
seen in Eucalyptus camaldulensis in as little 

as 3 years but has not been observed in Pinus 

oocarpa up to 8 years of age. Most roots are 

not likely to cuelesce within a pulpwood 

rotation. 


Evidence from Survey X also shows that Pinus 

patula diameter growth on 1900 mn, rainfall 

sites is sever!. stunted by root deformities 

caused by excess time in containers; trees 

with the most severely deformed root systems 

on the average, grew only 63% as large in 

diameter as trees with the least deformed
 
root systems. 


Results of Survey VII suggest that strangling 

roots cannot translocate as much water as 

unaffected root systems. In studies conducted 

by Hay and Woods (1978) the tranilocation of 

carbohydrates in the phloem was also found to 

be imped.u by the presence of strangling roots. 

The inabil ity of root-strangled trees to 

translocate sugars past the point of strangula-

tion cou'ld be part of the reason for he 

abnormally heavy basal sprouting obser'ed in 

strangled Pinus oocarpa. 


Butt resinosfs is another adverse effect of 

planting stock with deformed root configura-

tions which occurs in eucalypts but is more 

frequent in pines. Besides being symptomatic 

of ill-health and causing growth loss, the 

presence of resin lowers the value of the wood 

for many wood products. 


The effect of planting trees with tubes in place 

is still not totally resolved. Results of the 

surveys IV, V, VI, VIII and IX indicate that 

the morphology of seedlings planted with their 

tubes on is different than that of a seedling
 
developing in an unconfined soil media, but 

the impact on volume growth is not clear. The 

initial survival rate is not affected by 

planting with tubes intact, but tubes often have 

not degenerated 18 months after planting. 

Lateral roots of tube-planted seedlings were 

seldom seen to break through the walls of their 

tube, such roots either do not form, or, on 

contact with the wall, are usually deflected 

downward. 


Results of Survey IX EAdicate that cypress
 
grew better if removed from the tube before
 
planting. Removing the tube at planting time had
 
essentially eliminated problems with deformed
 

roots. On the other hand pine growth apparently
 
dropped as a result of removing the tube.
 
Perhaps untubed seedlings had to recover from
 
more transplanting shock. The test with pines,
 
however, is considered unfair since all seed
lings were planted after their root systems were
 
already set in container-deformed growth
 
patterns.
 

Survey IV and V indicate that the number of
 
cuadrants with good lateral root development is
 
highly correlated with the growth of Eucalyptus
 
grandis. The reason for the somewhat lower
 
coefficient of determination in Survey V
 
(R2 - 0.43) as compared to Survey IV (R2 - 0.86) 
is probably due to having several different 
provenances in Survey V and only one in . 

Survey IV. 

The reason why good growth of E. camlidulensis
 
is not as dependent as E. jrandis on the
 
formation of lateral roots may in part be
 
explained by genetic differences between
 
species. According to Cremer et al (1978)
 
eucalyptus species native to dy -reas of
 
Australia, including E. camaldulens's tend to
 
develope more priminent tap roots than eucalypts
 
from moister areas
 
As such, E. camaldulensis would naturally be
 
less dependent on having lateral roots than.
 
E. grandIs.
 

In Surveys IV and XI it also appears that poor
 
development of lateral roots of E. grandis
 
raised in tubes dates back to even before
 
planting since a significant proportion of
 
these seedlings failed to develo.e lateral roots
 
even though their tubes were removed at the
 

time -of planting. This is of interest because
 
the seedlings had been held in the nursery the
 
minimum amount of time necessary to have grown
 
to an adequate size for outplanting. Apparently
 
the lateral root development in tubes was
 
inadequate in many E. grandis seedlings and
 
leaving the tube on at the time of planting
 
simply increased the proportion of trees which
 
developed without adequate lateral roots.
 
A good lateral root system leaving from the top
 
15 cm. of the root crown is vital to tree
 
health. Results of Surveys IV, V and VI
 
demonstrate this point. Results of Surveys
 
IV, V and VI demonstrate this point. These
 
thoughts have also been reflected by Ben Salem
 

(1978) working with tubed Pinus pn seedlings
 
in Tunesia. Nonetheless, Ladrach1970) reports
 
a case where, seedlings of Pinus taeda grew the
 
same megardless of whether they had been planted
 
with or without their tubes.
 

Also even where tubes do impair root system
 
development of a small proportion of trees,
 
the efficiency of planting seedlings with tubes
 
intact in mechanical operations many be a more
 
important factor. Furthermore,if seedlings are
 
planted so that the top of the tube is slightly
 
below the soil level, lateral roots often develop
 
from adventitious buds which form at the top of
 
the root crown; such trees had as good of growth
 
as healthy trees in Survey IV.
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Results of studies reported indicate that This technique has not worked well in Brazil;
trees are likely to grow better if they have however, it is logical to assume that normal
good lateral root development, but do not 
have methods of raising bare-root stock would
spiral lateral roots 
 or excessive principle result Ir more robust and more easily
roots at the time of planting. To ensure plantable seedlings.

the formation of this kind of root 
system
one 	or more of 
the 	following practices could 6) Conventional bare-root stock could also be 
use
be helpful: 
 in some circumstances. Many species


commercially planted above 1800 meters
1) 	Use containers 15 cm. deep by 6 cm. in Colombia can be planted easily and with 
in
 

diameter. Root systems of pine and 
 good establishment success, and trees from
eucrlyptus seedlings fill 
12 cm. deep bare-root stock are generally more wind firm
by 4 cm. wide containers within 
one 	 than trees from containerized stock
month and six weeks respectively from the (Lindgren and Orlander, 1978).

time of transplanting (results of
 
Survey 1i). There will be 2.6 times
 
more soil in these larger containers. CONCLUSIONS
 

Z) 	Move seedlings around in the nursery. 
 Basically there three
are types of problems
Up to 5 moves are commonly conducted in 
 which develope as a result of using containers
Brazilian nurseries for nursery stock in 
 In the nursery: 1) "J" roots 2) overgrowth of--polyethelene bags. 
 The 	first move is the container by the seedling root system; and
conducted about 40 days 
after transplan- 3) lack of development of lateral roots in.'the
ting from the germination bed at 
a time zone of the container.
 
when, according to results of Survey II,

the 	principle roots should just have grown 
 "J" 	roots result when the tip of the primary
into the bottom of the container. 
The root is doubled over as it is being transplanted
moving apparently restricts 
the growth from the germination bed to the container. In
of these long roots and thereby prevents the surveys conducted only 2% of the seedlings
their piling up 
in coils, in the bottom were affected with this problem. Trees wi-th
of the bag. It also stimulates the 
 severe J roots grow more slowly than their notsgrowth of lateral roots which is 
 affected contemporaries.

especially important for the eucalypts.

All 	moves can be timed to correspond to Overgrowth of the container by the seedling.
selection processes when faster growing 
 root system was found 	 more
to be a much common
seedlings are segretated from their defect. 
 Normally large planting stock is
slower growing comtemporaries. The 
 preferred because the survival on outplanting
principal root should be pinched off at will be high. 
 However, if containerized seedeach move. 
 lings are so.large that their primary roots are
 

bunched or bent at the bottom of 
the 	container,
3) 	Nursery stock should be outplanted before 
 and 	their lateral roots are spiralling around
root systems of seedlings overgrow the the 
inside of the container, root binding
dimensions of their containers. This is probl-ems will develop years later.
 
basically a problem of timing; if the
 

nursery manager knows exactly how many 
 On dry sites strangling roots, which develop
seedlings are needed of each species he from spiral roots, cut off the flow of water
 can 	lay out 
a schedule of work activities nutrie6ts and carbohydrates between the
which, if followed, will result in the system and the tree crown.	 
root
 

production of :he desired number of

seedlings of p'oper size for planting. 
 The problem becomes aggravated as the
 

affected tree ages. On 
dry 	sites root-bound
4) 	With the possible exception of mechanically trees commonly die showing typical drought

planted tube seedlings, the tubes should symptoms. Pine folliage turns 
red.
 
always be removed at the time of

planting. The lined paper tubes presently On sites with more favorable moisture balances,
being used 
in Carton de Colombia nurseries root 
bound trees are not so obvious. Although
dont decompose rapidly when they 
are the strangling of root 
bound trees also occurs
planted along with the seedling, and the on such 
sites, the more regular rainfall helps
morphology of the enclosed root system is prevent affected trees 
from passing over the
often poorer as a result of the 
 drought threshold. In such areas root-strangled

confinement, 
 trees are more 1 kely to suffer a losL of growth
 

increment or to uu windthrown due to structural
5) 	Another technique for dealing with over-
 failure of the root system.

sized seedlings is to remove them from

their container medium just before out-
 Poor development of lateral roots in the zone
planting and 
plant them bare root. Results of the container was more common among
of Survey IX show that this is an effective eucalypts than pines. E.gs with this 
problem
way 	for reducing the amount of 
root have slow growth and occas orally die.
 
deformity in containerized seedlings.

Meskimen (1974) even recommends growing

oversized stock and then removing all 
soil
 
with streams of water prior to planting to
 
ensure sturdy eucalyptus planting stock.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
 

To reduce the in,:idence of root binding In 
 Canadian Forestry Service. Joint Rept.
eucalypts and pines the following is 
 No. 	8 pp. 73-84.

recommended:
 

1) 	Use containers 6 cm. in diameter by Ladrach, W.E. 1970. Progress Report on 1969
15 cm. Containerized Seedling Tests.
deep as a minimum size. 	 Winnsboro
 
Res. Rept. No. 48 Westvaco Corp.
 

pInternal 	 Rapt.
2) 	Move containerized 4dedlings periodically
in the nursery pruning 
roots that emerge Ladrach, W.R 1977. omparison of Trees 
In
from the container each time. 
 Tubes a.d Bags 
a Year After Planting.
 
Res. Rept. No. 19. Investigacl6n Forestal,
3) 	Mantain gnod scheduling betwaen seedling 
 Cart6n de Colombia.


production in the nursery and 
the 	field
outplanting to minimize the number of 
 Lingren 0. and G. Orlander 1978. A Study on
oversized seedlings. 
 Root Development and Stability of 6 to
 
7-year-old Container Plants.
4) For oversized seedlings with root binding 	 In: Proc.
of the Root From of Planted Treas
in the nursery, remove the container and Symposium. British Colombia Ministry of
the 	soil, prune the spiraled roots and 
 Forests/Canadian Forestry Service Joint
plant the tree bare roct; this where the 	 --
Rept. No. 8 pp. 142-144
 

climate permits.
 

5) For trees in tubes of paper lined with Lyr, H. and G. Hoffmann. 1967. Growth Ratesand 	Growth Periodicity of Tree Roots.
plastic, remove the tube 
before hand 
 Int. Rev. For Res. 2. Academic Press.
planting; for machine planting 
it Is 	 New York pp. 181-206.
 
necessary to leave the tube 
intact. In
the 	case of.plastic bags, these 
are Kramer, P.J. 
and 	T.T. Kozlowski, 1979.
removed as always. 
 Phvsioloov of Woody Plants. 
 Academic
 

Press. New York 811 p.
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TABLA I. TIPOS.DE DEFORMACIONES DE LA 
RAIZ ASOCIADOS CON EL CRECIMIENTO DE PLANTULAS EN
 
ENVASES
 

TIPO DE DEFORMACION 
 CAUSA
 

A) Raiz principal en forma de "J" 
en los El punto de ]a raiz principal se queda a un
primeros 8 cms. del sistema de las rarces 
 lado del hueco mientras se esti haciendo el
 
repique causando al doblamiento de la raiz.
 
Este problema existe con tubas y con 
bolsas.
 

8) Las rarces prfncipales estin dobladas 
a Despues de crecer par e] largo del 
envase,
90* a una profundidad correspondiente las rATces principales encuentran el piso
a la profundidad del envase. duro del vivero. Como no pueden penetrar en
 
iste piso se doblan y crecen par encima del
 
piso del vivera. Especialmente se encuentra
 
en plantulas de tuba.
 

C) Las rarces prIncipales estin enrol.ladas 
 Las rar:as principales pueden crecer hasta 3
a una profundidad qua corresponde 
a la veces 
en largo en altura de ]a plintula.
profundidad del envase 
 Cuando cl largo de )a rarz principal estS cre
ciendo en exceso en la profundidad del tube,

comianza a enrollarse en 
el fondo del envase.
 
Sucede con mis frecuencia en bolsas.
 

D) Rarces Espirales 
 Las rarces espi'rales se forman cuando las
 
rarce5 laterales han crecido d.maslado largo par
 
el radio del envase y empiezan a cracer
 
alrededor de la ratz principal entre las
 
parede3 del envase 
y a] suelo del envase. El
 
problema exst, con plintulas en bolsas y en
 
tubas.
 

E) Falta de Raices Laterales 
 La causa no es conocida con seguridad.
 
Una posible causa puede ser por 
el suelo
 
compactado 
en el envase qua no permite la
 
formaci6n 
Inicial de ralces laterales. Una
 

practit:a qua se empiea para conservar ]a masa
 
de ti, rra mientras se quita ]a bolsa, tambi~n
 
puede perJudicar la formaci6n de 
rarces
 
laterales.
 

F) Raices Laterales Redirigidas Las rarces laterales, si no crecen en 
espirales, pueden crecer directamente par debajo
 
entre las paredes el envase. Es comn
 
especialmente cuando se 
pl~nta las ptintulas
 
en tubas.
 

TABLA II FRECUENCIA DE DISTRIBUCION DE SISTEMAS DE 
RAICES POR NUMERO BE CUADRANTES CON
 
RAICES LATERALES
 

Namero de Cuadrantes 
 % del Sistema de Raices 
 Promedio de
Con Raices Laterales 
 en esa Categorta 
 Diametro (cms.)
 

0 
 66 
 9.7
 

1 
 27 10.4
 

2 
 5 14.o 

3 
 2 
 13.0
 

4 0 

http:TIPOS.DE
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TABLA III. PROMEDIOS DE ALTURA Y PORCENTAJE DE SISTEMAS DE RAICES
 

DEFORMADAS EN RESPUESTA A SEIS DIFERENTES METODOS DE TRAT R ENVASES AL
 

PLANTAR CINCO AROS A PARTIR DE LA PLANTACION "
 MOMENTO DE 


N6mero de
 
Cueressus lusitanica Pinus oocarp
Tratamiento Tratamiento 

Zde rbo de % de Arboles r-FeTM 

-a alturacon slstema altura en con sistema 

de ralces (cms.) de raices en (cms)
 
deformadas 
 deformadas
 

1 Plantado en tubo 	 64 647 77 753 

8 705 85 698
2 Plantado sin tubo 


745
3 Plantado sin bolsa 	 38 722 92 


.4 	 Plantado con bolsa
 
sin fondo 64 738 92 806
 

5. 	 Plantado sin bolsa
 
0 709 100 719
cortando raIces 


espirales
 

6 Plantado sin bolsa
 
y sin suelo 0 637 50 713
 

1) Cada tratamiento para las dos especies fui representado de 12
 

a 14 irboles. Las plgntulas para Tos tratamientos 1 y 2 fueron
 
pelicula de polietileno en
crecidas 	en tu~os de papel con una 


el vivero. • La. demos fueron crecidas en bolsas de polietileno.
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rIGURA I. 	RCPRCSrNTACION ESQUEMATICA DE UN SISTCMA 09
 
RAICES DE ARSOI S NORMALESA
 

Ra ios del Perifere
 
Tronco do 
Rarx
 

*- Raices 	Superficiale
 

Rarces do 	Humus - 30 cm.
7-*C ---

Rarces Lateraloss
 

Rarces do 	coraz6n Raices Verticales
 

Larz Principal
 

'1 	 Tomado do Lyr y Hoffman (1967) 

FIGURA 2.REPRESENTACION E-QUEMATICA DE LOS TIPOS DE DEFORMACIONES
 
DE LAS RAICES ASOCIADAS CON LOS RECIPIENTES DE LAS PLANTULAS*
 

Suelo.. 
 -1 
I 	 f 

8 cm.rI-
 I 
 'I
 

I me$ 2 alos 4 M es
 

A. 	 Ralz principal en forma de B. Rarcesrprinclpales dobladas a 30" do
"ji, en Ia zona del anvase profundidad en relacl6n con al fondo
 

del 	recipients.
 

ilie 

Moses 'te 	 no$ 
C. 	 Las riaces principales enredadas 4 moses
a un profundidad con 
relac6n al
fond del 	envase 
 0. 	Raices lateraler espiraladas por
 

exceso de crecimlento en ui
 

envase.
 

E. 	Fait& de racos laterales F. Ratces laterales redirigidas
 

por abajo.
 

LaLocallzacl6n del 
envase so Indic& pot las lineas Interrumpidas.
 
Las ceusas de l& derormidades se explican en Ia Table I.
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MYCORRHIZAE MAY SAVE FERTILIZER DOLLARS
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Svifc dhu&apge 

Sodan se and lmmoLate 
Pert goum 

uyc..thlaar * rs 

0 0* tti Plate 1. ketris 
Cktulr s infectioa bygy"corrhLisl 

fmolfungi 

Periodically 
2. Test for 

plithelss 
surface disaftst 3. Inoculates 

Uet~ror$01'of VAkitse oil of VA " 
spera andInotulatIQ 

ycsurdarl plants 

mother cultm 

Inoculate selected beit 
for lscoluji nlcrese 

Aply selaztiue 
poe cl~s f 

3tt--"ge preductico of 

IatuLscion of 
usedy Plant 

Lfusculue by horticultural 
efipulation 

mosar Fig. 1. Proposed scheme for commer
cial production of mycorrhizal Inoculum, 

Mycorrhizal Inoculum costs 

Item peManem t saaaye Mycorrhizae may save 
Other wages & salaries fertilizer dollars 

Potting & inoculation 5
 
Moving pota 
 2 
Pruning I 
Spraying I ByDr. Charles R. Johnson their importance to plant growth andWatering (drip) 2 and Dr. John A. Menge their widespread distribution, mycor-
Harvesting 3 rhizae must be considered in all asp.cts
Grinding & packagin; 2 MYCORRHIZAL FUNGI are as- of plant science and agriculture."Quality control 2 sociated with the rr .Ls of nearly all Mycorrhizal fungi are frequently
Maintenance mother 
culture 5 plants. They form E ,ymbiotic associa- categorized into four major grouping.: 

Plants & seeds .2 tion termed mycorrhizae. Because of ectomycorrhizae, vesicular-arbusculas 
Pots---4-inch 7 (VA) mycorrhizae, ericaceous mycor-
Media 2 rhizae and orchidaceous mycorrhizae.
Fertilizer .3 Dr. Charles R. Johnson is in the De- Ericaceous and orchidaceous mycor-
Pesticides & other partment of Oramental Horticulture. Un rhizae are associated with ericaceous 

chemicals I versity of Florida, Gainesville. Dr. John A. and orchidaceous plants, respectively.Other production supplies I Menge is Inthe Department of Plant Little information is available on these
Repairs & maintenance i Patholcgy, University of California, River- two types of myccrrhi-e, and their 
Iuranc 2
Telephone .5 side. economic importance is limited,so they 
Electricity & fuel 9
 
Taxes, licenses & bonds 1.1 Fertilizer cost comparison

Advertising .3 c 
Rent (land and/or Annual fertil-ztion 
Otherbuildings)cash expenses 13 .8 Fetilizer cost for 1,000 gallon containers'Without VA With VA Potentlial 

Total Cash Costs 69.20 Material Rate. my,orrhizae mycorrhzae savings 
Noncua Costs Micronutrients 2.5 lb/cubic yd $22.14 $13.28 S 8.86
Depreciation on machin- Double superphosphate 5 lb/cubic yd 3.06 .91 2.15 

ery & equipment 2.2 Ammonium nitrate Avg. 130 ppm N 37.81 26.47 11.34 
Depreciation on PotassiuL chloride Avg. 80 ppm K0 9.58 6.71 2.87

buildings .9 Other nutrients (Ca, Mg) 7.25 5.80 1.45 
Interest on capital Totals £79,84 S53.17 S26.67 

@121 12Tt 
Total noncash costs 15.10 'Based on January, 1981, price estimates. 

Total cost per ,-inch 'Fertilization rates based on commercial wtv~dy nursery operations using overhead
fertigation system.container 84.30 3Phosphorus levels could be reduced by appoximately 70%and N, K and micro
nutrients by 30 to 40% using VA mycorrhizal fungi. 

Fig. 2. Estimated costs for producing
velIcular-erbuscular mycorrhlzal inocu- Fig. 3. Estimated fertilizer costs for wooy lndscape plants O" in " 
urn on Sudan grass in four-Inch pots. tainers with and without VA mycorrhizae. *-•• • * 
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will not be discussed further. Nurserymen have compensated for 
- gIEctomycorrhizae are associated with 'the absence of 

numerous conifers and other trees. 

ilcy .-
,fun i are Basidiom cetes (mushrooms 
and uffballs) and AScomycetes CUP 
un I an tru es. .ey are cnarac-

terized by a thick ungal layer, known 

as a fungal mantle, which coversthe 

host feeder roots. 


VA mycorrhizae are found on a 

majority of the angiosperms of the 

world. They do not visually alter the 

structure of roots and often cannot be 

without a mioSCOPo VAdetectedetcotehd fngitharefoudino s 
myc rrhizal fungi are found in almost 
any 0_field soil from arctic to tropical 
regior's (17). 

Both of these mycorrhizal types Pen-
etrate the outer regions of roots (corti-
cal cells), but only VA mycorrhizae 

penetrate individual cells. Inside host 
plant cells, VA mycrrhiza fungi form 
cules and ballon-like structures termed 

nscules band 
vesicles. at ght to be the site 

of nutrient transfer between the symbi-
otic partners. Vesic'e, Hire likely stor-
age organs that the fungus produces to 
store nutrient materials inside the 
plant host. Because a great majority of 
woody landscape species are infected 

beneficial VA mycorrhzal fungi, 
hzas will'~ beeoly row ofof yo hthswl eteonly group mycorr hi-

zae discussed below. 

What They Do 

VA mcorhisae are cale 
p-vinR growth of many woody land-

a- timuateplat "Because-mycrrhzalfuni Precautions must be taken to ensure 
scape plants (10. I11 12. 21). VA 

1n ium is free of nematodes,mycorrhizal fungi stimulate plant ab- th7T 
and may be insects and harmful pathogens, emec 

sorption of phosphorus 
(18) tested a number of funicides thatinvolvedMyorrhizalin uptake of other haveions (4,been15,re- -are rodun myor-fungi cmpatible with 

16).. to water (19n,) .improve transport P . 

im-es of inoculum produc-although this may simply reflect 
tion can be generated using current

proved nutritional statso of mycoreshi-
af rncn businea es. ea-zal plants.t 

There is also evidence that mycor- greenbnuse usinesa e A me-
accurate cost estimate of my-

rhizae provide resistance to plant dis- sonably 
coirhizal production, including techni-

ease (20). Many scientists feel that VA 
imately 84.3t for a four-i .ch container 

result of improved phosphorus nutri., cal labor and quality control, is approxare amycorrhizal effects on disease 
tiglofused i er easedspor 

tion caused by the increased absorbing 

surface conferred by mycorrhizal hy-
phae. 
talsContainer reducproduction of ornamen-eliminates or significantlyJI .......
 

populations of VA nycorhizal fun 
Most media components-such .aspine 

andandpeatmoses--re evoi of 
oark, vermiculite, perlite, builder's 
sand and eat mosses-ae dev-id2L 

. m ycorrhizal fungi. In addition, many 
, nursermen steam, pasteurize or chem-

icate harmtreat media to eraica y
pathogens; this also eliminates benef-

cial organisms such as mycorrhizal 
T ng 

luxury amoune-' rti.n--i j 

But high levels of nutrition an. -rg-

tion will not always be 
m.use of limteWpetroleum available 
fr mking inorganic fertilizer, 
costs of fertilizer and rigid restrictions 
9n water use. In addition, hi h nui-
tion and subsequent required Pesticid 
applications are being more carefeully 
monitored by environmental regulatory 
groups. 

Inoculating container-grown lants
with VA icrrofizaLfg mayredlice

need for cur 
-nee'd__ can 

be done, and it has some economic 

advantages.
Inoculum Production 

of VA mY--oriercial Iroduction 
pneA i f mi. bin 

corrhizal inoculum is bein atteMed 
at on y p few aces inl the county 

urrentl, theni o wyo prou 
u 

uoOts 0 sus~eptible4hs lants. Wit 
the proper safeguar, mycorr in-
oculum that is free of plant pathogens 
can be produced in commercial 3reen-
houses. 

Menge etal (3)proposed a scheme 

for roducing inoulum as shown in 
Fi. The inoculum is rcu=oin pot-

i ief omo athave nohoulture o seiec stsrO wththe 
_root diseses in common with the host 
-c-Wrso' 

- plant for which the inoculum is in-
inoculum for cit-tended. For example, on Sudn _gasscould be produced 

but never on citrus. 

of VA mycorrhizal inoculum (Fig. 2). 
This would be enough to inoculate 
approximately 50 to 60 gallon contain-
ers. 

A method similar to the one outlinedin Englanddevelopedbeing labove is s i 

for large-scale commercial use (7). In 
this method, plants are grown n 
blocks that are standing in a shallow 

nutrient-flow culture. After VA my
corrhizal spores are produced in the 
peat blocks, the blocks are ground up 
fnu 
for inoculation. 

I -JanuLry 15, 1982 

Lnoculating Woody Landscape Plants 

A number of methods have b,.n 
used to inoculate plants with VA my
corrhizal fungi in greenhouse and nur
sertrials. Inoculation can be done 
when potting rooted cuttings into liner 
or gaJlon containers by placing five to 
eight grams of soil inoculum directly 
beneath roots of the cuttingsi. Phospho
rus levels must be kept low (less than 

34 parts per million for citrus) during 
all phases of plant growth, and other 
nutrients should be kept low for th 
first six to nine weeks of mycorrhizal 
infection. 

Infection has also been a'om-. 

plished by inoculating plants durinug 
propagation, shortly after root initia
tion, using mycorrhizal spores or soil 
inoculum. The greatest success with 
infection and subsequent growth re
sponse has been realized from early
spring to summer. 

Various methods have been used 

sucsfuly to inoculate field-grown 
plants, including layering the inoculum 
under seed and banding the inoculum 
along plant rows (8). Commercial ap

ing fertilizer banding machin.'y-y werewere 
successfully carried out in a Califdrnia 
citrus nursery (2). Some success has 
been achieved by pegeting seeds with 

iocumm (6) and by inoculatingg sond 
.
 

Growth and Economic Benefits
 
VA myorrhizal fungi oc

cur on a wide variety of woody plant 

species and improve growth of these 
plants, the potential of these fungi as 
commercial "biotic fertilizers" is enor

us. 
Researchers have shown that woody 

landscape plants in containers grow 
about as well with low to moderate 
nitrogen and potassium fertilization 
plus mycorrhizal inoculation as they do 
with luxury fertilization (10). 

Benefits of these fungi on important 
tree fruits, such as citrus (13), a*ocadc 
(14) and peaches (11), has promptec 
inquiries and demand for inoculum t 
improve plant growth.

Fertilization currently constitute 
two to four percent of the cash nurser: 
production expenses (5). This will con 
tinue to rapidly escalate. 
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With inoculation, the expense of 
pTosphorus fertilization could be re-
duced by approximately 70 percent. 
Current levels of nitrogen, potassium 
and micronutrients could be reduced 
ay 30 to 40 percent. 

This potentially could reduce fertil-y 334 pecent fo 
izer expenditures by 33.4 percent, for 
savi-rgs of approximately $26.67 per 

1,000 gallon containers annually for 
woody plants under a typical fertiliza-
tion program (Fig. 3). 

Preliminary research has indicated 
that an additional benefit isimproved 
establishmentlntn_ and adsae__n___s 

izerexpeditues 

rh__ survival of mycor-
inan ~rhizl ans sa ~ i 

Reduced cosis for better water and fer: 

tilizer uptake and improved plant su,--
vivai should create consumer demand 
for such plants in the landscape. 

Summary and Conclusions 

Mycorrhizal fungi benefit growth of 
several woody landscape plants under 
controlled experimental conditions. 
Cost benefit figure, indicate an eco-

nomic advantage to using -them. Con-
taminer studies are being established at 
nursery sites to test the feasibility of 
using mycorrhizal fungi under com-
mercial cultural programs. 

With successful results from such 
tests and growing interest, more corn-
mercial sources o? inoculum should de-
velop. Current methods of watering 
and fertilizing will be radica 

changed in the next decade because f 

shortages. Using alternatives like VA 

mycorrhizae will become common. 
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PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLEMENT 

(Inserted between pages 62 and 63) 

Plate I - Mantin Nursery. 

Plate 2 - Seeds of Pinus and Araucariaspp. A. cunninghamii (top left), A. hunstein/i (top 

tight), P. caribaea from Queensland (centre), P. oocarpa (bottom left), P. cribama 

from British Honduras (bottom centre) and P. merkusii (bottom right). 

Plate 3 - Drill sowing of seeds of Pinus caribaeaon pure sand with grit covering. 

Plate 4 - Broadcast sowing of seeds of Araucaria cunninghamii and A. hunsteinii an soil 
mixture with sawdust as seed cover. 

Plate 5 - Germination and early development of Pinus caribaca seedling. 

Plate 6 - Germination and early development of Araucaria hunsteinii seedling. 

Plate 7 - Germination and early development of Araucaria cunninghamii seedling. 

Plate 8 - Shredding soil and preparation of soil mixture for filling pots. Soil Shredder 

(left) and Concrete Mixer (right). 

Plate 9 Filling 3M diameter pots. Note truncated conical filling device. 

Plate 10 - Stacking 20 diameter pots in the Central Growing Area. Note use of wooden 
frame described in Section 4.712 and Appendix IC. 

Plate 11 - 'Columns' of transplant bays holding 3M diameter pots in the Central Growing Area. 

Plate 12 - A 'column' of transplant bays holding 2" diameter pots in the Central Growing 
Area. Note how the wooden fiames make a neat and tidy arrangement. 

Plate 13 - The use of 'Attap' shade (leaves of Nipa fruticans) over Seedbeds. 

Plate 14 - 'Sarlon' shade-cloth mounted on wooden frames and tied down on to bambo 
uprights and cross-pieces. 

Plate 15 - Transplanting ('pricking-out') a seedling of Pinus caribaea Note how the plant 
is held lightly in the fingers. 

Plate 16 - A transplanted Pinus caribaea 'matchstick'. See fourth seedling from left in 
Plate 5. 

Plate 17 - Pinus caribaea transplants of different ages. From left to right. time after trans
planting, 1 day, 2 weeks, 1 month, 2 months, 3 months, 4 months and 5 months. 

Plate 18 - Pinus caribaea transplant (aged 9 months) with 'Brown-needle' risease. 

Plate 19 - Transplants; from left to right. P. oocarpa, P. caribaea,P. merkusii (note Brown
needle Disease), Araucaria hunsteinii and A. cunninghami. 

Plate 20 - Root distortion of Araucaria hunsteinii caused at time of transplanting. 

Plate 21 - Root distortion of Pinus caribaea caused at time of transplanting. 

Plate 22 - Some culls of Pinus caribaeoa 

Plate 23 - Ectotrophic mycorrhiza on roots of Pinus caribaea. Note dichotomous branching 

and coralloid clusters of the mycorrhiza. 

Plate 24 - Pruned and non-pruned root-systems of Pinus caribaea. Note that pruning has 
induced a short thick tap-root and many stout laterals. 
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BARE-ROOT SEEDLING SURVIVAL
 



;root growth capacity: 
One key 
to bare-root 
seedling survival 

Edward C. Stone 0 Edward A. Norberg 

M ore often than is generally recognized bare-root coniferous 
seedlings are planted that cannot possibly survive. For example, 
most of the true-fir (Abies concolor and A. magnifica) seedlings 
planted in the Sierra in 1978 never had a chance. In several 
plantitions there are no survivors, and a preliminary survey has 
indicated that, overall, survival may be as low as 30 percent. On 
the other hand, the white fir seedlings planted during 1976 and 

1977, at the height of the drought, came through with flying 
colors. Certainly not because of the drought, but because follow
ing transplanting, these seedlings had the capacity to develop 
extensive root systems-the key to bare-root seedling survival in 
California. 

Why was the capacity high in 1976 and 1977 and low in 1978? 

We now believe that variation in the nursery climate was respon-

sible and that most bare-root seedlings raised in California can 
be expected to respond similarly, 

Since the early 1950's the University of California Department 
of Forestry has joined the California State Division of Forestry 
and the U.S. Forest Service in determining why some seedlings 
develop extensive root systems following transplanting and 
others do not. As a quantitative measure of this root growth 
capacity (RGC) we have used the root growth of a representative 
sample of seedlings in a standard test environment, 

The seedlings are transplanted into watertight containers filled 
with a forest soil in which the soil water potential has been 
adjusted to -0.3 bars. The containers are then immersed in a 20*C 
water bath located in a room maintained at 251C during a 12-
hour day and at 201C during the night. Light closely resembling 
sunlight is supplied by Xenon lamps. Water is added periodically 
to the containers to maintain the water potential between -0.3 
and -0.5 bars. Twenty-eight days later, the seedlings are removed 
from the containers and all new root growth greater than 3 centi-
meters in length is recorded. Average elongation per seedling 
serves as a measure of the RGC the seedlings had when placed in 
the test environment. 

We were handicapped in our early studies of the relationship 
among RGC, nursery climate, and cold storage by a lack of con-
trolled environment facilities. Efforts to establish firm correla
tions were repeatedly complicated by variation in the nursery cli-
mate, the importance of which could not be assessed. But follow-
ing the completion of four temperature-controlled greenhouses 
in 1972 and five controlled ervironment chambers shortly there-
after, the effect of climatic variation on RGC could be evaluated, 
Early findings 

Before these controlled environment facilities became avail, 
able, however, we found that the RGC was low before the onset 
of cold autumn nights and increased steadily until a peak was 
reached two to three months later. Often the RGC then abruptly 
decreased. Sometimes, it remained at the peak level for a month 

A 

,4. 
!' 

. 

Unsuesonally warm early winter temperatures can reduce root growth 
capacity. Seen here are typical root elongations-one month after removal 
from cold storage-of seedlings grown with a two.week warm Interruption 
InDecember, left, and without an interruption, right. 

or more and then decreased. In most cases it increased to a 
second, but lower, peak in the late spring. When RGC was plot
ted against time, the shape of the curve as well as the magnitude 
of points along the curve varied from one nursery to the next, 
and at any one nursery often varied from one year to the next. 

Later, we found that when cold storage was employed, the 
highest ROC that could be obtained subsequent to storage re
quired that the seedlings be placed in storage when the RGC 
could, according to our estimate, be expected to reach its first 
peak. Initially, this estimate was based on the number of hours 
the seedlings had been exposed to temperatures lower than 10OC; 
later it was based on the number of nights the seedlings had en
countered during which the temperature dropped to 50C. 

Once in a while, the RGC of seedlings removed from storage 
was too low to assure seedling survival following planting in the 
field, even though the seedlings had been place in storage when 
the RGC, according to our estimate, could be expected to reach 
its first peak. Still later, we found that seedlings can survive over 
a wide range of RGC's because the minimum acceptable 
RGC-the RGC at which field survival is not further increased 
when seedlings with a higher RGC are planted-varies with the 
species, the time of planting, and the environments encountered 
on the planting site. 

Controlled environment findings 
Only after controlled environment facilities became available, 

enabling us to follow the RGC of seedlings grown in various 
nursery climates under our control, was a hypothesis for the 
variability encountered in the RGC in our previous studies forth
coming. Unseasonally warm temperatures during late autumn or 
early winter appear responsible. Although this is still only a 
hypothesis, it is strongly supported oy the RGC patterns ob
tained when seedlings are grown in controlled nursery climates, 
with and without warm interruptions. 

When seedlings are not subject to a warm interruption (which 
in our studies means that once a 50C temperature is initiated it is 



maintained throughout the study) the RGC steadily increases to a 

peak over one, two, or three months. How long it takes to reach 

the peak depends on the time that has elapsed after shoot elonga

tion has ceased before cold temperatures are initiated. Once the 
abruptly. Somepeak is reached, the RGC generally decreases 

ILtimes, depending on the species and seed source, it remains near 

the peak for a month or more and then decreases. Later. a second 
.
peak is reached, one that is generally lower than the first al 

though in a few seed sources it is higher. 

In our studies, when seedlings are subject to a warm interrup
.
don, the temperature is raised to-20C for two weeks, six weeks 

after a 50C temperature is initiated, and then the temperature is"*. 

returned to M0C. The result: the RGC decreases abruptly by 50 

percent or more. 
The RGC is always reduced when seedlings are placed in cold
 

storage. When they have not been subject to a warm interruption
 

the magnitude of the reduction is not uniform and depends on 6
 

the length of the time the seedlings are exposed to a 51C tempera

ture before being placed in cold storage. Invariably the minimum
 

occurs when the RGC reaches its first peak
reduction in the RGC 

or shortly thereafter. Con-equently, since the RGC is high to
 

begin with during this period, a minimi . reduction leaves these
 

seedlings with the highest RGC. This -,.-,ls there is a better
 

chance that seedlings placed in storage during this period will
 

come out of storage with a RGC above the minimum acceptable
 

than ifthey were placed in storage either at an earlier or a
level 
later date.
 
On the other hand, when seedlings are subject to a warm inter

ruption before being placed in cold storage, the RGC, already
 

reduced by the warm night interruption, is further reduced by
 

storage. In all cases the effect is sufficient to reduce the RGC of
 

70 to 80 percent of the seedlings coming out of storage to below
 

the minimum acceptable level characterized by field survival.
 

Before we can characterize a climate as one with warm inter

we must determine the minimum
ruptions that can affect RGC, 

temperature and duration required for a warm interruption to be
 

deleterious. Should warm interruptions prove to be anywhere
 
RGC as our studies suggest, and
near as effective in reducing 


should they prove to be as widespread as temperature records
 

strong case can be developed for moving nurseries
indicate, a 

subject to warm interruptions to locations where such interrup

tions rarely occur, or for identifying those species that can be
 

grown without the danger that their RGC's will be reduced below
 

a minimum acceptable level by warm interruptions.
 

In favorable years at some nurseries ponderosa pine seedlings,
 

for example, are produced with an RGC considerably above the
 

minimum acceptable level. At such nurseries, warm interruptions
 

that reduce the RGC of these seedlings by 100 cm cr more can be
 

tolerated, because after such a reduction the RGC is still above
 

the minimum acceptable level. But when true-fir seedlings are
 

produced, we do not have this kind of latitude. The maximum
 

RGC is much lower and any significant reduction because of
 

warm intet-uptions in the nursery can be expected to be directly
 

reflected in lower field survival.
 

Summary 

Itnow appears that if bare-root, cold-stored, true-fir seed

lings, with a consistent minimum acceptable RGC are to be avail

able for planting in the Sierra, new nursery locations may be re

quired. Additional studies will be needed to determine whether
 

this is so, and if so. where new nurseries should be located.
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How to Grow Tree Seedlings 
in Containers in Greenhouses 

Richard W. Tinus and Stephen E. McDonald 

SECTION 1.-INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Orientation of the Manual 

1.2 Information Confidence Levels 

SECTION 1.-INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Orientation of the Manual 

This manual is designed to provide the user with 
two types of information: 

1. A general reference for greenhouse nursery 
development (sections 2 through 9) with advice 
on greenhouse development, economics, 
hardware, and containers. The general advice 
in the earlier sections should be helpful in 
making decisions about greenhouse nursery 
development, 

2. 	A specific reference for growing containerized 
forest tree seedlings (sections 10 through 21). 
Explicit directions are provided concerning 
environmental conditions for optimum growth, 
nutrition, mechanics, pest control, and trouble-
shooting. These sections should be most useful 
to nurserymen. 

The manual focuses on greenhouse development 
and tree growing in the western United States, 
particularly the interior West, where many new 
greenhouse nurseries are being started and a great 
variety of problems are encountered. Much of the 
information also applies to greenhouse nursery 
systems anywhere. 

This manual is intended to answer most of the 
questions asked by novices and to help them avoid 
blunders. It is not an operating manual for any 
particular nursery, but, by using the principles and 
guidelines included, a nurseryman can assemble his 
own (Goodwin 1975, Matthews 1971). 

The suggestions and directions in this manual 
should be used with judgment and discretion. 
Nothing is as valuable as a nurseryman's personal 
observation and deduction based on his own ex-
perience in his own location. 

Throughout this manual, .trade names are used 
only for specificity, brevity, and the convenience of 
the reader. No endorsement to the exclusion of 
equally suitable products is implied or intended, 

Parts of this manual discuss the use of pesticides. 
Because of rapid changes in registration and labeling, 

the reader should check to be sure his proposed use is 
legal. Remember that pesticides can be harmful to 
humans, domestic animals, desirable plants, and fish 
or other wildlife if they are not handled or applied 
properly. Use all pesticides selectively and carefully, 
following the directions on the container. Follow rec
ommended practices for the disposal of surplus pesti
cides and pesticide containers. 

1.2 Information Confidence Levels 

This manual is intended to provide the nurseryman 
with as much information as possible, but the quality 
of information about seedling biology varies consid
erably. The following grading system is used 
throughout to help the reader decide how much 
confidence to place in the information: 

Level A-This information has been developed in 
controlled experiments of adequate size and thor
oughly tested in production greenhouse situations. 
It is thought to be complete and accurate. 
Level B-This information has been developed in 
small scale experiments or results from accumu
lated experience in production greenhouses. It is 
believed to be valid, but is subject to further 
tisting. 
Level C-This information is based on ob
servation, and frequently from isolated cases. It is 
offered in the view that some knowledge is better 
than none. 

SECTION 2.-DETERMINING PLANTING
 
STOCK NEEDS
 

There are logical, sequential steps that should be 
taken before making a final decision to build a tree 
nursery. Several important facts should be deter
mined at the outset: 

1. What species and sizes of trees are wanted? 
2. 	When and where will such trees be planted? 
3. 	 How many trees of each species and size will be 

needed? 
4. 	 How long will these needs persist, and how will 

they change over time? 
With these facts determined, the potential nursery 

" 	 developer can analyze the planting stock alternatives 
available. (Note: Throughout this manual, the 
acronym "CTS" is used to abbreviate the term 
"containerized tree seedling.") 
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SECTION 3.-ALTERNATIVE PLANTING 
STOCK SOURCES 

3.1 Should You Grow Your Own Trees? 

Growing your own trees, either in a bare-root 
(conventional) or CTS facility requires a concerted 
effort. Much time must be devoted to the project, 
especially at the outset. Capital investment will be 
required. In return, there will be good control over 
the operation and source of planting stock. 

There are a number of advantages to not growing 
your own trees. Some of these are the converse of the 
advantages noted above. Time and capital would be 
freed for other opportunities. Also, buying planting 
stock from others passes many of the worries of 
producing seedlings to the producer. 

There are some advantages to procuring some trees 
from outside sources and growing the rest. Growing 
only part of the program planting needs affords some 
security of supply and provides the technical capa-
bility needed to produce full program needs, if 
outside sources are cut off. Growing part of a 
program's tree needs will also allow good control of 
production of critical species, or plant materials of 
unusual value or for special purposes. 

5. 	The operation is sensitive to the economies of 
scale. Once the operation is begun, it is im
portant to function at near capacity levels to 
keep unit production costs to a minimum. 

6. 	 Rate of seedling growth and time of dormancy 
break are largely controlled by the climate. 

7. 	Little energy is required, compared to green
house operations. 

8. 	Seedlings can be compactly packaged and 
shipped. However, they are perishable and 
must be kept moist and cool. 

9. 	Natural buffering in the outdoor environment 
allows seedlings to tolerate mistakes in culture 
and timing better than in greenhouse nurseries. 

The term "containerized tree seedling nursery" 
refers to those nurseries where the tree seedlings are 
grown in a medium placed in a container (fig. 3-2). 
The containers usually are specially designed for this 
purpose. They can be placed in the open, where the 
climate is mild, but in more rigorous climates are 
placed in a greenhouse or under shade fabric where 
the growing .environment is controlled. In this 
manual, the term "container nursery" usually means 
"a controlled-environment greenhouse nursery where 
tree seedlings are cultured in specialized containers" 
(Tinus 1974a). Container nurseries have a number of 

common characteristics: 

3.2 Is a Bare-Root or Container Nursery Wanted? 

When a decision is made to start a nursery, should 
it be a bare-root or container facility7 Both types 
have advantages and disadvantages. In bare-root 
nurseries, seedlings are grown in exposed seedbeds 
under specialized farming practices, removed from 
the soil, and shipped to the planting site with roots 
bare (fig. 3-1). The principal characteristics of bare-
root nurseries are: 

1. The trees are grown in soil. Consequently the 
soil must be suitable for tree-growing (Wilde 
1958). Such soil is often difficult to find in a 
convenient location, and is often expensive, 

2. Large amounts of high-quality irrigation water 
are required (Stoeckler and Jones 1957). 

3. Seedlings are exposed to the adverse weather. 
4. Much high-quality land is involved along with 

farm equipment, special nursery implements, 
an extensive irrigation system, and expensive 
support buildings. 

1. They can be constructed on land with low 
unagricultural value (i.e., in many places 

suited to bare root seedling production). 
2. 	While high water quality is an asset in CTS 

nurseries, it is not as crucial as for a bare-root 
nursery. Relatively small quantities are 
required, and quality can be upgraded by filtra
tion and/or addition of chemicals. . 

3. 	Greenhouse-grown trees are not exposed to 
adverse weather, so, production is more 
reliable. 

4. 	A container facility is less sensitive to the econ
omies of scale than a bare-root nursery. Each 
greenhouse unit tends to support its own costs, 
and the nursery is a multiple of such units tai
lored to demand. No large workforce of diver
sified skills is required, and most equipment 
necessary for operation is used all of the time. 

5. Container nurseries can use large amounts of 
energy. This energy is consumed in increasing 
the speed and reliability of production. 
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Figure 3.1.-Typical bare root conifer seedlings. 

Containerized seedlings are bulky to package 
and ship. However, they are usually less perish-
able than bare-root seedlings, 

!.The controlled environment in a greenhouse 
increases ability to control diseases and insects, 
but incidence and rate of spread may be much 
higher. 

. Container trees can be produced faster than 
bare-root trees (Stein 1974). 

Under some circumstances, a facility combining 
bare-root and container nursery features might be 
appropriate. An example might be a nursery site suit
able for growing broad-leaved, but not conifer, seed
lings. In another case, where the amount of arable 
land at nursery is insufficient to meet increasing 
demands by bare-root production, a container 
facility can be added to supplement production. 
Perhaps trees from high-value, genetically superior 
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Fgure 3.2.-Typical container-grown conifer se..llngs. 

seed would be raised in a greenhouse where they are 
protected from the weather, while lesser value stock 
is reared in outdoor seedbeds. Another case for a 
combined facility could relate to planting site 
requirements. Some sites may require containerized 
seedlings for adequate survival, while on others, 
bare-root seedlings are most cost effective. Some 
argument for a combined operation can be made 
simply on the basis of providing a flexible response to 
varying production demands, such as rearing con-
tainer trees to quickly replace a stand destroyed by 
wildfire. 

Thercicumtancsar man were cobi-There are many circumstances where a combi-
nation of bare-root and container facilities can be 

highly complementary, especially where a bare-root
facility already exists. Generally, bare-root facilities 

whereare most practical'for large-scale operations, 
providing many seedlings will result in low unit 

production costs. However, a bare-root nursery must 

also be on a favorable site, with a reasonably long 
growing season, to be economical. Container nurs-
eries, however, can produce trees at about the same 
cost as in small and medium scale bare-root facilities, 

3.3 Choosing Between Alternatives 

First, is container stock needed for adequate field 
survival in plantations? Ifso, the decision is to use a 
container facility. However, if costs per surviving 
tree are similar using bare-root or containerized 
trees, the decision is still open. 

Second, is there a suitable bare-root nursery site in 

the vicinity? Both biological and economic factors 
(land costs) should be considered. If no such site 
exists, the decision against a bare-root facility is 
made. 

If both options are still open, the next step is to 
determine whether the desired production capability 
can be generated with the available capital. If one 
option was dropped earlier and insufficient capital is 
available to develop the desired production level in 
the other option, the option can be modified to a 
simpler version (which may be biologically riskier), 
the level of production reduced, or more capital 

Fixed-cost/variable-cost interactions between 
container and bare-root operations differ as volume 

production increases. Projection of production 
levels, coupled with capital investment and produc
tion costs of each option, should indicate the opti

mum type of operation at different production 
volumes. A combined container/bare-root operation 
may be indicated. 

Energy source is a key factor in greenhouse opera
tions and should significantly influence the choice 
between a container or bare-root facility. Fossil fuels 
are dwindling, becoming more expensive, and in 
some cases, are interruptable (Besemer 1977, 
Pimentel 1975, McDonald 1977a). Alternative energy 
sources, such as waste heat from electrical generating 
facilities, may be readily available and are adequate 
facilrte s e eaily avaiabl ad are ut 
mates cut heating needs. Cheap and reliable energyfor greenhouse heating (Jensen 1977a). Warmer cli

c u heating dradicala rei e energymor 
an ecofor greenhoulse heating could radically revise 

nomic analysis of container production. Sole reliance 

on expensive sources of energy (electricity, propane, 
oil) reduces the-attractiveness of the greenhouse option 
option. 

Finally, consider availability of the technical 
expertise required. No formal training programs for 
tree nurserymen are available. However, horti
cultural departments of various universities train 
people in greenhouse and ornamental nursery 
management. As a result, expertise for container 
nursery operations may be more readily available 
than corresponding expertise in bare-root nursery 
operations. 

The authors have deliberately kept these 
discussions of nursery alternatives brief; before a 
final decision between CTS and bare-root facilities is 
made, the reader should consult sections 4 and 5. 
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SECTION 9.-CONTAINERS AND GROWING 
MEDIUM 

9.1 Function of Containers 

Biologically, the function of containers is to: 
1. 	Provide a medium for support and nutrition of 

the roots. 
2. 	Protect the roots from mechanical damage and 

desiccation. 
3. Shape the roots into a form advantageous to 

the tree. 
4. 	Maximize field survival and early growth, 

because the root system is not disturbed but 
remains in intimate contact with the growing 
medium. 

Operationally, the function of containers is to 
package the seedling into a standard size ind shape 
for ease of handling throughout the nursery, ship-
ping, and planting phases. 

Recently, a great deal of concern has been ex-
pressed about the root form of planted trees 
(van Eerden and Kinghorn 1979). There is no ques-
tion that planted trees, bare-root or container, have 
a different root configuration than trees grown from 
seed in place. In some instances, windthrow of plan-
tations has been traced to poor root development, 
Pines of all species seem to be particularly susceptible. 
Two problems seem to be most important. When the 
tree is planted, roots must not be allowed to remain 
in a circle around the central axis. As they grow in 
size, they will eventually restrict diameter growth of 
the tap root. Even if the circling roots graft and fuse 

9.35 Commercially Prepared Growing Media 

9.36 Addition of Fertilizer and Mycorrhizal
 
Fungi to Medium
 

9.37 Growing Medium Sterilization 

with the tap root, a weak spot is created as the stem 
diameter above continues to enlarge. The tree may 
suddenly break at the root collar in a high wind. 
The other problem is lack of an adequate number 

I 	or distribution of lateral roots near the surface. The 
container must be designed to overcome these two 
problems. 

In horticulture, the term "container" signifies what 
mpst forest tree nurserymen would call a "pot," 
meaning a cylindrical or rectangular plant container, 
slightly smaller in dianeter at the bottom than the 
top,, with a depth not much greater than the 
diameter, and having a flat bottom. Containers of 
this type are referred to by the volume they displace. 
They are made of fired clay, metal, plastic, 
compressed wood pulp, or peat. 

When forest tree nurserymen refer to "containers" 
they mean "a container designed specially for the 
growth and culture of tree seedlings." 

The shape of these small containers is very much 
different from the usual nursery pot. CTS containers 
are usually much deeper than their top diameter (as 
much as 10 times). This is because, in many 
instances, forest tree seedlings produce taproot 
systems rather than fibrous root systems, and a 
narrow, deep container is more compatible with this 
growth habit. Second, in wildland plantings, it is 
desirable to place the roots as deeply as possible into 
the soil where moisture will be available the longest. 
Third, planting holes of necessary depth are easier to 
punch or auger if the hole has a small diameter, 
because Iesc earth must be moved and there is less 
compactioa. 
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9.2 Container Concepts and Types 

Basically, the theory of containerized tree seedlings 

is that, if a tree seedling can be planted with a
I	minimum of root exposure and disturbance, there . 

will be less transplanting shock, and survival and .' 
growth rates will be higher (Kinghorn 1974). The 
design of all containers is intended to minimize this 
root disturbance. 

9.21 The Basic Types of Containers 

There are two approaches to container design: 
1. The container is planted with the tree. 

Provision is made for root egress from the con-
tainer by its biodegradability, or through holes, 
slots, and expandable seams built into the con-
tainer. 

2. 	The tree and its plug of rooting medium held 
together and in shape by the tree's roots are 
removed from the container and then planted. 
The container is not planted, but may be either 
discarded after a single crop, or reused, 
depending on the type. 

Each of these approaches has inherent advantages
 
and disadvantages. In North America, most of the
 
container seedlin-s are grown in rigid-wall containers
 
that are removed from the tree when it is planted.
 
The advantages of this concept are:
 

1. In the nursery, it is fairly easy to prevent treeroots from growing from one cavity to the next.' 

When it occurs, this results in root breakage, 
disruption of contact between growing medium 
and roots, and greater physical effort to extract 
the plug from the container. 

2. 	The container can be reusable, which lowers its 
unit cost per tree. 

3. 	The shpe of the container can greatly affect 
future growth of the seedling in the field 
(section 9.22). Most rigid wall containers incor-porate vertical ribs or grooves, rounded hori-

zontal comers, and a bottom hole for root 
egress, which successfully prevents lateral roots 
from circling around the central axis, provided 
the tree is outplanted on schedule. (TretL can 
become rootbound in even the best container, if 
they are held too long). 

4. When planting, removal of the container 
stantly eliminates any barrier to root egress 

,.aused by the container. (There may still be a 
barrier aused by difference in properties 
between the growing medium and soil, 
however). 

The disadvantages are: 
1. The root ball must be removed from the imper

meable walled container. This operation is not 
necessary when the container is planted with 
the tree. 
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2. 	To be reused, the container must be returned to 
the nursery, cleaned, and sterilized. This is a 
nuisance, and many damaged containers will 
not be reusable. 

There are several types of containers designed to 
be planted with the tree. The new Walters' square 
bullet (fig. 9-1) and ITW One-ways (fig. 9-2) are not 
degradable, have impenetrable walls, and have the 
root control features mentioned above, but the walls 
do not interfere with root egress. This is because the 
walls of the bullet are intended to come apart into 
four pieces as the ree grows, and the One-way® has 
a removable sleeve. 

Most containers designed to be planted with the 
tref. are degradable. These are p. ticularly desirable
in concept, because they involve less handling and. 
have the potential to produce a more natural form of 
root system than current, impermeable walled, 
containers (fig. 9-3). However, the currently avail
able types have three major disadvantages: 

Pr"L//l,,\,.,/r 
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Figure 9.1.-Wailters' square bu!let showing radial separa. 
lion of bullet sections caused by force of root growth 
(Walters 1974). 
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1. When the container wall remains impermeable 
to roots through the nursery phase, it will 
usually continue to restrict root growth after 
outplanting. If free root egress after outplanting 
is possible, the container has probably disinte
grated to the point that-it is difficult to handle 
in shipping and planting. 

2. Ifroot egress from one container to the next has 
occurred in the nursery, roots will be broken 
and lost when the containers are separated. 
Small seedlings, with weak or unlignified roots, 
will separate cleanly, but large ones will not 
without considerable effort and root damage. 

3. Degradation rate and root penetration is cri-
tically dependent on adequate moisture. This 
type of container cannot be recommended for 
dry sites. 

9.22 Container Characteristics 

There are numerous other characteristics of 
containers that affect their use. Many of these 
characteristics affect the way they interact with the 
tree seedlings grown in them. 

Volume. -The volume of rooting medium the con
tainers will hold varies. The largest CTS containers 
are in the 45-cubic-inch (700-cm') range, while the 
smallest are approximately 2 cubic inches (30 cm'). 
Container volume is directly related to the size of 
seedling desired. 

may be round, hexagonal,Shape.-Containers 
rectangular, or square in horizontal cross-section. 
The ratio of depth of container to surface area at the 
top of the container also varies, as does the structural 
rigidity of the unit. 

Taper.-Some containers are tapered (become 
progressively smaller in cross-section from the top to 
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"5 as the block comes ready to fill 
Figure 9-2._11W One-way 

and seed. Inthe foreground, individual containers intact, 
and with the outer sleeve removed, 
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Figure 9.3.-Paperpot as it comes from the manufacturer
 
before filling (A)and after the seedlings are grown (B).
 

the bottom), and some are not. Some are tapered
only over a portion of their length, often near the 
bottom of the container. 

Root control.-As mentioned in 9.21, containers 
can produce malformed root systems that cause 

windthrow and breakage later in the life of the tree 
(Donald 1968, Ben Salem 1971). In general, container 
shape controls root system configuration (Hiatt and 
,inus 1974)., Most wide se--ontaiin6"

/designed" or CTS growing nowincorporate ,.atures 
./such as vertical internal ribs to reduce root spiralling 

in the container and possible future strangulation 
problems. These ribs, ridges, or grooves direct the , 
roots to the bottomLt e_container where the are 
a.r runed.'se'ot-a propd sapecontainer for 
root con~rol for a proper length of time should result 
in few root spiralling problems. Kinked roots and 

container compression of roots can be expected in 
some containers (Carlson and Nairn 1977). 
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Root egress opening.-All CTS containers 
currently in use provide an opening at the bottom 
for root egress to prevent root balling in the bottom 
of the container and allow excess water to drain out. 
This opening can be as large as the cross-section of 
the container or somewhat smaller. Because the 
vertical ribs and rounded horizontal corners direct 
growing root tips to the bottom of the container, the 
egress hole must be large enough to accumulate a 
large number of roots without plugging and causing 
the growing medium to waterlog. The hole should be 
as large as possible, but still prevent loss of the 
growing medium. 

Construction material.-The container is usually 
made of plastic or paper. The strength, thickness, 
durability, and other structural features vary consid-
erably, depending on the intended function and use 
of the container. All share one characteristic: they 
must be impermeable to the seedling's roots while the 
containers are at the nursery. Otherwise, the seedling 
will lose part of its root system when removed from 
the container or when the containers are separated 
(Tinus 1974d). 

Unitization.-Some containers are freestanding 
units that can be used alone, some require a support-
ing rack system to keep them upright and properly 
spaced, and others are simply a cavity f-ormed in a 
larger unit or block and cannot be separated from the 
larger unit. Each approaf has certain advantages 
and disadvantages, 

System design.-The nature of the container unit 
selected can have profound effects on the design of 
the greenhouse container handling system and the 
benches used. Where a variety of containers are to be 
used, the handling methods and bench system must 
be flexible. The container unit used also will affect 
seedling packaging, shipment, storage, and planting 
methods. In some cases, the container is part of a 
larger growing, handling, and planting system 
design. 

Density.-Depending on container configuration 
and size, there will be a certain number of containers 
on a given area of bench space. This establishes the 
number of containers that can be placed on the 
benches of a greenhouse. This is illustrated in section 
5.3. In general, as containers become progressively 
larger, the trees that will be grown in them will be of 
larger shippable size. These larger trees will have 
larger tops, and the containers must be spaced 
further apart, otherwise, the seedlings will compete 
for light, resulting in slower growth and spindly tops. 

9.23 Containers Planted with the Tree 

This type of container can be divided into two 
categories: 

Those filled with rooting medium.-These include 
tar paper pot, the Conwed.) open mesh plastic tube, 
the Alberta peat sausage, the Walters square bullet, 
and various paper pot systems. In these systems, the 
container is filled with medium, the tree is grown in 
the container, and the container is then planted with 
the tree. The container is -ither degradable or has 
openings that allow for root egress as the tree 
develops after planting. Degradable pots are advan
tageous, because the rocts are not disturbed during
shipment and planting (section 9.1.) Operationally, 
the use of the same unit all the way through the 
growing and shipping process is efficient. The con
tainer protects the root system from mechanical 
damage and from exposure to drying and tempera
ture extremes. Theoretically, the root-soil interface is 
never disturbed. Ideally, the walls of the container 
restrain root penetration and remain structurally 
sound up to the time of planting, then degrade 
rapidly after planting to allow free root egress and 

free exchange of water and nutrients between the 
root plug and the native soil. However, because of 
variations in the degradation rate of the container, 
roots often penetrate the walls of the container before 
they should, or the structural integrity of the ":on
tainer breaks down too late or too soon. If et. er 
occurs, the advantage of using degradable contairers 
is quickly lost. Considerable effort has been 
expended by manufacturers of degradable containers 
to control the degradation rate (Clendinning et al. 
1974). Some paper pots have components 
incorporated in the paper that provide differing rates 
of degradation. 

Containers planted with the tree that depend less 
on biodegradability than mechanical expansion or 
'epenings for root growth and egress are'available in 
several forms. With pines especially, the major 
problems with these types of containers are (1) roots 
intertwine between containers during culture in the 
greenhouse, and (2) root development is restricted 
after outplanting in the field (section 9.1). Advan
tages of the other plantable containers also apply to 
these types. 

Plantable containers not filled with rooting 
medium.-In some cases, the container is a molded 
block of growing medium without a wall. Some 
examples of this type of container are Polyloam,'Tree 
Start, and BR-8 Blocks® (fig. 9-4). The biggest 
potential advantage of these containers is that the!re is 
no need to mix and load a separate rooting medium 
into a container shell. The other advantages of 
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containers planted with the tree also apply. There is velopment at planting time is critical. The seedlings 
must be removed and planted when the roots areno chance for root binding in the container, because 
ready for rapid egress to avoid potbinding (Kinghornthere is no wall. However, roots can readily pass 

from one container to the next, unless impenetrable 1974). The plug-like appearance of the roots plus 

dividers are used. The containers then may be hard growing medium of seedlings properly grown in 

to separate without damage.o the root system. The these containers, combined with the fact this matrix 

premise is that such containers will be planted just as is "plugged into" a dibbled planting hole, is the 
are called "plug containers"roots emerge from the container, so, timing becomes reason these containers 

critical as it does with the walled degradable units. or "plug systems." 
The container is made of various materials 

foam and Common characteristirs of plug containers.including peat, wood pulp, and plastic 
fiber. The chemical and physical properties of the Good plug containers have the following charac

material can be regulated in the manufacturing teristics: 
1. The seedling must be easily removable from the process to produce a substrate suitable for plant 


growth. Control of the growing medium formulation container.
 
2. The container walls are impenct..4ole by theis left to the container manufacturer. This may result 

seedling roots. In properly designed containers,in a loss of flexibility. These manufactured 
or there is no possibility of intertree entanglement.substances normally harbor no diseases, insects 

3. The containers are lightweight to facilitateweed seeds. 
handling and transport. 

4. The containers are constructed of sterile,9.24 Containers Not Planted with the Tree 
essentially inert material. 

it is most common to remove the tree 5. Because of the impenetrable container walls,In 1979, 
there should be some feature, such as verticalseedling with its cohesive plug of roots and growing 

medium from the container before outplanting. internal ribs, to prevent root spiralling and 
possible future root strangulation. Such ribs orRemoval can take place at the nursery before the 

seedling is shipped or in the field just before planting. grooves conduct the roots toward the drainage 

In such systems, it is essential that the roots of the hole at the bottom of the container. 

tree hold the rooting medium together so that the 6. Containers that taper from the top to bottom 

plug retains its structural integrity and shape. This is produce a root plug that is pointed or 

root disturbance and somewhat bullet-shaped. The plug then fitsessential not only to minimize 
tightly into a hole created with a pointedexposure between removal of the root plug from the 
planting dibble of similar shape; a desirablecontainer and planting, but also so that the plug will 


conform to, and fit snugly in, the hole prepared for it feature.
 
7. When the plug is removed from the containerin the soil. As a consequence, the degree of root de-

and planted, there is no container barrier at the 
plug-soil interface. 

Container systems or any other new reforestation 
- o 

technique must yield biologically acceptable results 

as well as be suitable for mechanization (Kinghorn 

" e. ' '' 1970). All systems typically are a compromise 
. ;between operational or mechanical and biological 

goals. For simplicity, three general approaches, 
called "cell," "block," and "book" designs, are 
explained below. 

Cell designs.-A cell is an individual container 
unit. Although it may be unitized in trays or racks 
for handling, each seedling is in a container that can 
be separated from the others (Allison 1974). The 

-
most prominent example is the Leach Cone-tainer' 
(fig. 9-5). Cell containers are usually made of poly
ethylene. 

For nursery operations, the individual cells are 

Figure 9.4.-Tree Start' is a molded block of growing usually placed in special racks or trays to hold them 

medium, mainly peat. Polyethylene strips prevent roots upright and in place. The holder or rack for the cells 

from crossing from one row to the next. (Photo courtesy determines spacing between cells and the resultant 
of Keyes Fibre Co.). density of cells per unit area. 
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Figure 9.5.-The single cell systema consists of separate 

containers and a rack to toId t.em.
 

An advantage of single cell plug container design is 
that the cells can be handled either singly or as a unit 
of 100 or more. If, in the growing process, a certain 
number of cells do not develop actively growing 
seedlings, the empty cells may be removed and 
replaced with cells with a tree. This way only good 
trees are kept in the holder, and maximum bench 
space can be utilized. Also, if more growing space is 
desired per tree, the spacing between the cells can be 
increased rather easily by removing every other cell. 
This strategy works well in operations where green
house space is at a premium. It is not a big advantage 
in extensive operations where low labor intensity is 
paramount. This is offset to a degree by the fact that 
each cell must be handled individually when loading 
racks or cleaning recycled cells. 

It is possible to remove the seedlings from the cells 
at the nursery and ship only the plugs to the field. 
The advantage is that the container is not shipped 
with the tree. Since nearly all cell and block container 
units are designed to be used for more than one crop, 
this prevents losses and damage to the containers in 
shipping and in the field. However, since all mechan
ical protection for the seedlings is removed and its 
container-plug interface is disrupted, a different 
packaging method must be substituted for the cell or 
block to protect the trees and keep the plug from 
drying out before planting. The trees must be 
handled carefully at all stages of this process to 
preserve plug integrity, 
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With cell systems, it is common for the seedlings to 
be sent to the field in the containers. Usually, but not 

the cells are removed from the holders or 
racks, culled, bundled, and packaged in cardboard 
boxes for shipment to the field. This reduces the 
space needed to ship a given number of seedlings (fig. 
9-6). Seedlings are extracted from the container in the 
field just before planting. The cells are saved and 
returned to the nursery for cleaning and reuse. 

With both cell and block systems (discussed 
below), extracting the seedlings from the cavity is a 
nuisance. Under the best of conditions, it is time con
suming. In the field, it cuts tree planter's production 
by requrhiig extra motions in the planting process. 
The proper development of the root syst rn and the
propar moisture content of the plug are in..,ortant to, 
easy plug extraction. The nature of the container 
walls and the number and height of root control 
ridges in the cavity also play a part. Some kneading 
of cells made of pliable plastic or knocking the 
container gently against the hand or other object 
usually facilitates extraction. 

design.-Blocks are a group.ttachedof individualto eachcavities or cells that are permanently 
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Figure 9.6.-Ponderosa pine grown in single cells and 

bundled for packing. A rubber band holds the cells 
together. 



other. Examples are the Styroblock® and the Multi
poO among others (Sjoberg 1974 and Wood 1974). 
Styroblocks (fig. 9-7) are formed from expanded 
bead polystyrene with various sized cavities for 
different species and sizes of trees. The Multi
pot (fig. 9-8) is similar, except it is molded of high 
density polyethylene. The advantages of these units 
are: 

1. Cavities and block are all one rigid, lightweight 
unit about the right size to handle. 

2. The cavities are always in the same position in 
the block and cannot come loose or fall out. 
There are no cells to have to handle indi
vidually. 

3. The material in polystyrene bead formed blocks 
provides insulation from temperature extremes 
for the root systems of the trees. 

The disadvantages are: 
1. The trees must be extracted without kneading 

or jarring the container. However there have 
been few extraction problems with this type of 
container, 

2. The containers must be sent back to the nui-
sexy, if they are sent to the field-a problem in 
common with all recycled containers. 

3. Cavities where no tree develops must have 
seedlings transplanted into them or remain 
blank. Sowing more than one seed per cavity 
and then thinning excess trees tends to offset 
this problem. 

4. Damage to the block, beyond a certain degree, 
results in loss of the whole block, even if most 
of the cavities are still intact, 

Trees are sometimes removed from the blocks at 
the nursery, packaged, and then sent to the field. The 
blocks then remain at the nursery, which helps 
preserve the containers and returns them quickly to 
production, but the seedling plugs are more suscep-
tible to damage. Removal of plugs from the blocks 
has some advantages: 

1. It allows grading of stock and elimination of 
blank cavities, 

-

Figure 9.8.-T he Crown Zellerbach Multipot. 

2. 	 It reduces shipping volume, usually by more 
than half. 

3. It obviates the need for recycling the container 
from the field and eliminates damage to con
tainers in shipment and field use. 

The procedure used in British Columbia (Sjoberg 
1974) has been to extract seedlings by hand and wrap 
in bundles of 25 in stretchable PVC film commonly 
used for produce and meat packaging. The bundles 
are placed in waxed cartons in an upright position for 
truck transport (fig. 9-9). 

Nearly all block container designs incorporate root 
control ridges in the inside of the cavity. Some of the 
blocks are specially sized and adapted to nursery 
benches and conveyors to facilitate handling-a 
reflection of the fact that the modular block design 
lends itself well to machine handling and mech
anization. 

At least one block system (the Hahn Quarterblock 
System) allows for the block to be broken down into 
smaller unit blocks to facilitate field handling of* the 
trees. Four of these "quarterblocks" are then reas-

Figure 9.7.-BCICFS styroblock. 
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ja,"at the lower end to a root egress hole, and haveF..,....h n numerous internal ridges to control root orientationLI"and prevent root spiralling. 
",- -.... Book planters must be held together in specially

designed trays or with tape, glue, or straps to formunits that are multiples of individual books (fig. 9

10B). When such units are assembled, the books are 
filled with rooting mcdium and seeded. The thin 

AM moo 

._C.
 

A 

. .'.


BB 

Figure 9-9.-Seedlings are extracted from the container,

wrapped In bundles of 25 (A), and placed upright In
 
waxed cartons for shipment (B).
 

sembled with tape into a larger "nursery" block to
 
facilitate nursery production (Hahn 1976).
 

Book designs.-The term "book" denotes those
 
containers thermoformed from thin polystyrene
 
sheet plastic to produce a row of cavities when each
 
portion is assembled. These may have a plastic hinge
 
at the bottom, as do the Spencer-Lemaire Rootrain
ersO (fig. 9-10A) so that one piece of formed plastic is
 
folded like a book to form the cavities (Spencer
 
1974). The Tubepak is another book system, but
 
two pieces of formed plastic snap together. When Figure 9r-O.-SpencerLemaire Rootrainr unit (A), assem.
 
assembled, book planters form three to six cavities, bled into a block (B), and opened for Inspection or to
 
more or less rectangular in cross-section, which taper remove seedlings (C).
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plastic shells of these containers are generally in-

tended for one crop use. The material usually begins 
a long growthto become brittle near the end of 

period (9 months). In the South, where crops are 
one orreared 10-12 weeks, the books may be used 

two more times, however.' In the field, the book is 

opened by removing or folding back one side, and 

the plugs lifted out (fig. 9-10C). 

Some advantages of book designs are: 

The tree is sent to the field in the container,
1. 

2. 	 If the container is discarded when the trees are 

planted: 	no return to the nursery is necessary. 
at the3. 	When new containers are always used 

recycled containers tonursery there are no 

handle or clean for the next crop. 


4. 	 Plugs are quickly and easily extracted. 

Some disadvantages of the book containers are: 

1. The containers must be assembled before 
loading, 

2. 	 The container units require a frame, tray, 
gluing, or taping to form a unit for handling 
and shipment. 

3. 	The container- is generally used only once, 
which tends to make it expensive per crop. 

4. 	 Blank cavities must be reseeded or have germi-
nated seed transplanted into them to avoid 
blanks. 

9.25 Types of Containers Available by Manufacturer 

During the past several years, the numbers and 
types of containers specially engineqred and 
produced for tree seedling culture havw grown 
considerably. At present, the types and designs 
appear to be stabilizing, but continuing develoi.'ment 
work is apparent. Thus, any compilation of con-
tainer types and manufacturers tends to become 
obsolete rapidly. The latest, and most complete 
compilation, by Venator ('1975), with some additions 
by the authors is reproduced in table 9-1. 

9.26 Summary and Discu-ssion 

Each type of container has advantages and disad-

vantages in actual use. The selection of the particular 

CTSsize and type of container 	to use is determined byof 

it 	is often best not to select program development, 
or type of container, unless considerableany one size 

evidence indicates it is the size and type necessary for 
evidninucestsSche ioatnd te nsay not 

success. Such information is usually notplanting 	 selectionavailable early in a program, so, container 

with 0. C. Goodwin, North'Personal communication 
Carolina Division of Forest Resources. Raleigh, N.C.. May 
1978. 

is based largely on experience and the developer's 
of the market or local field plantingknowledge 

requirements. 
number of containerThe developer should test a 

sizes and types, if possible. In this way, the container 

best fitting the situation from operational and 

biological standpoint can be determined. Consid

erable field testing with different containers may be 

necessary before sufficient reliable data 	on planting 

productivity, nursery production costs, and cost per 

surviving seedling, is available to permit decision. In 

general: 
1. The best container type and size combination is 

that which will produce an established, rapidly 
tree.growing seedling at the minimum cost per 

In severe climates or very brushy areas, this 

may mean a very large tree. In ideal situations, 
a small tree may do equally well. The smaller 
the container and tree necessary, the cheaper it 

will be produced at the nursery. This is because 
more trees can be produced per unit area of 

greenhouse space, and each crop will be in the 

house a shorter time. 
2. 	 Until the best container system and tree size is 

determined, it s generally unwise to purchase 
sophisticated loading and seeding equipment 
which can handle only one or two types of con
tainers. The equipment options should remain 
flexible until a definite type of container and 

container size is selected. Some loading and 
seeding equipment allows for such flexibility; 
other types do not. 

3. 	 There'is no ideal container, but there is usually 
a best one for a given production and planting 
situation. This best size and type can be deter
mined by operational cost collection and 
planting survival and growth results. Where a 
variety of planting conditions are expected, 
along with different packaging and transport 
problems, several container sizes and types 
may offer the optimum solution. 

4. Most of the containers on the market 	today are 

good, but container development is continuing 

and even better ones can be expected in the 

future. For instance, when a plug seedling is 

outplanted, most of the new roots develop from 

the accumulated growing points at the bottom 
of the plug. Many species, especially pines, 

to the surface. Aproduce few roots close 
possible improvement over currently available 

rigid wall containers would be to provide holes 
or slits in the side of the containers and space 
the containers apart sufficiently to air prune the 
roots at these openings. A tree grown in such a 

roots close tocontainer should produce 	lateral 
the surface from the growing points developed 
at the slits. It should develop a balanced, more 
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Table 9-1.-Manufacturers or distributors of containers suitable for growing forest tree seedlings. 

Container 

Supplier 
Common name 

of container 
Container 
material 

volume 
(cm) 

Biodegradable 
properties 

Root 
egress 

Agritec Co. Inc. 
4939 D Milwee 

Polyloam Tree 
Container 

Nutrient enriched 
synthetic base 

20.37 Slowly Yes 

Houston. Tex. 77018 material 
Beaver Plastics, Ltd. Styroblock Polystyrene foam 35-120 No (reusable No 
1U806-63 Street 2-3 times) 
Edmonton, Alberta 
Canada 

Better Plastics, Inc. 
2206 N. Main Street 

Test Tube Polyethylene Variable No (reusable) No 

Kissimmee, Fla. 32741 
Brighton By-Products Kys-Kube Organic-inorganic 20-25 Yes Yes 
P. O. Box 23 mixture 
New Brighton, Pa. 15006 
Brighton By-Products 
P.0. Box 23 
New Brighton, Pa. 15006 

0-903 Phenol formaldehyde 
with residual phos
phates, nitrates, and 

20-30 Slowly "es 

soda ash 

Colorado State Nursery 
Foothills Campus 

Tar Paper 
Pot 

15 pound tar paper Variable Slowly Yes 

Colorado State Univ. (Containers are not commercially available; however, blueprints for production systems 
Fort Collins, Colo. 80521 are available upon request) 
Columbia Plastics, Ltd. Modified Walter's High impact 15-10 No Yes 
2155 West 10th Ave. Bullet polystyrene
Vancouver, British 
Columbia, Canada 
Conwed Corporation Conwed Open- Plastic webs Variable No (products Yes 
742 29th Ave. SE mesh plastic tubing under develop-
Minneapolis, Minn. ment) 
55414 
Edmonton Nurseries, Peat Sausage or Low density poly- Variable Slowly No 
Ltd., 13332-13th Ave. Easy Root Container ethylene filled with 
Edmonton, Alberta peat 
Canada
 

Famco, Inc. BR-8 Modified cellulose 20-30 Yes Yes 
300 Lake Road fiber 
Medina, Ohio 44256 
GASPRO, Inc. Hawaii Dibbling Polyethylene 30 No (reusable) No 
2305 Kamehameha Hwy. Tube 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96819 
Green Thumb Products Rack Substratum Natural and syn- Variable Yes Yes 
Corp., Drawer 760 System 73 thetic fibers 
Apopka, Fla. 32703 
Illinois Tool Works One-Way Molded polystyrene 60 No Yes 
Hi-Cone Division and polystyrene
1140 Bryn Mawr Ave. sheet 
Itaska, Ill. 601A3 
Jiffy Products of Jiffy-7 peat pellets, Peat 20-40 Yes Yes 
America, P.O. Box 338 strips, and pots 
West Chicago, III. 60185 
Keyes Fibre Co. Kys-Kube Organic-inorganic 20-25 Yes Yes 
Horticultural Div. mixture 
Department X 
New Iberia, La. 70560 
Lannen Tehtaat Oy Paperpot Method, Special Paper for the 10-650 Yes Yes 
Paperpot Department Paperpot Method, consulting service~in (approx.
SF-27820 ISO-VIMMA nursery planning (European distributor) 20 differ-
Finland ent sizes 

3 dIffer
ent quali

ties) 
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Table 9-1.-Continued. 

Container 

Supplier 
Common name 

of container 
Container 
material 

volume 
(cm3) 

Biodegradable 
properties 

Root 
egress 

Lannen Tehtaat Oy 
Paperpot Department 
SF-27820 ISO-VIMMA 
Finland 

NISULA Roll 
Plant Method 
Transplanting 
machines 

Polyethylene film Variable No No 

(European dis
tributor)(For
above 2, see also 
Reid, Collins and 
United Asia) 

J. M.McConkey Co., Inc. 
P. O. Box 309 

Plug Tray High density 
polyethylene 

140 No No 

Sumner, Wash. 98390 
J.M.McConkey Co., Inc. 
P. O. Box 309 

DEEPOT High density 
polyethylene 

656 No No 

Sumner, Wash. 98390 
Micro-Plastics Co., Ltd. 
P. O. Box 844 

Ontario Tube High impact 
polystyrene 

Variable No No 

Guelph, Ontario, 
NiH 6M6, Canada 
Poly-cast Plastics 
Route 2, Box 706 

Cone-tainer High density 
polyethylene 

Variable No (reusable) No 

Beaverton, Oreg. 97005 
Reid, Collins and 
Associates, Inc. 
Reforestation Division 
550 Burrar Street 
Vancouver, Canada 
V6C 2K6 

Paperpot Method 
Equipment for the 
Paper Method, con-
suiting service in 
nursery planning 
(Canadian distributor) 

Special paper 10-650 
(approx. 
20 differ
ent sizes, 
3differ. 

ent quail
ties) 

Yes Yes 

Rex Packaging, Inc. 
P. O. Box 18257 
Jacksonville, Fla. 32229 

Polypot Polyethylene 
coated paper 

200 
(square 
dimen
sions) 

Slowly No 

Silvaseed Company 
P.O. Box 118 

Styroblock 
(USA distributor) 

Polystyrene foam 35-120 No (reusable 
2-3 times) 

No 

Roy, Wash. 98580 
Spencer-Lemaire 
industries, Ltd. 
9160 Jasper Ave. 
Edmonton, Alberta 

Rootrainers 
(Equipment for Root-
rainers Method 
also available) 

Polystyrene 30.340 No (perhaps 
reusable) 

No 

Canada 

Tree Tech. Inc. Plant Bands Paper, polyethylene Any size Yes Yes 

P. O. Box 86 coated or not 
Mason, Mich. 48854 

Tri-State Mill Supply Co. 
P.0. Box 220 

Styroblock Polystyrene foam 35-120 No (reusable 
2-3 times) 

No 

Crcssett, Ark. 71635 

Tubepak 
402 East 900 South 

Tubepak Polystyrene 280 No (perhaps 
reusable) 

No 

Suite 2 
Salt Lake City,
Utah 84111 

Union Carbide Corp. 
Chemicals and Plastics 

*Div., River Road 
Bound Brook, N.J. 08805 

Polycaprolactone Variable Yes (currently in 
experimental 
stages) 

Yes 
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Table 9-1.-Continued. 

Container 

Supplier 
Common name 

of container 
Container 
material 

volume 
(cm 3 ) 

Biodegradable 
properties 

Root 
egress 

United Asia Trading Co. NISULA Roll Polyethylene film Variable Yes No 
3840 Crenshaw Blvd. Plant Method 
Los Angeles, Calif. 
90008 

Transplanting 
Machine (USA 
distributor) 

United Asia Trading Co. Paperpot Method, Special paper 10-650 Yes Yes 
3840 Crenshaw Blvd. Equipment for the 
Los Angeles, Calif. Paperpot Method, 
90008 consulting service in 

nursery planning 
(USA distributor) 

Western Pulp Products Fiber pot Wood pulp 
Co., Box 968 
Corvallis, Oreg. 97330 

windfirm root system more like that of a 
natural seedling and devoid of detrimental root 
configurations. In addition, fewer growing 
points should accumulate at the bottom, which 
would permit using a smaller bottom hole in the 
container. 

9.3 Growing Media 

9.31 General Discussion 

"Growing medium" is by no means as standard a 
term as "container." Other terms used synonymously 
are "rooting mix," "pot mix," "growth medium,"
"soil mix," and "potting mix." It is the material that 
fills the containers and performs the same function 
for the seedling as soil does in the field. The term
"mix" is used in a number of the terms synonymously 
with medium, because it describes the medium to be 
a mixture of substances. This is usually, but not 
always, the case. The term "growing medium" will be 
used here because it is probably the most general 
term and least likely to cause confusion. 

Many materials can be used as a growing medium, 
such as sand, compost, peat, sphagnum moss, 
vermiculite, topsoil, and some synthetic materials, 
but for functional and economic reasons, peat-
vermiculite mixtures predominate (Phipps 1974). 
Natural soil is not used as a CTS growing medium, 
because other media have more desirable physical 
characteristics (i.e., water holding capacity, 
aeration, and bulk density). Also, natural soil and 
sand are too heavy for CTS products that often have 
to be carried over precipitous terrain to the planting 
sites. Ground bark is used as a medium by a few 
growers, especially where it is readily available. 

(approx. 
20 differ
ent sizes, 
3 differ

ent quali
ties) 

Variable Yes No (but 
roots 
pene

trate pot) 

For CTS operations, peat-vermiculite uixes are 
most widely used for several good reasons. When 
properly prepared: 

1. They are lightweight-a consideration of some 
importance in forest planting, as well as 
nursery operations. 

2. 	They are uniform in composition, relatively 
inexpensive, and readily available. 

3. 	They are relatively free of insects and diseases. 
4. 	They have a high cation exchange capacity per 

unit dry weight compared to ground bark or 
sandy loam soil. 

S. They have a high water holding capacity, so, 
the frequency of irrigation and fertilization is 
reduced compared to sandy soil. 

6. 	 In most instances, they provide an acid growing 
medium, conducive to conifer growth. 

7. 	When the peat and vermiculite are in proper
proportions, they yield a medium that is well 
aerated and drained while still holding sub
stantial quantities of water that is readily 
available to the plant. 

In some cases, a spongy volcanic material called 
"perlite" is used in place of the vermiculite. This is 
also acceptable. Both materials are used to increase 
the aeration and drainage capability of the peat. 

9.32 Growing Medium Components 

A good growing medium should have the follow
ing characteristics (Richards et al. 1964): 

1. The medium must be sufficiently firm and 
dense to hold the cuttings or seeds in place 
during rooting or germination. Its volume must 
be fairly constant when either wet or dry. 
Excessive shrinkage upon drying is undesirable. 
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2. 	 It must sufficiently retain moisture so that 
watering does not have to be too frequent. 

3. It must be sufficiently porous that excess water 
drains away, permitting adequate aeration. 
This iscrucial in conifer tree culture. 

4. 	 It must be free, or nearly so, of weed seeds, 
nematodes, and various noxious organisms. 

5. 	 It must not have a high salinity level, 
6. 	It should be capable of being sterilized with 

steam without harm. 
7. There should be adequate cation exchange 

capacity to maintain nutrient availability, 
In addition, the most outstanding characteristic for 

containerized seedling tree culture is that it be light-
weight. Since sand and soil are excluded primarily 
because of weight, what have been termed "soil less" 
media are discussed. 

Peat.-The most common component of CTS 
growing media, and the most highly recommended, 
is sphagnum peat. Peat consists of the remains of 
aquatic, marsh, bog, or swamp vegetation which has 
been preserved underwater in a partially decomposed 
state (Hartmann and Kester 1959). The composition 
of this material varies. The differences depend on the 
plants from which it originated, degree of decom-
position, chemaical content, and acidity. There are 
three basic types of peat: moss peat, sedge, and peat 
humus (Hartmann and Kester 1959). 

Moss peat or "peat moss" is composed of 
sphagnum, hypnum, or other mosses. While hypnum 
moss is used in many ornamental container growing 
media and a few coniferous container media, 
sphagnum moss peat is most highly recommended 
for CTS media (Armson and Sadrieka 1974, Brix and 
van den Driessche 1974, and Helium 1975). 

Sphagnum moss is the dehydrated young residue 
or living portions of acid plants in the genus 
Sphagnum. This material, as opposed to sphagnum 
moss peat, is not decomposed to any degree. 
Sphagnum moss peat, not sphagnum moss is needed 
for CTS growing medium formulation. According to 
Hellum (1975): 

"Peat sold commercially varies in character, causes 
problems in nurseries where seedlings are to be 
grown consistently to specific dimensions in a certain 
length of time. Only sphagnum peat, among organic 
materials, has the many desirable characteristics for a 
good CTS potting medium. There are many rea-
sons-high water holding capacity, fibrosity, acidity 
(which means it is relatively free of fungi and bac-
teria), its breakdown makes nutrients available, and 
it has high cation exchange capacity compared to 
most mineral soils. 

"Available commercial sphagnum peat varies by 
species composition, organic deposit which is mined, 
vendor, year of mining, and handling and use. Avoid 

peat composed of mosses other than Sphagnum 
because of desirable sphagnum water holding capaci
ties and fibril strength. S. fuscum is the best species. 
Peat should be from as acid minerotrophic fens as 
can be found, and peat from fens with pH above 6.5 
should be avoided. 

"Peat should not be exposed to air for more than a 
few months before use, because this hastens humi
fication (nitrogen release) and may cause top-heavy 
seedlings. Therefore: 

1. 	Only sphagnum peat should be used that has a 
minimum of grass and other moss species. 

2. 	Choose peat from fens where small leaved 
species of Sphagnum are dominant; S. fuscum 
is best. 

3. 	Look for peat that has been hydraulically 
mined. It will be more consistent than surface 
mined peat. 

4. 	Avoid force died commercial peat, which 
generally gives less consistent results than bulk 
mined Sphagnum peat that has not been force 
dried." 

Armson and Sadreika (1974) note, "Peat should be 
fibrous and free of woody fragments and mineral soil 
inclusions. With peat moss it is usually necessary to 
put it through a hammermill; all peats have to 
undergo screening in order to produce a uniform 
homogeneous material for the containers. Physical 
condition of peat is critical in relation to the filling of 
containers. If the peat is too dry, it will not flow 
evenly and great difficulty may be experienced in 
wetting it. The result will be uneven levels in the con
tainers and large air spaces, both of which will result 
in uneven seedling development. On the other hand, 
a peat which is too wet will also not fill or settle uni
formly into containers. 

"The main chemical property of concern is that of 
pH; preferably the range should be 4.5 to 6.0. Other 
properties, such as nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium 
levels and also those of other nutrient elements are of 
less concern, because a program of fertilization is 
necessary if satisfactory growth is to be maintained. 
Peats with excessively high levels of nutrients which 
might be toxic should not be used. Table 9-2 gives 
results of analyses for a range of peats used in 
container production in Ontario." 

Vermiculite. -Hartmann and Kester (1950) explain 
that vermiculite "is a micaceous mineral which 
expands markedly when heated. Extensive deposits 
are found in Montana and in North Carolina. Chem
ically, it is a hydrated magnesium-aluminum-iron 
silicate. When expanded it is very light in weight (6 to 
10 pounds per cubic foot) (100-140 kg/ms) neutral in 
reaction with good buffering properties, and 
insoluble in water; it is able to absorb large quantities 
of water-3-4 gallons per cubic foot (400-450 I/mJ). 
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Table 9.2.-Chemical analyses of unfertilized peats used in Ontario container stock production (all elements % o.d. weight)
(Armson and Sadreika 1974). 

Cation 
exchange
 
capacity 

Origin pH meql100g N' P K Ca Mg Cu Fe Mn Zn 
Thessalon 4.8 76 1.61 0.05 0.03 1.00 0.002 0.002 0.775 0.018 0.003 
Swastika 6.0 87 1.31 0.05 0.02 1.75 0.002 0.001 0.340 0.012 0.002 
Fort Frances 5.9 124 1.91 0.01 0.03 2.60 0.401 0.001 1.300 0.3O5 0.003 
White River 5.8 78 0.81 0.03 0.03 0.14 0.003 0.002 0.330 0.008 0.002 
Hearst 6.8 172 0.91 0.04 0.04 4.21 0.407 0.002 0.210 0.024 0.003 
Cochrane 4.8 99 1.11 0.17 0.20 2.02 0.311 0.481 0.330 0.102 0.014 

INdetermined by micro-k/eldahl procedure, all other elements in solution after ashing of peat. 

Vermiculite has a relatively high cation exchange 
capacity and thus can hold nutrients in reserve and 
later release them. It rontains enough magnesium 
and potassium to supply most plants. In the crude 
vermiculite ore, the particles consist of a great many 
very thin, separate layers which have microscopic 
quantities of water trapped between them. When run 
through furnaces at temperatures near 2,000°F 
(1,100 0C) the water turns to steam, popping the 
layers apart, forming small porous, sponge-like 
kernels. Heating to this temperature gives complete 
sterilization. Horticultural vermiculite is graded into 
four sizes: No. 1 has particles from 5 to 8 mm in 
diameter; No. 2, the regular horticultural grade, 
from 2 to 3 mm; No. 3, from I to 2 mm; and No. 4,
which is most useful as a seed-germinating medium, 
from 0.75 to 1 mm. Expanded vermiculite should not 
be pressed or compacted when wet, as this will 
destroy its desirable porous structure." 

In most cases, vermiculite is an important
ingredient in growing medium mixtures for CTS 
production. There is much less agreement about the 
size of vermiculite to be used. Indeed, there seems to 
be considerable confusion regarding the terminology 
surrounding the material. Some writers refer simply 
to "vermiculite" with no further definition. A 
number refer to "attic fill" vermiculite. Generally, 
this means a coarse grade of vermiculite equivalent to 
horticultural grade No. 1 to 11/2. Some users simply 
refer to using "horticultural grade" vermiculite, 
which usually means No. 2 (from 2 to 3 mm). Prob-
ably horticultural vermiculite grade No. 2 or 3 is the 
most commonly used if readily available, but the 
grade of vermiculite used is not as important as how 
well it works as a mix component. The purpose of 
incorporating vermiculite or perlite in a growing 
medium with peat or ground bark is to keep the 
growing medium from settling and compacting to the 
point where good root aeration and water drainage is 
lost. 

Horticultural grade No. 1 is recommended for any 
container of 10 cubic inches 160 cml) or more, and 
No. 2 for smaller containers. Finer vermiculite will 

not function well as a bulking agent to prevent" 
settling and should be used only for very short-term 
crops or ones that can tolerate poor aeration. Ver
miculite bought as a "poultry litter" or "attic fill" 
insulation is usually cheaper than the same thing 
bought for horticultural use. Do not buy "block fill" 
that has been treated to make it water repellent. 

Perlite.-Perlite is used in CTS growing media 
instead of vermiculite. It is also often used as a seed 
covering medium (section 16.33). Hartmann and 
Kester (1959) describe perlite as a "grey-white sili
caceous material of volcanic origin mined from lava 
flows. The crude ore is crushed and screened, then 
heated in furnaces to about 1,4000 F (7600 C), at 
which temperature the small amount of moisture in 
the *particles changes to steam, expanding the 
particles to small, sponge-like kernels which are vr,'y 
light, weighing only 5 to 8 pounds per cubic foot (70
120 kg/m). The high processing temperature gives a 
sterile product. A particle size of 1-3 mm in diameter 
is usually used in horticultural operations. Perlite 
will hold three to four times its weight in water. It is 
essentially neutral, with a pH of 6.0 to 8.0, but with 
no buffering capacity; unlike vermiculite, it has no 
cation exchange capacity and contains. no mineral 
nutrients. It is most useful for increasing the aeration 
in a mixture." 

The main advantage of perlite for use in CTS 
growing media is that it does not compress. How
ever, it -ometimes will make root plugs harder to 
extract, but this is important only in plug container 
types. Vermiculite is used much more often in CTS 
media than perlite. 

Ground bark.-In some instances, ground bark 
has been used instead of sphagnum peat (Wood 
1974). Some types of fresh bark contain materials 
toxic to plants (Hartmann and Kester 1959). When 
finely ground bark is used as a substitute for peat 
moss, supplemental nitrogen is usually needed to 
prevent the tree seedlings from becoming chlorotic 
(Barnett 1974) because the.bark begins to break down 
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and uses the nitrogen. Also, van den Driessche (1974) 

reports that a 1:1 mixture of Douglas-fir bark and 
of the cationvermiculite only has about 70% 

exchange capacity (CEC) (72 versus 103 milliequiv-
alents per 100 g of dry weight) of a 1:1 mixture of 

sphagnum peat-vermiculite. -
Unless there is an overwhelming reason to use 

ground bark, sphagnum peat is probably preferable. 
The reasons include higher CEC, better C:N balance, 

less likelihood of less organisms and toxic sub-

stances, and greater weight. However, there is work 
going on regarding the use of sawdust and wood resi-

dues (Montano et al. 1977 and Lumis 1976). 
Other components are used in some cases, but 

peat, vermiculite, perlite, and ground bark are the 

major ones. 

9.33 	Media Mixes and Mechanics of Aeration and 
Drainage 

There is considerable variation in the proportions 
of growing medium constituents from one successful 
CTS operation to another. The most commonly used 
mix is a 1:1 mix of shredded sphagnum peat and ver-

miculite. Other ratios are used, most commonly a 3:2 
or 3:1 mixture of these same components. Owston 

(1972) indicates a 1:1 or 3:2 mixture is best for Pacific 
Northwest species. In Wisconsin, Phipps (1974) 

found that the medium components and their relative 

proportions significantly influenced seedling growth, 
with the largest red pine seedlings produced on a 1:1 
peat-vermiculite medium. 

After trying numerous mixtures, Tinus (1974b) 
settled on a 1:1 peat vermiculite mixture. In Louisi-
ana, 	Barnett (1974) is also using a 1:1 peat vermicu
lite 	 mix. Some nurseries have successfully used 
straight peat withcut any vermiculite or perlite 

(Routledge 1974). 
To determine the best growing medium for a given 

the degree of aerationsituation one must consider 
a given containerand drainage required when using 

in a given greenhouse, growing certain species. In 

general: 
1. There is some degree of latitude in formulating 

the trees will tolerategrowing media that 
(Phipps 1974 and Owston 1972). Usually trces 

will perform best in a certain mix. This can be 

discovered through simple experimentation. 
2. 	 As more and more vermiculite or perlite is 

added to the peat, the aeration and drainage of 
the medium in the container increase. Too 

much vermiculite may allow the mix to fall out 
of the root egress hole and preventthe root plug 
from being cohesive upon removal from the 
container. 

3. 	Larger and deeper containers require greater 
drainage, because water must percolate 
through a greater length of medium. 

4. The higher the humidity maintained in the 
greenhouse, the better drained the medium 
should be. 

5. 	 The less evenly the water is distributed in the 
CTS greenhouse, the better drained the medium 
must be, because some containers must be over
watered in order to thoroughly soak others. 

6. 	Some tree species require good root aeration; 
others will tolerate less aeration. 

7. 	Drainage should not be so rapid as to neces
sitate overly frequent watering. 

8. 	 Drainage should not be so slow as to waterlog 
the container and starve the roots for air. 

The proper aeration and drainage can be measured 
space in the growingas a percentage of macropore 

medium. Helium (1975) states that for a straight peat 
medium, about 25% macropore space is needed for 

good seedling root develcament. For peat-vermicu
lite mixes good macropore space can vary between 
10% and 50% depending on the depth of the con
tainer, with very deep containers being nearer 50%. 
Nelson (1973) describes how to measure the macro

pore space of the various media mixes in figure 9-11A 
through F. 

If the trees grown in the medium do not perform 
well and the grower suspects poor aeration and 

drainage may be part of the problem, the proportions 
of components can be altered. The percentage of 

macropore space, which is related to how trees grow, 
be 	found for the new mixture. By continuedcan 

comparisons. of the tree condition to the medium 
mixture, the best macropore space percentage for 
that container, species, and greenhouse situation can 
be found over several crops of seedlings. 

Symptoms of problems with the mix are: 
Too coarse (too well drained, aerated): medium1. 
falls 	 out of root egress holes, root plug not 

cohesive, plug easily falls apart, very frequent 
damp,watering needed to keep the medium 

trees stunted. 
2. 	Too fine (not well drained, aerated): medium 

appears waterlogged, dries out slowly, fungal 

diseases prevalent, infrequent irrigation neces

sary, high EC reading on leachate, trees 

stunted, chlorotic, algal development, on 

growing medium surface prevalent, and there 
may be root rot. 

9.34 Preparation of growing medium 

Preparation of the growing medium for loading 
into containers is relatively simple. Essentially, it is 

the blending of the components to provide a medium 
of uniform texture and proper moisture content that 
is free of weed seeds and pathological organisms. 

Mixing the growing medium components can be 
done in a number of ways. Equipment is discussed in 
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Figure 9-11.-(From Nelson 1973). Water drainage test for greenhouse soils. By means of this 
test, each grower can analyze his soils before planting and determine If the water drainage 
meets the standards of other soils he has used successfully. First make the test on a soil 
(either potting or bench soil) which drari#s wel dnd Is favorable for plant growth. Then make 
the test on the new soil mix before planting, compare results, and make the necessary
adjustments to the soil mixture. 

(A)Fill a plastic, 6.inch azalea pot with the soil mixture. Do not pack the soil in the pot, but 
from about a 3.inch height tap the pot on the counter top three times to settle the soil in the 
pot. The soil should be level with the top of the pot. (9)Subirrigate the pot of soil by placing
it in a bowl with water about 3 inches above the pot bottom. Do not disturb for 24 hours. (C)
transfer the pot of soil to a deeper pan and bring the water level in the pan to the top edge
of the pot. Keep the pot in this pan until water is visible at the soil surface. (D)Transfer the 
pot of saturated soil to the measuring glass (a one-quart measuring glass should ac. 
commodate the plastic pot about as sketched). Let the pot drain for four hours, record the 
amount of water that drained, and mark the level of the soil in the pot after draining.
Discard the soil and wash the pot. (E)Plug the pot holes with florist clay and fill the pot with 
water to the soil level after draining. (F)Measure and record the volume of water in the pot. 
The pot probably will contain more water than the one.quart measure will hold, but fIll the 
measure to the quart level, dump, and measure the balance of the water in the pot.

To find the percentage of the pore volume that drained, as compared to the total volume 
of the soil, divide the amount of water that drained out of the pot by the total amount of 
water measured in the pot. 

section 7.2. Some other important operational points water. Two percent formaldehyde, rubbing alcohol, 
should be noted. boiling water, or live steam can also be used 

The area and equipment to be used in the mixing (Hartmann and Kester 1959). These methods can also 
process must be kept as clean as possible, not only be applied to flats, greenhouse floors, walls, and 
free of refuse, but also free of weed seeds, fungi, and benches, as well as tools. 
bacteria. Equipment should be thoroughly washed All growing media for CTS operations should have 
with mild disinfectants before and after use. Good- some water added to it during the mixing process.
win (1975) recommends a solution of commercial This is because peat or ground bark absorbs moisture 
bleach (5% sodium hypochlorite) diluted 10:1 with very slowly. Addition of coarse organic materials, 
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such as peat moss, to mixtures can cause a decrease in 
wettability. No good method for preventing nonwet-
tability (hydrophobicity) is known. Use of corn-
mercial wetting agents may improve water pene-
tration, but there are questions about their safety. 
Owston' reports decreased germination in pine 
resulting from the use of wetting agents. The water 
repellent quality of dry mixes containing peat is well 
known to CTS nurserymen who have filled con-
tainers with growing medium in a dry condition. In 
such cases, unlimited -irrigation of the containers 
often will not wet th-, lower portions of the ,'-dium 
in the containers, 

A slightly damp mix will not fall cut of root egress 
holes while the container units are being handled, 
and will hold its shape after being compressed. The 
mix must not be wet or sticky, just damp. When it is 

properly moistened excess moisture can just be 
squeezed from the mix. Goodwin (1975) has pro-
vided some relative weights of dry and wet media 
shown in table 9-3. 

Once moistened, the medium should not be 
allowed to dry out before or after the containers are 
filled and seeded. To help avoid this, seeded con-
tainers can be kept in cold storage for a period of 
time prior to loading the greenhouse. 

9.35 Commercially Prepared Growing Media 

A number of cn,-amerciafly prepared growing media, 
, ,

such as Jiffy-rr x ,Micapeat Redi Earth and Pro-
mix , have detinite advantages for the CTS grower: 

1. 	 The grower does not have to mix his own 
except to moisten the product prior to filling the 
container. Large quantities may be ordered 
custom-mixed. 

2. 	 Most of the commercial mixes have nutrients 
added to them, which may provide needed nu-
trients to the crop. 

3. 	The commercial mixes are usually claimed to be 
sterile. The nurseryman should not have t-
worry about sterilization, 

4. 	They may be more evenly mixed than home-
made mixes. 

In other words, using commercially prepared 
mixes for CTS operations is very convenient. But 
there are disadvantages: 

'Personal communication wit Dr. Peyton W. Owston 
Pac. Northwest For. and Range Exp. Stn.. Corvallis, Oreg., 
June 1978. 

1. The Frower gives up control of quality and type 
of component used in the mixture. This can 
varf with changes in company management 
and sources for components of the mix. A 
nu:-nber of CTS growers have been surprised by 
plnt responses to changes in growing medium. 
This is much less likely to happen with home
made mixtures. 

2. 	Fertilizers or wetting agents added to the com
mercial mix may or may not be beneficial to 
tree seedling growth. Even if they are 
beneficial, their solubility in the container 
cannot be controlled by the nurseryman. In 
some cases, the fertilizers added are expressed 
only as N, P,and K, and the chemical source is 
not specified. Wetting agents are added to some 
of these mixtures and their possible phytotoxic 
effects have been mentioned earlier (section 
9.34). 

3. 	 It may be necessary to alter the proportions of 
the components of the mix to achieve proper 
aeration and drainage. This is not possible with 
commercially prepared growing mec'ia, once 
purchased.
 

Because the source and preparation of the compo
nents of the growing medium is important, use of 
commErcially prepared growing media for tree seed
ling culture is not recommended unless component 
specification and quality can be guaranteed. Com
mercially prepared growing media are used by a 
number of CTS growers, but a few growers have 
tried and abandoned them for one reason or another. 

9.36 	Additioii of Fertilizer and Mycorrhizal Fungi 
to Medium 

The addition'of fertilizers to the growing medium 
before filling contaii,,. s is discussed in section 13.21. 
For CTS operations it is not recommended. In CTS 
culture, growth and final dimensions of the trees 
produced are controlled by adjusting fertilizer 
regimes and other environmental factors. Soluble far
tilizers, placed in the mix, will be leached-out right 
away and do little good. Persistent fertilizers only 
complicate later cultural procedures. 

Considerable work has been done on the addition 
of various species of mycorrhizal fungi to the 
growing medium (section 14.1). Many tree species 

require fungal symbionts. Although some may not 
require them, they usually promote growth and 
make the seedlings less susceptible to root disease. 

Table 9.3.-Weight (pounds) of 1cubic foot of medium (Goodwin 1975). 

Soil Mix 	 Dry Moist Saturated Water gain 

1peat: 1sand 54.00 64.5 84.0 30.0 
1peat: 1vermiculite 6.25 27.B 46.8 40.5 
3peat: 1vermiculie 6.90 28.5 47.5 40.6 
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Research in progress is directed toward addition of 
pure 	cultures of specific fungi to the growing media 
(Marx and Barnett 1974, Zak 1977). CTS nurserymen
should expect some useful research results and,
perhaps, commercially available cultures, by the end 
of the decade. Some CTS producers are adding forest
duff, 	 assumed to contain mycorrhizal fungi, to 
growing media. In most cases, this procedure has re-
suited in excellent mycorrhizal development,
Howev:r, there is an element of risk involved,
because the duff can contain inoculum of phyto-
pathological fungi, nematodes, insects, weed seeds, 
and other pests. Consequently, the practice of adding 
duff 	 to growing media cannot be recommended 
without reservations. The individual grower must 
make 	this decision. To follow the practice in research 
investigations is one thing; to expose millions of trees 
to such risks in production operations is another. 

9.37 Growing Medium Sterilization9 

The controlled environment of the greenhouse is 

conducive to the development of insects, disease
 
pathogens, and weeds, as well as crop plants. Every

available means should be used to eliminate the
 
source of these problems befcre they get started. In
 
horticultural potting mixtures, soil is almost always a 

component. Soil must be sterilized before use to 

avoid serious disease problems. In CTS greenhouse

operations, the growing mc.dium is generally not 
sterilized, because the medium components are often 
nearly sterile to begin with (section 9.32). Some bark 
contains compounds that are biotoxic. Also, the 
character of bark texture and the way it is usually 
handled at mills, tends to allow weed seeds, spores,
etc., to be incorporated in it. Consequently, CTS 
growing media mixes containing peat, vermiculite, or 
perlite usually don't require sterilization, but ground
bark components may need to be. In research, it isJ 
probably prudent always to sterilize the growing 
medium. In operational CTS projects, it is recom-
mended only where there is demonstratd need. 

There are several ways to sterilize soil or growing
media. The best and most widely used is hating the 
soil with steam to about 1800 F (82' C) for 30 
minutes. This procedure will kill most harmful bac-
teria, fungi, nematodes, insects, and weed seeds (fig. 
9-12) (Hartmann and Kester 1959). Detailed steam 
sterilization procedures are available in a number of 
horticultural texts such as Nelson (1973). 

Chemicals are aiso useful for growing media 
sterilization, if steam is not available. However,
chemical sterilization of mixes with vermiculite in 
them may be risky because the chemicals become 
bound within the expanded vermiculite. This can
result 	 in toxicity to seedlings even after prolonged 
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aeration.3 CTS nurserymen, therefore, are advised to 
use ci.:'nical sterilization with this possibility in 
mind. The more common chemical sterilants and 
how they are used in horticultural practice are pro
vided in the following excerpt from Hartmann and 
Kester (1959):

"Chemical fumigation will kill organisr's in the 
propagating mixes without disrupting their physical
and chemical characteristics to the extent to which 
may occur with heat treatments. Ammonia produc
tion may increase following chemical fumigation,
however, owing to the remov,. of organisms antag

'Personal communication with, James P. Barnett, 
Southern For. Exp. Stn., Pineville, La., May 1978. 
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Figure 9-12.-Soil temperatures required to kill weed seeds,
insects, and various plant pathogens. Temperaturesgiven 	are for 30 minutes under moist conditions (Hart.mann and Kester 1959). 



onistic to the ammonifying bacteria. The mixes 
should be moist (between 40% and 80% of field 
capacity) and at temperatures of 65' to 750 F(180 to 

240 C) for satisfactory results. After chemical 
fumigatior, a waiting period for dissipation of the 
fumes of 2, days to 2 weeks, depending upon the 
material, is required for use. 

a"Formaldehyde.-This is good fungicide with 
It will kill some weedstrong penetrating powers. 

reliable for killing nematodes orseeds, but is not 
insects. Commercial formalin (40% strength) is 
mixed 1:50 with water and applied to the soil at the 
rate of 2 to 4 quarts per square foot (20-40 I/in2) or 1 
volume of 0.8% formaldehyde to 9 parts soil). The 

treated area should be covered immediately with an 
airtight material and left for 24 hours or more. Fol-
lowing this treatment, about 2 weeks should be 
allowed for drying and airing, but the soil should not 
be planted until all odor of formaldehyde has dis-
appeared. 

"For small-scale treatments, commercial formalin 
can be applied at a rate of 21/z tablespoons per bushel 
(I mI/l) of a light soil mixture or I tablespoon (14 ml) 
per standard size flat. Dilute with five to six parts of 
water, apply to soil and mix thoroughly. Let stand 24 
hours, plant seeds, and water thoroughly. 

"Chloropicrin (Tear Gas).-This is a liquid ordi-
narily applied with an injector, which should put 2 to 
4 ml into holes 3 to 6 inches (7-15 cm) deep, spaced 9 
to 12 inches (23-30 cm) apart. It may also be applied 
at the rate of 175 ml/m of soil. The gas should be 
c iafined by sprinkling the soil surface with water 
and then covering it with an airtight material, which 
is then left for 3 days. Seven to ten days is required 
for thorough aeration of the soil before it can be 
planted. Chloropicrin is effective against nematodes, 
insects, some weed seed, Verticillium, and most other 
resistant fungi. Chloropicrin fumes are very toxic to 
living plant tissue. 

"Chloropicrin and methyl bromide are hazardous 
materials to use, especially in confined areas. They 
should be applied only by persons trained in their use 
and who will take the necessary precautions as stated 

in the instructions on the containers or in the accom
panying literature. 

"Methyl bromide.-This odorless material is very 
volatile and very toxic to humans. It should be used 

mixed with other materials and applied only by those 
trained in its use. Most nematodes, insects, weed 
seeds, and some fungi are killed by methyl bromide, 
but it will not kill Verticillium. It is often used by 
injecting the material at 1 to 4 pounds per 100 square 
feet (50-200 ml/m) from pressurized containers into 
an open vessel under a plastic cover placed over the 

is sealed around thesoil to be treated. The cover 
edges with soil, and should be kept in place for 48 
hours. Penetration is very good, and the sterilization 
effect will extend to a depth of 12 inches (30 cm). For 
treating bulk soil, methyl bromide at 4 pounds per 

100 cubic feet (6 kg/m) can be used. 

"Methyl bromide-chloropicrin mixtures.-Pro
prietary materials are available containing both 

methyl bromide and chloropicrin. Such combina
tions are more effective than either material alone in 

controlling weeds, insects, nematodes, and soil
borne disease organisms. Aeration for 10 to 14 days 

is required following applications of methyl bromide
chloropicrin mixtures. 

"Vapam®' (sodium N-methyl dithiocarbamnate di

hydrate).-This is a water-soluble soil fumigant 
which will kill weeds, germinating weed seeds, most 
soil fungi, and, under the proper conditions, nema
todes. It undergoes rapid decomposition to produce a 

very penetrating gas. Vapam® is applied by 
through irrigationsprinkling it on the soil surface, 

or with standard injection equipment. Forsystems, 

seed-bed fumigation, I quart of the liquid formu
lation of Vapam ® in 2 to 3 gallons water is used,
 
sprinkled uniformly over 100 square feet of area (1:1
 
diluted with about 10 parts water covers 9 m). After
 

the Vapam ® is sealed with additionalapplication, 
water or with a roller. The soil can be planted two 

aweeks after application. Although VapamO has 
relatively low toxicity to man, care should be taken 
to avoid inhaling fumes or splashing the solution on 

the skin." 
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Section VI
 

HAWAII DIBBLE-TUBE SYSTEM
 



Why Hawaii Is Changing
 
To the Dibble-Tube System of Forestation
 

Gerald A. Waiters FILE COPY 
ABSTRACT-The dibble-tube system was developed to meet 
the constraintsof Hawaii'sdiverse species andplanting sites, 
restrictiveplantingweather, generally inexrperiencedtreei plant-
ers. and high costs. This system. which is based on the 
Hawaii dibble tube and rack, includes the nursery. transport, 
and field phases of forestation with container-grownstock. It 
ismore reliable and less costly than the bare-root system in 

Hawaii. 

The forestation program of the Havaii Division of 
Forestry and Wildlife calls for planting 2 to 2.5 million 
seedlings on about 2,500 acres annually. About 2,000 
acres will be planted for timber, pulp, and fuel. The 
otler acreage will be planted to extend or improve 
native forests and windbreaks, and to cover erosion 
scars. 

For several decades the division has used the bare-
root system of forestation. The system has not worked 
well within the local constraints of diverse species and 
planting sites, restrictive planting weather, generally 
inexperienced tree planters, and high costs. During any 
one forestation project, one or more of the constraints 
negatively-and usually unpredictably-affect seedling 
survival and growth. 
. Sevcral studies were made to determine if survival 

and growth rates could be improved. Transpiration re-
tardants, root stimulants, pesticides, alternative packing 
methods (Walters 1971, 1972a, b, c), and careful nurs-
cry handling and field planting failed to better field 
performanct. An alternate system was needed. 

In 1972, the Institute of Pacific Islands Forestry, 
Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station, 
in cooperation with the Hawaii Division of Forestry and 
Wildlife, began a program to develop a system that 
wbuld be economical for seedling production, transport, 
and field planting, and would result in high survival and 
rapid growth after planting. The result is the dibble-tube 
forestation system. 

The Hawaii dibble tube is a specially designed plant 
container (fig. 1) made of high-density polyethylene. Its 
size, about 5 inches deep and I'Is inches inside top 
diameter, represents a trade-off between biologic and 
economic considerations. It is large enough for adequate 
seedling development, but small enough for economical.. 
handling. Four t extend from top to bottom on the 
inside and prevent the lateral roots from spiraling within 
the container. 

One hu dred tubas fit into a styrofoam rack at a 
spacing of about 40 per square foot. The dimensional 
uniformity of the tube and rac:k provides the same 

rooting and aerial volume for each seedling, and also 
allows mechanization of each of the nursery operations. 
Tubes and racks are reusable. With - team of six to 
eight people, the tubes can be washed, filled with 
root;ng medium, sawn with seeds, topped off with
 

gravel, and moved to the seedling culture area at a rate 
of 75,000 to 100,000 per day. A combination of manual 
and mechanized equipment is used (Walters and 
Horiuchi 1980). Tubes cost about $0.05 each; the racks 
about $3.50 each. 

Seedlings are grown in the tubes until the stems are 
about 14 inches tall. They are then removed from the 
tubes, packed in wax-lined boxes, and shipped to the 
planting site. Seedlings are planted by hand or machine. 
Hend planting is done with a dibble that makes a hole 
the same size and shape as the seedling root system. 
The steel dibble part, with a step-on grubbing bar 
welded to it, is attached to a wooden handle. 

The dibble-tube system has worked well under all of 
the local constraints. 

Tree Species 
More than 20 different tree species are grown at the 

Central Tree Nursery of the Hawaii Division of Forestry 
and Wildlife and planted throughout the state on public 
and private lands. Koa (Acacia koa), mamane (Sophora
chrysophylla), casuarina (Casuarina equiserifolia), 
saligna' (Eucalyptus saligna), loblolly pine (Pinus 
taeda), and slash pine (Pinus elliorti) are the principal 
species. 

Seedlings of these principal species do not undergo 
dormancy and hence cannot be stored. They are succu
lent during transport and planting. Planting success of 
bare-root seedlings in terms of survival and growth 
depends largely on conditioning in the nursery. The 

Figure 1. Eucalyptus saligna seedlings growing in dibble 
tubes. The rack holds 100 seedlings. 
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Southerniotential for conditioning varies with species.
pine and eucalyptus seedlings can be conditioned to 

have woody sters, "leathery" foliage, and abundant 
roots by controlling water and nitrogen applications, by 
undercutting. and by lateral root pruning. Koa. mamane, 
and casuarina are nitrogen fixers and therefore cannot 
be conditioned by nitrogen stressing. 

successConsistent bare-root planting in Hawaii is 
attain with southern pine seedlings,relatively easy 	to 

difficult with eucalyptus, and almost impossible with 
koa. mamane, and casuarina. Bare-root pine. eucalyp-
tus, and casuarina seedlings must be planted within 
three days after lifting because of the rapid loss of 
survival ability and growth potential. Casuarina is gen-
erally planted bire-root only if irrigation is possible. 
Koa and mamane are not planted bare-root. With the 
dibble-tube-system, success is regularly attained with all 
six of the principal speries. 

Saligna is currently the most widely planted species. 
Mean survival rate of 10 plantings of dibble-tube seed-


lings was 91.2 percent with a standard deviation of 4.4. 

Survival of containerized saligna plantings is predict-

ably high. Survival of bare-root saligna plantings is 
unpredictable: it may be 90 percent in one planting and 
10 percent in the next. Records from 20 bare-root 
saligna plantings, mostly for research (Walters 1970, 
1971, 1972a, b, c), showed an average survival of 56.2 
percent with a ,tandard deviation of 31.5. About 70 
percent of the survivors suffered stem dieback. 

havingKoa is Hawaii's most valuable native tree, 
wood properties similar to those of black walnut (Juglans 

For almost 20 years, little koa was planted,nigra). 
was too poor.because survival of bare-root seedlings 

However, several plantings totaling about 75,000 dibble-
at rates of about 85 per-tube seedlings have survived 


cent. 

In planning and conducting a forestation project, one 

must be able to predict planting success. If seedling 
survival is predictable, the proper number of seedlings 
can be grown and planted to attain the desired stocking. 
If survival is unpredictable, too many or too few seed-
lings may be grown or planted. If stocking is too low, 

is necessary; if too high, a precommercialreplanting 
thinning may be required. • 

Satisfactory initial survival is essential fcr all planta-
tions, but is especially important for saligna. With this 
species, coppicing is depended upon to establish the 

If initial stocking issecond, third, 	 and fourth crops. 
poor, yield will be reduced not only for the first, but 
also for all subsequent crops. 

TII AuT'o -R-GeraldA. 
Walters is research forester. 
Institute of Pacific Islands 
Forestry, Pacific Southwest 
Forest and Range Experi-
ment Station., USaDA Fl3t " 
Service. Honolulu, Hawaii. 

Plantin.g Sites 
Planting sites for all species are diverse, with eleva

dons ranging from near sea level to 9,500 feet, rainfall 
ranging from 20 to 250 inches annually, and soils 
varying from deep to shallow and from fine-textured to 

Accordingundifferentiated volcanic cinders and rocks. 
ly, much of the knowledge required for planting success 
is site-specific by species. Little information is avail
able, however. for developing seedlings that have the 
optimum physiological and morphological characteris
tics to survive under a wide range of field conditions. 
But with the dibble-tube method, survival has been 

on their respectiveconsistently high for all the species 
sites. 

Soil characteristics significantly affect tree planting 
rates and planting quality. In clay and in lava rockland,
 
planting holes are more difficult to make with a mattock
 
than with a dibble.
 

Planting Seasons
 

In Hawaii, planting seasons are not so clearly defined
 
as they are in specific areas of the mainland United
 
States, where seedlings can be planted almost anytime
 
between certain dates. The winter months in Hawaii are
 
generally the wettest, but may have several days or
 
weeks that are 	just as dry, hot, bright, and windy as
 

season. Weather forecasts are considered
during the dry 
when final planting plans are made. However, because 
the weather is often different from the forecast, a 
decision must 	 be made about what to do with the 
planting crew and with the thousands of seedlings when 

too hot, windy, or dry. Unlike liftedconditions become 
bare-root stock, dibble-tube seedlings, if kept in the 
tubes, can be held until conditions become favorable. 
Comparison plantings indicate that containerized seed
lings can be successfully planted under a wider range of 

andsite conditions-soil moisture, wind, temperature. 
light intensity--4han bare-root seedlings (Walters 1970, 

file at the Institute of1972b. and unpublished data on 

Pacific Islafids Forestry).
 

Planting Rate
 

Dibble planting of containerized seedlings is faster 
than mattock planting of bare-root seedlings because it 
is physically easier to do, and requires less skill. Work
ers can keep up a steady rate all day, planting 750 to 
1,000 seedlings. With mattocks, workers become tired. 
and planting rate and quality soon decrease. 

About 90 percent of tree planters, public and private, 
in seedling handling, planting, andare inexperienced 

Those in federal or state employmentpostplanting care. 
are usually on temporary programs. About the time they 
become proficient, their employment program ends and 
a new group must be trained. Because dibble planting is 
simpler than the mattock planting, it requires less train

ing and supervision. 

Costs per Acre for Field Establishment 
to growDibble-tube seedlings are more expensive 

(table 1). In
and transport 	 than bare-root seedlings 

about S75 per 	 thousand. as againstHawaii. they cost 
$40 for bare-root seedlings. Transport adds about S4 per 

much as for bare-root seedlings.thousand, twice as 
These higher outlays, however, are more than offset by 
the lower costs of planting and maintaining a stand. Thehh ra 	 fb makes replantinghigh survival of dibble-tube seedlings 



Table',. Costs per acre (680 seedlings planted per acre)
for establishing bare-root and dibble-tube saligna euca
lyptus seedlings InHawull. 

Item stock Stock 
--. Dolars-.. 

Nurmery production
 
Iithal 27.20 51.00 

Replanting:
 

Equivalent stocking' 6.00 -

Minimum stocidng 1.92 -


Seedling transport
 
Initial 1.36 2.72 
Replanting:


Equivalent stocking .30 -

Mimimrnum stocking .10 


Feld establishment 

Site preparation (initial) 200.00 200.00 

Second site preparation: 


Equivalent stocking 25.00 -
Minimum stocking 8.00 -

Planting (initial) 77.71 38.86 
Replanting: 

Equivalent stocking 20.00 -
Minimum stocking 6.40 -

Maintenance: 
Equivalent stocking 125.94 8.92 
Minimum stocking 106.16 

Total cost per acre 

Equivalent stocking 483.51 301.5o 

Minimum stocking 428.85 

'Stocking is the percent of planted trees alive after hree to six 

months. The costs tabulated are ehose to attain stocking equivalent 

to Me 95-percent achieved with dibble-tube seedlings.

2Costs to attain minimum acceptable stocking of 80 percent. 


unnecessary, while two to three replantings are some-
times needed with bare-root seedlings. Dibble-tube seed-
lings begin growing sooner after planting than bare-root 
seedlings and are better competitors with weeds. Con-
sequently, fewer and less extensive weedings are re-
quired. Total establishment costs for dibble-tube seed-

*lings are about $302 per acre. This is 58 percent of the 
establishment costs of bare-root seedlings figured on the 
basis of 80-percent stocking, and 40 percent when 
figured on the basis of stocking equal to that obtained 
with dibble-tube seedlings. If 2,000 acres are planted 
annually at a spacing of 8 by 8 feet, the total establish-
ment cost for dibble-tube seedlings would be about 
$603,000. To achieve minimum sto 'king on these 2,000 
acres with bare-root seedlings, total cost would be about 
$857,700. For stocking equivalent to that attained with 
dibble-tube seedlings, total cost with bare-root seedlings 
on'2,000 acres would be about S967,020. Use of 
dibble-tube seedlings, therefore, results in substantial 
savings. N 
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EvaluSystems
 

Thomas D. Fahey, Thomas A. Snellgrove, 

James M. Cahill, and Timothy A. Max 

ABSTRACT -- A pmoosed method of analy:ing scaling sys
terns consists of tw parts. PartI applies only to sound logs 
and compares the precision of scaling systems using the 
relationshipbetween lumber recovery and scaled volume. Parr 
iI uses only defectfve logs to compare the abilitiesof scaling 
systems to adjust volume for defect. 

T 
-hem are many systems for scaling logs. Freese (1973) 

described over 95 different log rules, bearing 185 names, 
in the United States and Canada. No objective methods 
exist for selecting among systems. This article first 
gives some of our ideas of what constitutes a good 
measurement system. Second, it presents a technique 
for objectively evaluating performance of various sys
terns. 

Characteristics of a Good Measurement System 
Certain characteristics are necessary for a good meas

urement iystem. Rapraeger (1950) and Bruce and Cow
lin (1968) discussed a number of these. For exam
ple, a scaling system should be applicable at a reasona
ble cost under a variety of conditions. Scale estimates 
made by different people under varying conditions 
should be consistent and expressed in practical units. 

The primary reason for measuring trees is to predict 
product volume. To that end, what constitutes a good 
measurement system? Ideally, one unit of scaled log 
volume should equal a constant number of units of 
product volume regardless of log diameter, length, or 
defect. If we use Scribner scale as an example, a log 
with a gross scale of 400 board feet and a deduction of 
100 board feet for defect has an estimated net scale of 
300 board feet. This log should yield the same volume 
of products as a 300-board-foot sound log, since a buyer 
will pay for the same volume. We realize that perfect 
comparability is not attainable in practice, but the sys
tem that most nearly approaches it would be best. 

Many sources of variation affect how well a scaling 
system relates to product yield. For example, how is 
diameter measured and how is it rounded? How is 
length measured and rounded? What formula is used to
calculate gross volume? Variation associated with de

duction for defect is one of the most important sources 
of error. What is considered to be a defect, how is it 
measured, and what method is used to estimate the 
volume to be deducted? These sources of variation are
inherent iri all scaling systems and will affect product
estimates made by any scaling system. 

Terms useful in categorizing and evaluating this varia
tion (Freese 1962) am: 

Accuracy refers to the success of estimating the true 
value. 
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Dibble with attachedscalper. 

Specifications, 

Adz. hoe: 

Blade width 6 to 12 In (15 to 30 cm)
Handle length 36 in (91 cm)
Weight 4.5 lb (2 kg) 

ting hoes: 
Blade length 13 to 17 In (33 to 43 cm)

Blade width 3 to 4 in (7.6 to 10.2 cm)

Handle length 36 In (91cm)

Weight 7.3 lb (3.4 kg) 


Availability 
Hbndtoo a elrafor Ia edling: 

A&M Steel Craf 
8250 124th S 

Surrey, B.C.. Canada V3W 3X9 


AmeCo. 

Biviionof M c h Co.
Box 1774
 
Parkersbu-g, W.V.. 26101 

(304) 424-3000 

Ba Meadows Co.3589 Beoad St. 

Atlanta, G&30366 

(404) 456.0907 

Foresec, Ltd.6393 Bayne St.H&Ulf&fNova Scotia, Canada B3K 2V6 

t002) 455.4062 

Fostry u ,A&M
Box 8397uppikm I8 

Jackon, Mis. 39204 

(601) 354-3565 


International Reforestation Supplie 
Box 5547

Eugene, Ore 97405
(508) 345.0597 

The Nortiplantar
Blade length 6 In (15 cm) 
Blade width 3.5 in (8.9 cm)

Overall length 38 In (97 cm)

Weight 5 lb (2.3 kg) 


Planting har: 
Blade length 10 to 12 In (25 to 30 cm)
Blade width 3 to 4 In (7.6 to 10.2 cm)
Overall length 37 to 42 In (94 to 107 cm)
Weight 8 to 12 lb (3.6 to 5.4 kg) 

M.A.Leonard. Inc. :63936665 Splker Rd. 

Pique, Ohio 45356

(513) 773-2694
 
Oregon Reforestation Equipment and Supply 
Box 2597 

Eugene, Oreg 97402

(503) 746.2529 

rS1 Co. 

Box 151 

Flanders, N.J. 07836
(201) 584-3417 


Weston Fire Equipment Co. 

440 Valley Dr. 


Brlsbane, Calif. 94005 

(41) 467.6650Handtools for containerized eemdling: 

Steei Craft
8250 124th SL 

Surrey. B.C., Canada V3W 3X9 

(604) 594.0615 

Columbia Pleatica, Ltd. 

2155 West 10th Ave. 

Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6K 3H7(604) 736.9261 

" • . .. ,
 

The Nordplanter. 

Hand planting augei 

Corn diameter 1.5 to 3 In (3.8 to 7.6 cm)Length 23.5 to 37.5 (60 to 95 cm)

Weight 3.5 to5 lb (L6 to 2.3 kg)
 

Dibbles: 
Length 26 to 52 In (66 to 132 cm) 

Weight 4.5 to 7.8 lb (2 to 3.5 kg) 
Planting tubes: 

Diameter 1.5 to 2.8 In (3.8 to 7.1 cm)
Length 36.5 In (93 cm)
Weight 5.5 to 6.6 lb (2.5 to 3kg) 

Forste, Ltd.Bayne St.Halifax Nv Scotia, Canada 3K M 

(902) 458-4062
 

Hakmet, Ltd. 
179 Place Frontense 
Points Claire, Quebec, Canada H9R 4Z7 
(514) 694-4791
 
International Reforestation Suppliers

BOX 5547
 
Eugene, Oreg. 97405
(503) 345.0597 

Oregon Reforestation Equipment

Box 2597
 

Eugene, ege. 97402
 
(503) 7462529

Plant.A.Plug Systema 

Diviaon of RCB Corp.
 
Box 386
 
Croesett, Ark. 71635
 
(501) 364-6010
 
Raid, Collins, and Asoc., Ltd. 

Reforestation Div.
 
550 Burrard St.
 
Vancouver, B.C.. Canada V6C 2K6
 
(604) 669.3134 
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Dibbles and planting tubes are specialized plantingtools for containerized stock. Dibbles punch holes inthe soil the size of the seedling tubes. Planting tubesdisplace the soil with a foot lever and place the seedling
through the hollow handle. L 
Techniques 

Adze hoe. 
Adze hoes remove the litter and plant competition

from the area surrounding the planting site. Planting
hoes dig holes 10 to 12 in (25 -Wto 30 cm) deep and upto 5 in (13 cm) wide. The seedling is placed in the hole
and the soil is packed around it. Planting hoes can also

scalp the site prior to planting.
 

The Nordplanter and planting bars are thrust Into thesoil and rocked back and forth to create a suitableplanting hole. When the seedling is placed the tool is Planting hoe.again thrust into the soil and pulled back, packing thesoil against the seedling roots. 

Planting augers are twisted Into the soil and pulled out
removing a soil core. The seedling is planted in the

remaining hole.
 

Dibbles and planting tubes are driven into the soil, dis.placing a hole the. same size as the type of container 
used. 

Capabilities KBCplanting bar. 

Most seedling planting is with handtools. Planting hoesand planting bars are the most common planting tools.Hoes may prepare the sites as well as plant. Planting

bars are often used on rockier sites. Shovels are used for
large stock. Handtools are easily packed to remote 
areas. 

Limitations 

Hand planting tools are not well suited to areas with many rocks or extensive brush and debris. They usuallyrequire site preparation. Planting bars, dibbles, andplanting tubes may cause excessive soil compactionFround the seedling, especially in heavy or clay soils. 
Hand planting is labor intensive and may prove rathercostly. / 

08' plantingbar. Plantingtubes. 
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Availability 

Azdisam, Inc. 
Box 666 
Cumberland, Wis. 54829 
(715) 822-2415 

Fred A. Lewis Co. 
40 Belknap Rd. 
Medford, Oreg. 97501 
(503) 772-9646 

General Equipment Co. 
Box 334 

N. W .Owatonna, Minn. 55060 
(507) 451-5510 

Ground Hog, Inc. 
~:j~jBox 290San Bernardno, Calif. 92404 

• " (714) 888-2818 

Large portable auger operated by two people. 
Hoffco, Inc. 
358 Northwest F St. 
Richmond, Ind. 47374 
(317) 966-8161 

Little Beaver, Inc.
 
Specifications Box 840
 

Livingston, Tex. 77351 
(713) 327-3121Diameter 1.5 to 18 in (3.8 to 45.7 cm) 

Depth 2 ft to 3 ft 6 in (.6 to 10.7 m) single bit 
Stihl, Inc.
to 12 ft (3.7 m) with extensions 


Weight 30 to 86 lb (14 to 39 kg) Virgi Beach, Va. 23455

Power ratings 3 to 8hp (2.2 to 6 kW) (804) 460-3333 

Hand Planting Tools 

The adze hoe has a heavy, wide blade for scalping. The 
Function planting hoe, sometimes called a hoedad or Rindt hoe, 

has a long, tapered blade. The blade Is flattened or 
Hand planting tools prepare microsites and plant bare- curved inward with a beveled edge for easy penetra
root seedlings. Specialized tools are also available for tion. The opposite square end may be used for scalping. 
various sizes of containerized stock. 

The Nordplanter is a specialized shovel designed for 
planting. Planting bars are similar to planting shovels 

a wide, sturdyDescription except for a wide T.bar handle and 
crossbar for foot placement. The blades are usually 

Hand planting tools include adze hoses, planting hoes, flat with sharply beveled edges. 
planting bars, and hand plantingthe Nordplanter, 

augers. Dibbles and planting tubes are designed for con- Hand planting augers are simple boring devices that 
tainerized seedlings, remove soil plugs. 
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Planting Augers 

Function
 

Planting augers are portable, powered augers to dig A m...
 
holes for planting containerized or bare root seedlings.

Larger augers can also dig holes for fence posts.
 

Description
 

A typical planting auger consists of a power unit, a gear

box, and the auger bit. The power units may be light
weight chainsaw engines, backpack engines with flexible
 
drive, orseparate engines with either flexible or hydrau
lic drive. The gear box links the power source with the
 
auger bit. Many are adaptable to. the chain drive from
 
chainsaw engines. The auger bits have hardened steel -,

base plates. Some bits have rows of brazed carbide
 
along the leading edge for greater durability. Some bits
 
also feature replaceable nose cones.
 

Techniques r
 

T.ie engine is started and the gear box is engaged. The
 
auger bit cuts into the ground and removes the soil.
 

The hole is drilled vertically to the desired depth. The 
seedling or fence post is placed in the hole and the
 
loose soil is packed tightly around it, filling in any 'L
 
spaces. One -person can eaily operate most planting
 
augers, however, some of the larger ones require two __________________

people. 

- Small powered earth auger.Capabilities 

Planting augers enable operators to dig holes quickly
and consistently. Large, deep holes can hold larger
seedlings. Because the soil surrounding the roots is 
not compressed, better growth and higher survival is
usually obtained. Auger bits are very durable and may
be replaced with specialized bits for ice orwood boring... 

Limitations . ..,
 

Planting augers are not well suited to areas with many ,. '
large roots or rocks. They become difficult to operate , ..
 
on areas with extensive surface debris or in clay soils. .
 
Fine textured soils tend to settle in the holes leaving

the seedling roots exposed underneath.. . , .
 

,, ", . . .. * 

Backpack poweredearth auger. 
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WOW. MIA' 

10051A TAX BREAK FOR TREE PLANTERS 
Tu F OAd,,,.i'"it 
 A new law (PL 96-451) includes a tax break on your federal income tax for all tree Planting done after Dec. 31, 1979. 

,n..Briefly, here's how it works. You can subtract 10% (up to For a detailed guide on the new law, write to Forestry7 . $1,000) of your tree planting costs (including cost of tree Suppliers, Inc., P.0.Box 8397,Jackson. MS 39204. Ask•.. -. planting tools) from the amount of federal income tax you for the brochure The Now Reforesttlo n Tax Incentive.Phine-a .,
c-
 owe. Also, for the next 7 years you can subtract from your=m-yearly gross income a proportonal amount of the total plan-

Tre
latigBars 
 +~ 5 

KBC Bar• : : " • ¢
 
Works better in rocky orhard-to-penetrate soils than the OSTbar. ,_, J.'.,..-


triangular section. shape ' 
penetrates the soil cleanly and easily. Lessdirt falls 
Bladeis in cross The pointed of the KBC bar 


in the planting
hole. Overall length, 39. Blade is4"wide x 12" long x 1" thick and 'Itapers to apoint Sb.WII lbs. 

69041, 1to 5 M $21175. 



6tolI1 el. 26.50 . ).
12or more . :. . . 24.90 " 

OST Bar (Dibble Bar) " 
Works best in non-rocky, easy-to-penetrate soils. Blade is wedge- A 4,shaped incross section. Overall length: 38. Blade: 3"wide xtO ". ,.
lor blade thickness: V at top tapering to thin wedge. Sh.Wt 9 lb. - . . . " .. ' 
69042' 1to 5. ea. $21.95 

6 to 11 ea. 2010 
12or more " c . 95 ' 

*. 
 -
' .-. .., ,.
 

.- ,dac, 
... ....• .,• 
 -. 


-Hazie HoDibb- ~..,nHandle'.'Dibl .. -'.and Hndle-(for Leach Pine Call) 

HO. ny fbthAI Sh b. (f r Loch
Pine Cell)"-.:Hoeand Handle .. Tree Planting \I . BC - ... 

Gloves:_C B-

Tree Planting Hoe and Handle Dibbl 
Dita .el

blade - 3W x 10 H. Hickoryl handle, 3-long..Leach.Pins C

694 I,Ito 11 ea- $241.95 Excellent for planting container stock. Features

v,! IZ orMore* U. 22.95 low altoy steel point convenieot loot Plate, arid


'HICIORY HANDLEoily. Sh.ft 2 lbs. 52' ashhandle. Dibble is I osizeop di..0 It 11 eo . n.). O" sizesavailable on
 
12or more I .5 rqet
 

69140 S. t.5 lbs. $37.05
Hazel Hoe and Handle 
h
STree nTree Planting . e with6 wide blade. Hickory handle. 3' lng. Gloves n
 

, n, mt. Sh t3lb  ' Khandle
M-k . Ito 11 M $27.25 70% nylon. 30%polyev" lend o-ith non-slipW 12ormore-- eft 25.10 rubber "beads" onoutside. Sb.Nt. V4lb./pair.

HICIDRY only. Sh.WIt2 lbs. 69136HANDLE Small. Perpair. 52.65I to ie. $ 7.30 69137 Medium. PerPair.--. 2.65
12 or more viM . 55 69133 Large. Per pair. 2.65*-


PRICES SUBJECT TOCHANGE SEEIMPORTANT INFORMATION PAGES FOLLOWING THE INDEX...
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Forestry Suppliers, Inc. offers you.. 
The "right" tools. "Right 	now" service and delivery. 

Speed your order to us on our 24-hour toll free . Here you'll find planting tools and supplies 

many designed and manufactured by experienc- ordering lines. Call 1.800.647-5368. In MS, call 

/Ied tree planters who know the conditions you 1-800-682-5397. In AK and HI, call collect 
-

meet "out there". You'll find many brand new 	 0-601-354-3565 (8 am- 5 pm CT, Mon-Fri only). 

items - plus the "old reliables". 	 Your order will be promptly packed and shipped 
from our large, on-premises inventory. 

The "riaht" kind of guarantee. 
You must be completely satisfied with our equipment. We guarantee 
it. Otherwise we'll immediately settle to your satisfaction. 

-~~~~~~~~.......... . .. 	 .. ........ . ., ..... '.-.. , *"*. -.*.t, "
 

.- :.(also 	 called R'ndt Planting Hoe)". 

.	 Originally designed and used for tree , 
planting in the Northwest, the hoedad I'l 
becoming increasingly popularwithpr 
fessional planters throughout all of the 

Flat Thin Blade U.S. - especially the Southeast. 
Blae 	 H~adHoedad . ..... .. .... .. ......................Bld.Hedd .:,v)* Com m Bade, , .. ,-. . ,... ,,.:.,.
 

. .... .
 

1-.~*I~1-1K 

1A , Flat/Concave Blade Hoedads. Thin Blade Hoedad' 
(Also called plug hoe). Amodified version of the traditional hoedad. It's a1 i "' . " 	 Hand-lorged, heat-treated, carbon alloy blades come in three shapes: (1) 

Flat - the original shape; (2)Concave (and sharoened all sides) - it- much thinner blade. 3' at top tapering to I' - allowing it to slide bet
penetrates the ground easier, and removes/holds the dirt in the hole. (3) ween the rocks. Now-used to plant bare-root loblolly and slash pine in the, 

'' 	 Thin-Bladei -see description at right . . ... . . South. Originally designed for planting containerized seedlingp in the, 
. ... ; , " ,
West,. 

,,.The Earp Bracket 	 . Ordering Information . ,G,.A -Ear..Bracket,.id 
Flat blade. Relar brack- Brass, 36 hickor hudA now dei n he 	 .

We.2514 7"blade.5' Sh.W 7Ibk-e-3t ..... 27.70yhbldeadfom9* anl .69015 	 blade. Sh. Wt. 7 IbsLanglhe e hoedad o69M 

6910 1"blade. Sh. WIt7%lbs..• 1.J1 5
100 allowing for a more vertical "e I , 

lbs.- 6910 17 blade. Sb.Wt. 7'-A 2W.3etyof the blade into the soil. 
Brass or tinzeite--a strong, 	 f9110 15" blade. Sh. Wt7 Ib. 36' ha.l• 

Fat bla, Eup bradt • nite, 36w hic hndl
" lightweight alloy. Fits all blades 

Earp 69111 	 17'blade. Sh.Wt. 5A lb. 20.35and the handle on this page. 69112 15'blade. Sb. Wt.6%bs. .. . 26.18 
Cncave blade, Reqpua bradit • Ba 362 hicko y handle.

0.169.64'., blad. Sb.N."6 lb. 32.45"" - 17"blade. Sh.Wt 7 Ibs.. 69097 
Cmc blake 3636" hihnle.-..fi-n b~s 	 69,4, 15° blade.E rp ShbB.brcKat • ftBrwLa ' A.Replacement Parts for Hoedads 

33.05
69017 17 Flat Blade.".o. Wt.4%4bi $b17.15 69113 17 blade. Sb.Wt.7%lbs. 
69011 15' Flat Blade. .. t. 4 Ibs. 15.40 69114 15'blade. Sh.Wt.6%lbs. 31.50 

Eup brackel - Tlndita 36 handle.20.70 Coinc bladea.69091 7 Concave Blade. AM. 4 bs 
19.00 69115 17' blade. Sh.Wt.61 lbs 31.55

69095 15 ConcaneBlade. Sh.Nt. 3 lbs. 
S. t. 3bs. 19.0D 69116 15"blade. Sh.ft 5%lbs. . k30.00

690 15 Thin Blade. nss, 3V bker handle.69011 13 Thin Blade. Sh.Wt. 2 lbs. 14.70! Thin blade. Regular brackt. 
69107 15"blade. Sh.Wt 6 lbs. 27.60 

Brack T- fit anyblade. 69101 blade. 27.0013' Sh.t. 51 lbs. 
69077 Regular bracket, brass.Sh.WI 2lbs. Thin bladle. Earlp handlei$5J 	 trda-t• Bt,. 36' hlcko,, 

69078 Earpbracket brass. Sh. NW11lb. L.50 69117 15' blade. Sh. t 61%lbs.., . 1. 

69079 Earp bracket tinzelite. Sh.WI 4 lb. 4.50 69115 l3"blade. Sh.WI 6lbs. 27.60. 
Handle- fits all bracke. Thin blade. Earp bracket • Tinuit 3P hickery handle. 

59089 Hickory handle. 3' mng. 1-11 $7.30 69119 15'blade. Sh.Nt. 5%lbs. 26.70 
S. WI 2lbs. 12ormore 6.55 69120 13"blade. Sh.Nt. 4%lbs. . 26.10 

ORDER FREE (InMS)1-800-682•5397. (InAK.HI)CALL 3-5PM 0601.354-3565.TOLI. 24hrs. 1.800-641.5368 	 COLLECT 



Forestry Supp ers, Inc. 
205 W. Rankin St. - P.O. Box 8397

Jackson, MS 39204 TELEX 585-330 FORSUP INC JKS. 

Customer
Number 

T 

Order TOLL FREE 1-800-647-5368 24 hours ., . 
' MS 1-800-682-5397 24 hours -

'AK, HI CALL COLLECT 0-601-354-3565 8 am -5 pm CT 

UPS shipments must have street or highway address. 
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PRICES in this catalog were current at press time. If the price of an Itf i you order has increased by a reasonable amount, your order will be shipped and 
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C0TAM3=1)ED SEEDLINGS: KEY TO FORESTATION 14 HAWAT. 1 

Gerald A. Walters 2 and Howard Horiuchi 3 

Abstract.-A forestation system based on the Hawaii 
Dibbling Tube containers haz bean developed in Hawaii. 
Plantings of containerized s adlings of bucth native and 
introduced species have had consistently highcr survival and 
growth rates than those of bare-root seedlings. Although 
the technology of the system has been developed, more 
research is needed to ensure op..imum seedling quality.
 

About one-half of the 4 million acres transplant shock occurred, the system became 
that make up the State of Hawaii is forest prohibitively expensive. 
land. This land forms the base for water, 
timber, wildlife habitat, recreation habitat, In 1962, the Division changed to bare-root 
and forage resources. Forest resources must production and planting, an approach not as 
be managed intensively to meet current expensive as producing and planting o balled
demands and future needs. Hawaii has the 
 root seedlings. Survival of field plantings,
 
potentials to produce more timber volume than however, is often unacceptably low. Low 
the 150 million board-feet that we now import survival is especially true for several hard
each year. It also has the potential to wood species. Also, because of transplant

extend or improve windbreaks, revegetate shock, initial growth of all species is 
erosion scars, and rehabilitate or expand generally slow. 
If this shock is great, the
 
both native and introduced forests. To begin stem uay die back. The extent of such dieback 
to realize rhese g ils, however, we must may range from only the terminal to the entir. 
successfully accomplish forestation: sites stem. Sometimes as many as 85 to 95 percent of 
must be prepared and seedlings must be reared the eucdnlyptus seedlings in a planting die back 
in a nursery;, trsnsported to the field, planted, (Walters 19"1). Generally, eucalyptus seed
and maintained until they are established. lings that suffer severe dieback require 3 or 

more months to reach their original haight. 
7no forestation program in lawaii calls 

for planci. g 3.5 to 4 willion seedlings on Setedlings that do not start to grow soon 
about 6000 acres annually. About 5000 acres after planting are often poor competitors for 
will be for timber production.. The remaining the aggressive tropical vegetation. Overtoppod 
acreage will bi planted to rehabilitate or seedlings must It released. The Division of
 
exrend native forests, to heal aiosion scars, Forestry estimates chat each maintenance of 
and to extend or improve windbreaks. seedlings planted at a 10- by 10-foot spac g,
 

rectuires about 3 man-days per acre. Mainte-
In the past, the Hawaii Division of nance number and fU,..uency vary with the speed
 

Forestry relied on cans, bags, and flats as 
 of seedling establishment.
 
rooting media containers for tree seedlings.
 
These containers and the methods employed 
 Studies have been done to determine if 
required much labor for seedling production, bare-root seedling survival and growth rates 
transport, and placting. Although field can he improved. Transpirz :ion retardants 
survival wts generally high and little 
 (Wnlters 1971, 1972), root stimulants (Waltrs
 

1972), pesticides (Walters 1972), and alterna

t tive packing methods ("alters 1972) have 
Paper presented ac the Incermountain failud to significantly affect field perfannc

Nurseryman's Association .eeting, Snowinass of baoc-rooL seedlings. 
Villaqe, Colorado, Aug. 14-16, 1979. 

-Reearch Forester, Instiute Pacific Because of the Ihigh cost of balldd-r ot 
Islands Furestry, Pacific Soutiivjast orest and seedlings and the low survival tnd in icai 
Ranso Fxper,.aent Stnion, Forest Service, growth rates of bark-root sedlings, an
 
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Hlonolulu, alternative approach to forestation was sou.ht.
 
Hawaii. 
 In 1972. develoomental work was started on a 

3
Aszistant Forester, Hawaii Division of system that would provide efficient seedlL:i
 

Forestry, Hilo, Hawaii.
 



ptoduccion, transport, planting, and high 

survival and growch rates atar field planting. 
Because specialized containers for tre 
seedlings vere being developed elsewhere, it 
seemed to us that our na system should focus 
on a spacialized container. 


Originally, we planned to adept one of 
tIese existing container sysLams to Hawaii. 
Alter growing seedlings in different containers 
and evaluating the potential systems, however, 
the Hawaii Dibbling Tube (IDT) and the HDT 
forestacion system -as designed. Just as che 
containers and container systems used else-
where are designed for their species, soils, 
climates, and people, the WT system was 
designed co meet Hawaii's requirements. 

as 

Hawaii Dibbling Tubes are individual 
containers that fit into a rack, 100 per 
rack. Density is 40 tubes per square foot. 
The cuba icself is made of high densicy 
polvethylene, and measures 5 inches deep and 

1 1/8 inches inside top diamor.er. The 
volume is about 3.4 cubic inchies. The cavity 
has four ridges that extend from cop to bottom. 
Thcso ridges prevent lateral roots from 
spiraling within -the container, and thus 
prevent pot binding. 


More than 20 different tree opecies. 
mostly broadleaf, arftnow being planted in 

Hawaii's forests (table 1). The many species 

are 	needed because of the variable site 
€candituns and plancin, objectives in Hawait: 
annual rainfall on different sites can range
from 20 to 250 inches; soils vary from deep 
to .shallnw tnd from fine-textured co undiffer
anciaced volcanic clinkers; plantable aleva-
clons extend from near son level to more than 
9500 faet. 

,aeforestation system developed for 

Haw .I includes the nursery, transport, and 
field phases (Mi3. 1). Each phase is an 
Lntcr=rL part of the whole, like links in a 
chnin. Each link can be divided into the 

technological and bioLogicltl aspects. Host of
 
the 	rechnology has been developed to allow 
efftcienc progress from seed Litche nursery 
to ast blished seedlings in the furest. 

Table .- Tf, specs" ptraealy ise for reeresua.e
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NURSEIRY PHASE
 

Headhouse Operation
 

The headhouse is divided into storage and 
work areas. Sufficient tubes, rack#, rooting 
medium, .and gravel (seed cover) are stored to 

produce'about 500,000 seedlings. The work areais designed so that one process flows smoothly 
into the next. Tubes are put into racks,
 
cleaned, filled, sawn, ,overed %nd transporrid
 
to :he seedling culture area in one continuous 
flow (fig. 2).
 

Rooting Medium 

A 1:1 mix by voJume of sphagnum pest and 
vermiculite is used. A 1-cubic yard soil mixer 

4 ) 
(modified Bouldin & Lawson
 is used to prepare
 

the 	medium. Bales of peat and vermiculite are 
placed in the mixer; the covers are slit and
 
removed. This method of loading the mixer
 
reduces the dust proble.. The snlid lid on the 
mixer has spray nozzles. The lid is cosed and 
a rocycling timer is activated, allowing a 

4 
,1ention of trade nrms is olely for 

information purposes. No endorsement is implied. 
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rlitur 2.-Layout of heodhouse slw, ,nt 5atrale of matelsLa and ptoc*i9lng equtpenfor t"u:.t . racks. 

known amount of .-&..er to spray into the mixer. device, consisting of a plate with 100 dowels 
This ensurez that each batch of rooting medium fixed in the same a:ra.gement as thr 
has the same moisture content. Once the root- tubes in the rack, is used u compress the
 
ing medium is mixed, the batch of this self- rooting medium. An easy adjustment permits
clcaning mixer is opened and the rooting medium compaction to different depths, depending on 
falls onto a conveyor-elevator. The rooting the size of the seeds to be sown. 
medium is carried to a hopper over a tube
filling machine. Seed Sowing 

Tube and Rack Cleaning Two different devices are used to sot 
seed. A vacuum seeder is used for sowing flat 

Tubes and racks are cleaned in a commer- seeds. Its principles and technique are the 
cial dishwasher at a rate of about 8000 tubes same as thoe of vacuum seeders used elsewhere. 
per hour. The rate car. be increased by using except it places seeds at a spacing appropriate 
more aluLomaced types of dishwashers. The for the Hawaii Dibbling Tubes. The second 
unit used by the Division of Forestry has.a device is a manual seeder and is used for round 
water-saving system and provides a thlorine seeds. 5 It consists of threa plates held by a 
rinse, frae. Holes in all three places have the sa:,,
 

trrangement as the tubes in the rack; however,

Tube Filling 
 holes in the top and bottom plates do not line
 

up and the middle pl re slides between the top

Three racks or 300 hundred tubes are and bottom plates. Leseds are put on the top


placed Ln an Impact loader. A hydraulic system place. When the midd e-plate is slid so that 
moves plates out of the way, allowing rooting the holes in it line .n wcth the holes in the
 
mu,lu= to fall into the tubes. The machine is top plate, seeds fall into the holes in the
 
turned on and the racks are raised, then middLa plate. And then when the middle plate

drnpped; the sudJn stop at the bottom forces is slid so that holes in it line up with the 
the medium Into the tubes. After about 30 
 holes in the bottom late, the seeds fall 
secods, the machine auLotntically shuts o-f. through into the cubes (fig. 3). Multiple
The hydraulic system moves the places back" to sowinqs can be made by moving the middle plate
prevent any further dcunward movement of the back and iorth as many times as the desired 
Mnx. Th- fill.d cubes are removed from the number of seeds per tube. The number of seeds 
macnine and p, ced on a d.ad-roller conv"or. sown per tube is based on ge1ination tests. 

Rooting Medium Compactiun 

-hen the tubes ccme from the tube-filling Walters. Gerald A. and Donovan Goo. A 
mach.e they are fillea to ce top; consequent- nov manual seeder for round seeds. (To be 
ly, there is no room for seeds. A sim.le press publishee in Tree Planters' Notes)........
 



Seedling Culture 

• ..---

Top Racks are kept in the plane shelter for
about 6 weeks, or until the seedlings are
several inches Call. Light intensi y is keptat about 50 percent. Water is applied daily 

Rthrough an overhead irrigacion syscem. 

/,..Saeou 
,Contuiaer 

Nurients are injected into the irritation 
system using a Smith liquid fertilizer 
:injector4 at a race of 75 to 100 ppm N basis 

of 1.5-25-25. AU f6rmulatrns are co sr
cially prepared. Pesticides are applied as 

,-.. 7 " - Xhr/,. necessary. When ready, pollets of 
are moved oucside wich a forklift. 

seedlings 

When the seedlings are outside, the only 
environmental faccors that are concrollable 
are water and nutrients. Water is applied 

,- .daily through impact irrigation heads. The 
C 

.-
, 

....... 
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Scads arc covered with crushed bualt 
rock (2 mm in size). A device similar co the 
manual seeder is used to apply the gravel. 

Transacr of Tubes and Racks to the Seedling 
Culcture Area 

A stack of specially designed pallecs is 
placed at rho end of the convuyor. V.hn a 
ra.ck of tubes is complete. it Is placed on rho 
pallet. Mien the polio is filled with 12 
racks or 1200 tubci, a forklife picks up the 
loaud und novis ic o cho plant sheltor. The 
next paller Ln the scack is rt~i.re to receive 
more racks. In the plane sioLtur, chu pallet
is set on four cument blocks so that ic forms 
the bench :op. 


Rloadhouse Producctivi:y 


Sy usLn; the nechanical and .anu.l dquip-

ment described, rix people can process about 

100,000 cuoe" per,do-, includin-A transierring
 
the pellets vich tubes to the growing area. 

system provides about 120 percent overlap 
which is necessary because of the frequent
20-plum. mile-per-hour winds. Nutrients are
injected through the irrigation syscem. The
nutrient solution initially is about 75 ppm N 
basis of 20-20-20. After several weeks, the 
concentration is increased to 250 ppm N basis. 
When the seedlings are about 10 inches call,
the formulation and rate att chanced t 75 ppm
N 	 as s fte.
N basi.s ofn12.5-25-25. Wher the seedlings are 
from 12 to"14 inches call, they are shipped corhe field for planting. Host of our species 
are tropical and semitropical so there is often 
n dormant period. We can generally only slowgrowth by limiting water and nitrogen. 

TRANSPORT PHASE 

Seedling Packing
 

A forklift carries a pallet of seedlings 
to Phm 1,acking area where they are removed 
from the tubes and packed horizontally in wax
lined cardboard boxes so that the roots face 
toward the box ends and the cops overlap.
Those boxes, which hold 200 soedlings, provide
protection even when they are stacked.
 
Pallecizing a load of seedlings is, therefore,
 
possible. Also, sealing che seedlings in boxes 
fulfills Sace Dopartaenr of Agriculcure regu
laions for shipping plane racerial between
 
islands. 

Seedling 'ransport 

Pallacs of seedlincs are loaded onco
 

trucks and transported to the planting site. 
Serdlings destined for other islands are
 
shipped via 4ir freight.
 



FIELD PHASE 

Site Preparation 


Sites are prepared by using bulldozers, 

herbicides, or both. Preparation of sites 

with soil is relatively routine; that is, 

brush and debris are crushed or windrowtd by 

a bulldozer. Preparation of sites of lava 

rockland, however, can be challenging. 
Throughout lava rockland areas are lava tubes-
natural caves with roofs that may vary from 
several inches to several hundred feet thick. 

A bulldozer may break through and drop into a 
-lava tube, sometimes 10 to 20 feet deep. 

6
Herbicides, especially dalapon and Roundup , 

are used for site preparation on steep slopes. 


Planting 


Packing boxes containing the seedlings 

are quickly converted to seedling carrying 

boxes by making several cits and folding the 

box (fig. 4) (Waiters 1978). Packing seed-

lings fully in one end of the box before 

packing the othkr end allows the tops to 

sej=ate easily when the box is cut and folded. 
When the box is empty, it is flattened and 

shipped back to :he nursery and reused. The 
cut section is taped for reuse. 

A dibble is used to make the planting 
holes. The dibble is specially designed for 
seedlings grown in the Hawaii Dibbling Tubes. 
Our dibbles are made from readily available 
macerials: the dibble portion is made from a 
broken axle, the foot and grubbing bar from a 

.cntion of herbicides does not imply
 
rocommendations for their use, nor does it 

imply that the uses noted here have been 
registered. All uses of pesticides must be 
registered by appropriate State and/or Federal 
agencies before they can be recommended. 

broken truck spring, and the wooden handle 
receptacle from a 1-inch galvanized pipe 
fitting. The dibble used for making holes in 
clay soils has burrs on it to scarify the
 
Inside cf the planting hole. The burrs are 
made by striking the rod of an arc-welder 
against the dibble. Dibble planting works wall
 
in lava rockland as the dibble acts as a probe
 
to find cracks into which to plant the seedlings.
 

A single worker, using this system, can 
plant from 750 to 1000 seedlings per 8-hour 
field day. Dibble planting is about twice as
 
fast as the pick method used for bare-root 
seedlings. Besides being fast, dibble planting 
helps ensure planting quality. The dibble
 
consistently makes a hole that is the right
 
size and shape for the seedling's root system. 
The tree planter does not have to decide how 
deep and wide to dig the planting hole.
 
Planters' bias, therefore, is significantly
 
reduced. Dibhle planting also helps maintain
 
consistency of planting quality between planters.
 
All the tree planter has to do is to make the
 
planting hole, insert the seedling root system,
 
press it down to ensure maximum contact between 
the roots and soil, and then cover thz top of 
the plug.
 

In the past, machine planting has been 
used for bare-root pine seedlings. Although
it has hot been tried with containerized seed
lings, with slight modification, it should
 
work. Machine planting has the greatest poten
tial for establishing eucalyptus stands on
 
abandoned agricultural land and for establish
ing eucalyptus windbreaks in %Angeland. 

Postplanting Care 

More and more, newly planted seedlings in
 
Hawaii are being fertilized. Generally, about 
2 ounces of 10-30-10 fertilizer are placed in a
 
hole made about 4 inches from the seedling.
 
Ttis practice is based on preliminary research.
 

Figute 4.-SedltnK pAcki81V box is easily converted to seedling carryini 
box by a) ,'irtiatg alnng Irrtwarked ILnus on three sides, and b) Cuidi,g
the box ondn tomethcr. A precut hand-hold c) makes the hax enny to carry. 



SeedliAns are maintained free of weed 
competition by -hamical and manual methods. 


RESEARCH REQUIMMZTS 

Now than the cechmology has been developed, 
we need to decermine the biological require-
mens for the nursery, transport, and field 
phases. Concainerized seedlings co dace have 
been grown using the "Srasn-chumb" approach, 
More research Is required co develop seedlings 
with opcimum physiological and morphological
characceriscics in the shortest reasonable 

nime (3 to 4 months) and in large quantities,
Ac present we do not know which seedling 
charncceri srics-stam height and diameter, leaf 
area and 7,mber, shoot/root ratio, and sce 
hardness-aere impoartac for high survival and 
growth races in the field. Nor do we know how 
these seedling characterisctics are influenced 
by fertilizer, water, light, temperacure,
rooting medium, seed cover, mycorrhizae, and 
nodulacion. Further research needs to assess 

the ranges of site condii',-iha at which 80 
percent or more of the planrad seedlings will 
survive and rapidly initiate new growth. Site 
conditions include light, temperature, wind,
and sail moiscure. We can potentially modify 
each site factor by concrolling surrounding

veecacion, This can be done by windbreaks, 

seedling maintenance, or by using different 

harvesting systems. Trrigacion systems can 

also be used to modify soil moisture. Seed-

linC charactcriscic may be manipulaced in the 
nuruer7 to obtain seedlings than are best 
Adapted to the prevailing sica conditions. 
Although the grcen-chunb approach has been used 
throughout dhe nursery, transport, And field 
phases of the 11DT syscom, results in terms 0i 
survival 4nd growth of field plantings of 

110T uuedlings have generally been beccr chan 

chosu obtained for bare-rooc seedlings, 


The following examples will illustrate why 
we hnvu -oncludad that containerized seedlinzs 
are thu key co successful, reliable forescation 
in IIfa'.nii.
 

. Koa (Acacica kon) is a native tre that 
htas wood propcrrics sL=lar to thuse of black 
ualnut (J.,i..ns ni:ra). One reason th.at it is 
a ducLintni speci7. ac present is bccaui, ko.a 
seedllncs cannot be ecablishd using the bare
ront syten. ror more than 20 yeairs, lt[:L
ko. plating has been dnne bcateau .urvival u.is 
to, ponr to be worth the uifnrt. Howev,?r,
sovuraL piantinqs cot/alinq about 70,000 !Uraail 
Dibb/inq Tubo-jrnwn seedlings have su ri. ad 
at a raCe o f about 65 percent. Tha siccgss of 
thosa pLanctn;s has ganeraced renewed interest
 
in ka. forest mana;ecent.
 

Sal.;na (EucaLvnrus snli-na) is an 

e2tremely a o species: some rees groy 
more than 100 feet all in Just 5 years. The 
wood is valued for pulp and fuel. Survival 
and growth of fleald-planed bare-rooc seedlings 
are unpredictable. This unprediccabilicy has 
resulted in a loss of Interest in reforescing
wich this species as vewl as with ocher 
eucalypts. Recent plantings of HDT-grown seed
lings have had survival races of about 90 
percent with minimal scm dieback. Plans are 
currently being developed to establish large
scale saligna plantings for pulp and fuel. 

Concainerized seedlings are the key co 
successful forestation in Hawaii; the key to 
realizing the potential of Hawaii's forest 
resources in terms of timber supply, wildlife 
habitat, recreacion habitat, ex ending or 
improving windbreaks, rehabilitating or expand
ing narive foresnsand revegecating erosion 
scars.
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The development of mechanized systems for the production of container
grown forest tree seedlings has received considerable attention by nursery 
researchers during the last 6 years. A variety of containers have been
 
tested; however, few comprehensive containerized systems have evolved.
 
An important consideration is the development of a nursery container which
 
is compatible with mechanized field planting systems. The cost of the
 
container is important, but it should not be the limiting factor in selecting
 
a containerized planting system.
 

Currently many types of containers are being tested in experimental forest 
tree nurseries. These containers aie manufactured from a variety of materials 
and range widely in design. Unfortunately, tropical and subtropical countries 
are isolated from the mainstream of temperate climate containerized seedling 
research. The paucity of advertisement in tropical nursery literature by 
container producers contributes to this isolation. Also, there appears to 
be little personal communication between tropical and temperate climate 
nurserymen. The compilation of this directory was undertaken to help bridge 
this information gap. 

This directory was compiled by writing to all known manufacturers and/or
 
distributors of containers for forest tree seedling production. Letters
 
were also sent to many individuals working with containerized seedling
 
systems. In almost all instances individuals and manufacturers have coop
erated by sending addresses, samples and additional information about part
icular containers. The Institute of Tropical Forestry is making this in
formatio'ni available as received in order that researchers will have a
 
directory which can be used for product information orientation; however,
 
we cannot guarantee its completeness or accuracy. We hope to republish
 
the directory within 12 to 18 months in order to update the listings and to
 
describe new containers as they become available. Any additions or corrections
 
to this directory will be greatly appreciated.
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La producci6n mecanizada de arbolitos forestales, utilizando envases en el
 
vivero, ha recibido mucha atenci6n de parte de los investigadores en los
 
Sltimos seis afios. Se ha experimentado con una variedad de envases; sin
 
embargo, muy pocos sistemas de envase, amplios y comprensivos, han sido
 
desarrollados. El desarrollo de un envase que tambien sea compatible con
 
los sistemas mecanizados existentes de plantar el arbolito en el campo, es
 
de mucha importancia. El costo del envase es importante, pero no debe ser
 
el factor restrictivo para escoger un sistema de producci'n por envase.
 

Actualmente se estan ensayando muchos tipos de envases en los viveros fo
restales experimentales. Estos envases son fabricados de una variedad de
 
materiales y en diferentes disefios. La gran mayoria de los estudios y
 
ensayos utilizando envases en el vivero forestal proviene de los paises
 
de la zona templada. La practica de producir arbolitos en envases es vieja
 
en los palses tropicales y subtropicales; sin embargo las tecnicas de mecani
zaci6n del sistema de producci6n en masa recien utilizadas por los palses
 
de las zonas templadas no han sido empleadas en el tr6pico. El poco conoci
miento de estos sistemas en el tro6pico es en parte una falta de comunicacion
 
entre investigadores de ambas partes del mundo. Tambien ha habido muy poca
 
propaganda comercial en los paises tropicales sobre los nuevos adelantos y
 
tipos de envases utili~ados en la produccion en masa de arbolitos. Se espera
 
que este directorio logre cerrar esta brecha de informaci6n.
 

Este directorio fue preparado basado en la informacion suplida par los fabri
cantes de envases. Se espera que dicha informaci6n sea una repeticion fiel
 
de la informaci6n recibida par nosotros. De todos modos recomendamos que
 
cada investigador escriba personalmente a cada fabricante para obtener muestras
 
e"informacion adicional sabre los envases descritos en este directorio. De
 
esta manera el investigador podra orientarse mejor sobre los productos dis
ponibles para la producci6n en masa de arbolitos en envases. El Instituto
 
de Dasonom'a Tropical espera publicar de nuevo este directorio dentro de
 
12 a 18 meses con nuevas direcciones y mis informaci6n sabre los envases.
 



Alphabetical list of manufacturers and/or distributors of containers suitable for growing forest tree seedlings
 

Lista alfabitica de manufactureros y distribuidores de envases para arbolitos forestales
 

Address Common Name Container Material Containe Volume Biodegradable Root Egress 
cm5 Properties 

Direcci6n Nombre Com6n Material del Envase Volumen del Envase Propiedades Penetraci'n de 
Biodegradables Ralz 

Agritec Co. Inc. Polyloam Tree Nutrient enriched 20  37 slowly Yes 
4939 D Milwee Container synthetic base 
Houston, Texas material 

77018 

Beaver Plastics, Ltd. Styroblock Polystyrene foam 35 - 120 No No 
12806-63 Street (reusable 
Edmonton, Alberta 2-3 times) 
Canada 

Better Plastics, Inc. Test Tube Polyethylene variable No No 
2206 N. Main Street (reusable) 
Kissimmee, 
Florida 32741 

Brighton By-Products Kys-Kube Organic-Inorganic 
P. O. Box 23 mixture 20  25 Yes Yes 
New Brighton, 
Pennsylvania 15006 

Brighton By-Products 0-903 Phenol formaldehyde 20  30 slowly Yes 
P. 0. Box 23 with residual 
New Brighton, phosphates, nitrates 
Pennsylvania 15006 and soda ash 



Address 

Direcci6n 

Common Name 

Nombre Comn 

Container Material 

Material-del Envase 

Container Volume 

cm 3 

Volumen del Envase 

Biodegradable 

Properties 
Propiedades 
Biodegradables 

Root Egress 

Penetraci6n de 
Rafz 

Colorado State Nursery 
Fodthills Campus 
Colorado State Univ. 

Fort Collins, 
Colorado 80521 

Tar Paper Pot 15 # Tar Paper variable 

(Containers are not commercially available, however, blue

prints for production systems are available upon request) 

slowly slowly 

Columbia Plastics, Ltd. 
2155 West 10th Avenue 
Vancouver 9, 
British Columbia 
Canada 

Modified 
Walter's 
Bullet 

High impact 
polystyrene 

15 - 25 No Yes 

Conwed Corporation 
742, 29th Avenue S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minn. 

55414 

Conwed R 
Open-mesh 
plastic 
tubing 

Plastic webs variable No 
(products 
under 
develop
ment) 

Yes 

Edmonton Nurseries, Ltd. 
13332  137th Avenue 
Edmonton, Alberta 
Canada 

Peat 
Sausage 
or 
Easy 
Root 
Container 

Low density 
polyethylene 
filled with 

peat 

variable slowly No 

Famco, Inc. 
300 Lake Road 

BR-8 Modified 
cellulose 

20 - 30 Yes Yes 

Medina, Ohio 44256 fiber 



Address 


Direcci6n 


GASPRO, Inc. 

2305 Kamehameha 

Highway 


Honolulu, Hawaii
 
96819
 

Green Thumb 

Products Corp. 


Drawer 760 

ApopkL, Florida
 

32703
 

Jiffy L'roducts 


of America 

P. 0. Box 338 

West Chicago,
 
Illinois 60185
 

Keyes Fibre Co. 

Ilurcicultural 


Division
 
Department X
 
New Iberia,
 
Louisiana 70560
 

Common Name 


Nombre Comfin 


Hawaii 

Dibbling 

Tube
 

Rack 

Substratum 


System 73
 

Jiffy-7 peat 

pellets, strips
 
and pots
 

Kys-Kube 


Container Material 


Material del Envase 


Polyethylene 


Natural and
 
synthetic fibers 


Peat 


Organic-Inorganic 

mixture
 

Container Volume 

CM3 


Volumen del Envase 


30 


variable 


20 - 40 

20 - 25 


Biodegradable 

Properties
 
Propiedades 

Biodegradables 


No
 
(reusable) 


Yes 


Yes 


Yes 


Root Egress
 

Penerraci6n de
 
Rafz
 

No
 

Yes
 

Yes
 

Yes
 



Address 


Direccion 


Linnen Tehtaat Oy 

Paperpot Department 

SF-27820 ISO-VIMA 

Finland 


LUnnen Tehtaat Oy 

Pape=pot Department 

SF-27820 ISO-VIHHA 

Finland 


Micro-Plastics Co., 

Ltd. 


P. 0. Box 844
 
Guelph, Ontario NIH 6M6
 

Poly-cast Plastics 

Rqute 2, Box 706 

Beaverton, Oregon
 

97005
 

Reid, Collins and 

Associates, Inc. 

Reforestation Division 

550 Burrar Street 

Vancouver, Canada 

V6C 2K6 


Common Name Container Material Container Volume Biodegradable 
cmP Properties 

Nombre Comfn Material del Envase Volumen del Envase Propiedades
Biodegradables 

Paperpot Method, Special Paper 10 - 650 Yes 

Equipment for (approximately
 
the Paperpot 20 different
 
Method, consul- sizes, 3
 
ting service in different
 
nursery planning qualities)
 
(European
 

distributor)
 

NISULA Rll Polyethylene film variable No 

Plant Method
 
Transplanting
 
machines
 

(European Dist.) (For above 2, see also Reid, Collins and United Asia)
 

Ontario Tube 	 High impact variable No 

polystyrene
 

Cone-tainer 	 High density variable No 

polyethylene (reusable)
 

Paperpot Special paper 10 - 650 Yes 

Method, (approximately
 
Equipment 20 different
 
for the sizes, 3
 
Paperpot different
 
Method, qualities)
 
consulting service in
 
nursery planning
 

(Canadian distributor)
 

Root Egress
 

Penetraci6n de
 
Raiz
 

Yes
 

No
 

No
 

No
 

Yes
 



Address 


Direcci6n 


Rex Packaging, Inc. 

P. 0. Box 18257 

Jacksonville,
 
Florida 32229
 

Silvaseed Company 

P. 0. Box 118 

Roy, Washington 


98580
 

Spencer-Lemaire 

Industries, Ltd. 

9160 Jasper Ave. 

Edmonton, Alberta 
Canada 

Tri-State Hill 

Supply Co. 

P. 0. Box 220 


Crossett,
 
Arkansas 71635
 

Union Carbide Corp. 

Chemicals and 

Plastics Division 

River Road 


Bound Brook, 
N. J
 

08805
 

Common Name 


Nombre Comn 


Polypot 


Styroblock 

(U.S.A. 

distributor) 


Rootraixnrs 

(Equipment for 

Rootrainers 

Method also 
available) 

Styroblock 


Container Material 


Material del Envase 


Polyethylene 

coated paper 


Polystyrene 

foam 


Polystyrene 

cellulose 

acetate 


Polystyrene 

foam 


Polycaprolactone 


Container Volume 

3
cm


Volumen del Envase 


200 

(square dimensions)
 

35 - 120 


30 - 340 


35 - 120 

variable 


Biodegradable 

Properties
 
Propiedades 


Biodegradables 


slcwly 


No 

(reusable
 
2-3 times)
 

No 

(perhaps
 
reusable)
 

No 

(reusable
 
2-3 times)
 

Yes 

(currently
 
in experi
mental stages) 

Root Egress
 

Penetraci6n de
 
Ralz
 

No
 

No
 

No
 

No 

Yes
 



Address 


Direcci6n 


United Asia 

Trading Co., Inc. 
3840 Crenshaw Blvd. 
Los Angeles 8, 
California 


United Asia 

Trading Co., Inc. 

3840 Crenshaw Blvd. 

Los Angeles 8, 

California 

Wood Nursery 


Division of Crown 

Zellerbach
 

Route 2, Box 285 
Aurora, Oregon
 

97002 

Common Name 	 Container Material 


Nombre Comu'n 	 Material del Envase 


NISULA Roll Polyethylene film 
Plant Method, 
Transplanting 
Machine 
(U.S.A.
 
distributor) 

Paperpot Method, 	Special paper 

Equipment for 
the Paperpot 
Method, consulting 
service in nursery 

planning 
(U.S.A. 
distributor)
 

Multiple Pot 	 High density 


polyethylene
 

Container Volume Biodegradable 
cm 3 Properties 

Volumen del Envase Propiedades 
Biodegradables 

variable 	 Yes 


10 - 650 Yes 

(approximately
 
20 differe1 t 
sizes, 3 different
 
qualities) 

140 	 No 


Root Egress
 

Penetracion de
 
Rafz
 

No
 

Yes
 

No
 



Section VIII
 

SELECTED EXAMPLES OF ROOT TRAINERS, MULTI-POT NURSERY TRAYS, STYRO-

BLOCKS, JIFFY POTS, COATED CLAY CONTAINERS AND RELATED DRAWINGS
 



UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION AGENCY
 

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20523
 

July 8, 1980 

FILE Pun
 

Wally Turnbull
 
Mountain Maid . 'Artisane 
Box 673 
Port-au-Prince, Haiti 

Dear Wally,
 

Just a note to ask you the name and address of the manufacturing company
 
that makes the root trainers that you gave Ron Smith. Also, do you re
member which of the trainers, the #4 or #5, give the best results?
 

Thanks, in advance.
 

Sincerely,
 

Michael D. Benge 
DS/AGR, Agro-forestationi
Rm. 420-B, SA-18 
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Fig. 1: PACKING CRATE FOR CONTAINERIZED SEEDLINGS
 
.cartn na p cas work aswel
 

This packing crate is made from local wood. T'he length and width
 
of the crate is determined by the number of booksi of root. trainers
 
you want to carry in each crate. The four support posts are" approx.
 
4cm X 4cm, and an additional 2cm to 4cm is added for the ears on the
 
top of the posts to facilitate stacking. The bottoms are recessed
 
the same amount to receive the ears when stacking. The beigth of
 
the baseboard should be a littl'e more than the heigth of the roofs
 
trainec (approx. fOcm X 1.5cm). T~he sideboard at the top part of
 
the crate is to strengthen the "crate (approx. 5cm X 1.5cm). The
 
bottom is slattedto allow'drainage. If available, a plastic milk
 

,'--- '' case works as wel 



Fig. 2: CONCRETE BLOCK BASE FOR CONTAINERIZED NURSERY
 

Rather tha.n build racks up off the ground to support containers in
 
which seedlings are propagated in'the nursery, a much cheaper and
 
convenient means of support is to build a platform on the ground from
 
concrete blocks. The concrete'block base provides good drainage for
 
the seedlings, reducing damping-off and other moisture related prob
lems. The roots which emerge from the bottom of the containers will
 
be adequately air pruned on the concrete block base. A design for a
 
simple f. me to support root trainers is shown in Fig. 3.
 



Fig. 3; SIMPLE FRAME TO SUPPORT ROOT TRAINER BOOKS
 

The frame is made from wood, the heigth should be more than 1/2 of
 
the heigth of the root trainer book (approx. 9cm X 2 .5cm). The length
 
and width is determined by the number of root trainer books you want
 
to accomodate in each frome. More often, the width is determined by i.
 
the ease of watecing of and-caring for the seedlings in the nursery.
 
Nails are driven in the Lop of the frame, spaced at intervals determined
 
by the length and width of the root trainer book and allowing adequate
 
space for accomodation. Wire or string is then strung from mail to
 
opposite nail, forming the support for the individual root tra.iner book.
 
The combined heigth of the frame and string (or wire) should be approx.
 
2/3 of the heigth of the root trainer book. The frame is placed on top
 
of. the concrete block base shown in Fig. 2.
 



..,PENCER-LEMAIREINDUSTRIES .1MITED
 
EDMONTON, ALBERTA
 

1979 CANADA 1979
 
10310 - 112 Street T5K IN1 Tel. (403) 426-3203
 

SPECIFICATIONS AND PRICES FOR ROOTRAINERS AND TRAYS
 

ROOTRAINER "Books": 	 The fold-up ganged cavities for 3 to 6 plants per
 
books are available as follows:
 

Prices effective June 1, 1979.
 
BOOKS CAVITIES TRAYS
 

BOOK PER PER PER PER REQUIRED
 
STYLE VOLUME NOMINAL SIZE TRAY BOOK TRAY CASE PER CASE
 
Ferdinand 2.5 cu." 3/4"x3/4"x4" 17 6 102 3000 30
 
Fives 3.8 cu." l'xl"x4" 14 5 70 2500 36
 
Hillson 10.5 cu." 1"x1 "x5" 8 4 32 2000 63
 
Tinus 21.5 cu." 1 "x2"x7 " 10 4 40 1000 25
 
Super 45 45.0 cu." 2"x2 "x9" 9 3 27 300 -l
*NOTE: For less than case lots add 2 cents per book for handling costs..
 

Ferdinands (500 bks./cs. @ 18.5#) Fives (500 bks./cs. @ 21.5#)
 

COST PER COST PER COST PER COST PER
 
CASES CASE BOOK CASES CASE BOOK
 
--9 $40.00 8.0T 1-49 $50.00 i0.0¢
 
50-249 $38.00 7.6¢ 50-249 $47.50 9.5¢
 
250&Over $36.00 7.2¢ 250&Over $45.00 9.0¢
 

Hillson (500 bks./cs. @ 33#) 	 Tinus (250 bks./cs. @37#)
 

COST PER COST PER 	 COST PER COST PER
 
CASES CASE BOOK CASES CASE BOOK
 
1-49 $85.00 17¢ 1-49- $75.00 30¢
 
50-249 $75.00 15¢ 50-249 $70.00 28¢
 
250&Over $65.00 13€ 250&Over $65.00 26¢
 

Super 45's (100 bks./cs. @ 19#) 	 Tinus Toters (For 5 Books)
 

COST PER COST PER 1-100 $1.85 each 101-500 $1.70 each
 
CASES CASE BOOK Over 500 - $1.60 each
 
1-19 $65.00 65¢
 
20-49 $60.00 60¢ Standard Wire Trays
 
50&Over $55.00 55¢
 

Hold the two larger sizes of
 
Standard Folding Trays Rootrainers: Tinus and Super 45's
 

Overall dimensions: 1"xl8 "x8" higl

Hold the three smaller sizes of Metric: 29cm. x 47cm. x 20cm. high.

Rootrainers: Ferdinands, Fives, .and Wire Trays weigh 2# each. 20 per case
 
Hillsons. Overall dimensions: 8 "x of 40#.
 
14 "x4" high; Metric: 22cm.x37cm.x
 
10cm. high. Packed 50 per case. Wire Tray Prices
 
Weight 22#.
 

1-100 $3.75 to 1M $3.50 Over 1M $3.25
 
Folding Tray Prices (50 per case)
 

TERMS: Net 30 days from date shown or
 
COST PER COST PER Invoice on approval of credit
 

CASES CASE TRAY
 
-50045.00 90
 

501-2000 $41.00 82¢
 
2001-5000 $37.00 74¢ Prices are F.O.B. SPENCER-LEMAIRE
 
Over 5000 $33.00 66C INDUSTRIES LTMTTED.
 

http:50045.00


PHOTO PAGE
 

Single ROOTRAIER the seedling slides out of the
-Squeeze 


gently ROOTR.AINER.
-and -Single 


ROOTRAINERS have new top lockRenocddgsnFligTry 
design - T.inus size.RenocdegsnFligTry 



kHAvY CONJvYO1Q 5rLT 

ALBERTA AGRICULTURE
 
PROVINCIAL TREE NURSERY
 
PEAT FILLING SYSTEM
 
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
 
FOR USE WITH ROOTRAINERS"
 
MANUFACTURED BY SPENCER-LEMAIRE 
INDUSTRIES LIMITED EDMONTON CANADA.
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SECTION VII - REVEGETATION, TUBELING PLANT
 
AND NATIVE SEEDING
 

GENERAL
 

The general provisions of the contract including general conditions and
 

special conditions apply to work specified in this section.
 

GENERAL INFORMATION
 

Materials shall meet the standards and requirements under this specification.
 
of furnishing
The work to be performed under this division shall consist 


all materials, labor, tubeling plants, equipment, seed, supplies and in
 

performing all operations in connection with the installation of tubeling
 

plants (inall species described) and proper native seed mixture in
 

strict accordance with this section of the specifications and applicable
 

drawings.
 

PlANT TERMINOLOGY AND PLANT QUALIFICATIONS
 

Plants or plant material having characteristics not conforming to terms
 

as defined will not be accepted. Plant materials or plants refers to
 

all plants, whether woody plants, forbs, herbaceous plants or seed.
 

Quality and quanity will be determine~d by the adaquated lead time per specific
 

species and a sured account of its Genus, species and if shown its
 
subspecies characteristics.
 

All seed is to be from a source on or near the work site or from an eco
type compatible to the work site.
 

PLANT MATERIALS - TUBELINGS
 

Plants
 

Tubeling plants shall be of the Genus, species, sizes and quantities as
 

shown on the plans and matrix in this section. Any plant variations due
 
to availability must be approved by Landscape Architect prior to any
 
germination procedures.
 

Centainers
 

Disposable, with corregate or ribbed sides, containers are to meet the
 

minimum requirement of 1-1/2" x 1-1/2" x 7-1/2:' with soil volume minimum
 

of 14 cubic inches. Containers must be able to support shipping and
 
handling.
 

RcOt System 

The potting media shall be permeated and bonded by tubeling plant's root
 

Plants are not to be root bound and are to be of size and quantity
system. 

to meet lead time requirements or otherwise specified by Landscape Architect.
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Hardening Off and Exposure
 

All 
tubeling plants shall undergo "hardening off" by exposure to the natural
elem'ents for a minimum peroid of 4 6 weeks- prior to shipment. 

Fertilizer
 

Fertilizer shall be Agriform Planting Tablets 20-10-5. 21 gram tablets.Sierra Chemical Company-lO01 Yosemite Dr., Milplas, California 95035 orequivalent.
 

Application of Fertilizer
 

Application of fertilizer shall be inserted into the planting pit (one per
plant) with a two inch (2") 
soil cover and moistened on non-irrigated areas
prior to planting tubeling.
 

Soil Media
 

Plants are to be grown in
an approved soil mix. 
Peat moss, vermiculite,
perlite, bark, sand and natural minerals soils are considered acceptable
for soil mixes. The soil 
must be able to support plant growth and good
root develonment. 
Any soil variations must be approved by Landscape
Architect.
 

Seed
 

Seed is 
to be from a source on or near the work site or from an eco-type
compatible to the work site.
 

CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS
 

The Contractor shall retain competent supervision on the project at all
times when the work is in progress and shall notify The Land Group at
least 48 hours in advance of beginning the work on the project.
 
Planting season may fluctuate depending upon soil moisture, temperature
and an, site conditions that would hinder the establishment of plant bed.
Approximate early start would be September 15, 1979, date of completion
is October 15, 1979 in accordance with the computer construction network

of Somerset Hollow.
 

Tubeling plants and related items shall be obtained from sources approved
by the Landscape Architect before initial delivery. 
The Landscape Architect
reserves 
the right to withdraw its approval of sources of supply which
do no consistently furnish uniform materials or which furnish materials
which prove unazceptable at the time of delivery and the Contractor shall
furnish approved materials from other approved sources.
 
Th2 Department reserves the right to inspect and reject tubeling plants
at any 
::ime and place. Inspection shall be made at the source of supply
with SLosequent inspections to be made on delivery immediately prior to
planting and after planting is completed. Any unsatisfactory tubeling
plants shall be replaced with approved tubeling plants at no additonal
cost to the Owner.
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sta.eu u 
Layout of area of seed and tubeling 

plant locations sna. .e 


The distribution and configuration 
of
 

marked by Landscape Architect. 


the plant varieties in each section will be reviewed on site 
with the
 

Construction Foreman prior to any 
vegetation installation. Any alteration
 

must be approved by Landscape Architect.
 

Tubeling plants shall be legibly labeled 
as to genus, species, size and
 

A legible copy of the invoice shall 
be furnished
 

quantity of shipment. 

to the Landscape Architect for each 

shipment.
 

Planting pits shall be of a size such that the plantable 
container or
 

fit snugly when in place without
 
the consolidated root system will 


damage to the root system.
 

Planting pits may be dug by any approved 
method.
 

Where planting pits are dug with an auger 
and the sides of the pits
 

be
 
become plastered or glazed, the plastered 

or glazed surface shall 


scariied.
 

before fertilizer with
 
Planting pits shall be at eleven inches (11") 


cover if using same hole or eight and one quarter
two inches (2") 
 section.
 
inch (8 1/4") approximately using example in

detail 


Planting procedure for tubeling plants shall 
be as follows:
 

Tubeling plants shall be furnished at the planting site in
 

a healthy condition.
 

Fertilizer of the type, formulation and rate 
of application
 

shown on the plants shall be applied to the bottoms of the
 

planting pits in accordance with the method shown in the
 

specifications.
 

The tubeling plant shall be inserted into the 
planting pit
 

such that the top of the potting media is 
level w'th the exist

ing ground line. A depression of two inches (2") minimum
 

will be formed around each plant for water retention.
 

After the tubeling plant is in place in the 
planting pit, all
 

be filled with approved soil.
air spaces shall 
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SPEC: FlCATIONS
 

Tubeling Plants
 

Plants are to be of the types, classes, sizes, and quantities shcr. on
 

pians. Tubeling plants are to be aclimated by exposure to the na:ural
 

elements for a minimum period of 4-6 weeks prior to shipment.
 

Containers
 

"
 oc.:.iev
Disposiblc. bla-k ir col'r with rorr-gated er ribbed sides, 


are to mee: :-e inimum requirement of 1-1/2" x 1-1/2" x -l,°2 _ 

soil volume min.mum of 14 cubic inzhes. Con.a:ners must be aobie :

support shippin-- and handlina. 

Soil Media
 

Plants are tc arown in an approved soil mix. Peat moss, ve.r.:zl-- , 
considered a..e.'a.*Irperlite, bark, san., and natural mineral soils are 


for soil r.xes. The soil must be able to support plant crowth a-.--o4 :
 

root dove!opMen:.
 

Seed
 

--- .Seed is :c be fr=- a source on cr near the .wcrk sire rr frr -. 


compatible to -he- work site. 

Root Systen
 

Pottinc mebeia _=al3 bp erme:;ted and bonded bvubelina rlanrs' 
to be of size an- a-..aitvsystem. Plants are not to be root bound and are 


to meet t-e ar::-:ects requirements.
 



tNE Forest Nursery Co. 
Phone 207-935-2161 

FRYEBURG. MAINE 04037 

MULTI POT NURSERY TRAY 

This tray is a rugged reusable unit 8.75" X 14" containing 67 cavities, 1.3" in diameter 
at the top for seed or cuttings. It is available in two depths. The #1 Multi-Pot is 3.5"
deep with a 3.4 cubic inch volume and has three vertical ribs to prevent root spiraling.
The #2 Multi-Pot is 4.75" deep with 4.2 cubic inch volume and has six vertical ribs.
Each pot is tapered at the bottom to a V2" hole for air pruning. These pots are pro
duced from high density rigid polythylene for strength and durability with treatment
for maximum sunlight resistance. The Multi-Pot units nest for storage and, if protect
ed from direct sunlight when not in use, can be expected to last several years. 

Quantity Prices 

10-99 

- #1 Multi-Pot 
3.5" deep 

$2.16 

#2 Multi-Pot 
4.75" deep 

$2.81 
100-1000 2.11 2.75 
1001-2500 2.08 2.71 
2501-10,000 2.05 2.67 
10,000-up 1.89 2.47 

All prices F.O.B. Fryeburg, ME. Sales Tax extra if applicable. Prices subject to change
without notice. 



Shipping Instructions 
To insure that your trees arrive in good condition they wi! , be shipped "best ORDER BLANKmethod". For small shipments this is usually United Parcel aervice. Shipments STERN ODby UPS are limited to 50 ibs. per carton and 100 Ibs. per day per customer. MA IN E Forest Nursery Co. 
UPS Delivery: Residential addresses: if not a street address give specific direc- 36 Elm Street, Fryeburg, Maine 04037tions. Box numbers unacceptable for UPS delivery. Business "--iresses: Street 

or RR # acceptable. Please include phone number on order Liank. 

Phone: (207) 935-2161
 
Please select your zone from the chart and forward the indicated amount for


the first iOO trees and the same amount for each 100 thereafter. Example: 100 
Date
 

or less, 3 Yr. Red Pine transplants to the 3rd Zone send $1.80.Pine transplants $1.80 500, 3 Yr. Redx 5 = $9.00. 
Name
 

Large Shipments: Large shipments (usually 500 or more I Please use peal-off label.
transplants) will be Address Peaseusepeel-offlie_.sent Bus or Motor Freight if within 300 miles. Bus or Air Freight is recommended for intermediate distances and Air Freight for distances over t,000ymiles. Large shipments will be sent COLLECT for shipping charges, and your State - Zip
 
postage remittance refunded to you. Beyond the 3rd Zone bus shipments cost 

C State Zip
 
about 50% 0 Please send
more than UPS. Air Freight is only slightly higher than bus. 

T 
NT. _-_PleasesendFREE C sTel. opy of

Partial Shipments: It may be necessary to ship part of your order at different 
Christmas Tree Growers Guide 

When calling ask for ,times because of the shipping method or digging conditions. Shipment of the
 
balance will be made as soon as possible. 
 Use this space forShipping Address 

Shipping Seasons SHIPPING & if different from
 
Our Spring shipping season is from mid- HANDLING CHARGES 1
April to mid-May, and the Fall season frommid-Scptember to early November. With 

Add amount lisled below for your zone for c Please type or print clearly. 50 is minimum ordereach 100 trees ordered. Determine your UPS Zone from tablenotification by October i5. stock can be Fall- ofany one size or variety and insert here.I i Foddug and stored for shipment prior to April I. Zone 1.2 3To avoid possible sell-outs of the varieties 4 5 6 7 a 
U QUANTITY AGE SIZE VARIETY PROCEyou want, we urge you to order early. We will container. 2.A5 235 275 3.20 3.110Eacknowledge your order and schedule it for o AMOUNTsh ipmen t. , 1 =S 

Terms Bare-,wo .35ISO 1.64 I.S 1.90 2.20 2.50
 
Cash in full with order or 25% cash with Seedlins
 
order, balance due before shipment. On or- 3Yr 1.65 1.81 200 225 l.S 3.13 3.64ders scheduled for Spring shipment, balance Transo.w__is due by April i. All prices are F.O.B. Fryeburg. Maine, net, no discount. Please give 
 4ocSYr. 3.30second choice on 

3.I 4.70 5.75 0.90 s.e 9.aorders. Maint customers TnSUespisadd 5% Sales Tax.
 
Prices quoted in this list are based on present This should be sufficient for UPS or Parcel
market conditions and are subject to change Post charges; however, any additional shipwithout notice. ing costs incurred will be billed. 

SUBSTITUTION-1fParcel we are sold out of a variety Total Amount of Orderost PmayZ hv substitute a similar variety, or size of Me. Customers: add 5% Sales TaxP rce ost and UPS Zone ChatIPlease include UPS zone in box on order blank. equal or greater value. 0 YES 01 NOSHIPo Y 0 e Way NO PThe chart below shows which parcel post or UPS zone you live in for shipping from Fryeburg. SHIP BY: 0 Best Way 
sa &Maine. Simply put the zone number indicated opposite your state in the order blank. PostagE& Handlingl0 UPS 0 Motor Freight TOTAL

ST Z ST Z ST Z ST Z ST Z ST Z ST - _ -_ _0Z ST Z ST Z ST Z Bus 0 Air Freight
AL Have you ordered from us before? I TotalAmountEnclosed____6 CO 7 GA 6 IA 6 MD 4 MO 6 NJ 4 OH 5 SC 8 VT 2AK CT3 0 yes 1 o.. 8 6 MA2 MT7 -ICheck OMoneyOrder OVISA OMasteri;harge4 NMS OK7AZ I DE a SD7 VA4D KY 5 U1t NE 6 Ny 3 ORS TN 5 WAS8AR 6 DC 4 IL LA 7 MN 6 NV 8 NC 5 PA 4 TX 8 WV b Credit Card No..... _ _CA 8 FL 6 IN Masl"rCard _ _ _ _

i ME MS 6 Nil I ND 7 RI 2 UT 5 n. n N
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Jiffy Pots; Jiffy Peat Pellets 189 
am
 

SJiffy Pots and Jiffy Peat 
Pellets provide you with 
3 important advantages: 

1. 

2. 

3. 
i ~ 

What are Jiffy-Pots? 

Improved Quality 
of Growth. 
Shock-Free 
Transplanting 
Convenience and 
Ease of Handling 

1 JIFFY POT 

JIFFY PEAT PELLETS * 

They are pots made of peat moss whose walls allow roots to grow 
right through, permitting replanting without removing the pot. Jiffy-
Pots are made of 70% sphagnum peat moss and 30% virgin wood 
fiber. They are treated with just enough nutnents to offset the loss 
of nitrogen from the soil, whicn results from the breakdown of the 
wood fiber in the pot walls during the growing period. 

.Z~93038 ,. ,.. 

93037 "-:' 

93043 .Special 
Special features of Jiffy-Pots: 
Plant roots readily penetrate the walls. 

HigHPy-porus walls permit plenty of aeration. 

Pot walls absorb and hold water for uniform moisture supply. 

Light-weight, easy to carry, easy to store. 

Completely sterile, disease-free. 

Inexpensive and expendable. 


ORDERING INFORMATION 

PRICE/ 
CASE
 

$56.95 

56.95 

34.95 

44.95 

STOCK 
NUMBER 

TOP DIMENSION/ 
SHAPEIDEPTH 

POTS/ 
CASE 

SH. WT.I 
CASE 

PRICE/ 
CASE 

STOCK 
NUMBER 

93041 
93037 
93043 
93042 
93038 

2'/."/square/2V" 
3"!squarei3" 
2l"Irouna/2v,. 
3"/round/3" 
4"/roundl3!,," 

2500 
1000 
3000 
1500 
750 

29 lbs. 
28 lbs. 
27 lbs. 
27 lbs. 
33 lbs. 

$67.95 
54.95 
69.95 
60.95 
62.95 

93039 

93035 

93032 

93033 

What are Jiffy Peat Pellets? 

They are sinall discs of compressed peat which, when watered, ex
pand to form "pellets." Each pellet serves as a growing medium and 
growing container - all in one. "Jitty.7" Peat Pellets are encased in a 
thin net which helps to hold the expanded pellet together. 
"Jiffy-9's" are not encased in a net. Seeds, seedlings, or root cut
tings may be started in Jiffy Peat Pellets. 

A dry Jiffy-7 Pellet. 

Add water and the pellet expands. 

It's ready for planting. 

features of JiffyPeat Pellets: 
High quality sphagnum peat growing medium. 

Peat medium Provides balanced aeration, moisture control.
 
Major and minor fertilizer elements plus lime present.
 
Eliminates soil preparation, sterilization.
 
Minimum storage space.
 
Roots easily grow through net on Jiffy-7.
 
Two pH levels available (5.5 -6.0 or 6.0 - 6.3).
 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
All JiffyPeat Pellets are packed 10001case. 

SIZE 

DESCRIPTION DRYiWET 
 pH LEVEL 

Jiify.7 iwinel) Fordirect %' x' " 1 ."'x 2.118" 5.560 

arAseeoihngs 
Jity.7 iwnetl Pe.inied ," I 1'."I' x 2.118" 6.0.6.3 
,eeding 


tor cuttings.
unrooted 
jiliy-9 iwo net) pre-drilleoV x 'A"/1'" 
torunroOitocuttings
 

i ' 
Jty.9 iwo nell Pro-arrle- '. A I' " 
lotunroote cuttings 

SEE IMPORTANT INFORMATION PAGES FOLLOWING THE HMOEX. 

A 1/," 55.60 

A 2.118" 5.56.0 

SH. WT.J 
CASE 


23 1os 

23 ins. 

13 Los 

24 lbs 
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SOME BIOLOGICAL AND ENGINEERING DESIGN
 

ASPECTS OF A COATED CLAY CONTAI.YM3./
 

2 / William W. Elm and Harold A. XoellinuV

Abstract.-A wax coated clay container is being dewtloped 
for machine planting tree seedlings. The rigid container is 
impervious to misture in the greenhouse but i. allowed to 
soften by absorbing water from rainfall after outri.adting. The 
container appears to bn a viable alternative and ia superior 
in many respects to other container 6ysLn. 

'INTRODUCTION 


It has been estimated that the demand for 

wood products from the Southern forests of the 
United States would double between 1968 and the 

year 2000 (SFRAC, 1969). The use of contain-

erized seedlings may play a significant role in 

helping to meet this demand, 

A conference on containerized seedlings 

sponsored by the U.S. Forest Service in Louisiana 

in 1971 pointed out some of the needs and problem 

areas vith containerized systems for reforesta-

tion in the Southeastern United States.3/ A 

goal of primary importance is a biologically 

sound container system with which the entire pro
cess, from seedling :earing through outplanting, 

can be completely mechanized. A container which 

appears to have the potential of attaining this 
goal is a cated clay container (CCC) currently 
being devloped by the Lississippi Agricultural 
and Fore.;try Experiment Station at Mississippi 
State Uni'ersity. 

_/Paper presented at North American Contain-
erized Forest Tree SeedlinR Symposium, Denver, 

Colorado, August 26-29, 1974. Station Paper No. 
2857. K.sssippi Agricultural and Forestry 
Experiment Station, Hiss. State University. 

!/As-oc:iate Forester and Associate Professor 
of Chemical Engineering respectively, Mississippi 
Agricultural and Forestry Experiment Station, 
Mississippi State University, Mississippi State, 
MS 39762. 


/minutes, Containerized Seedling Workshop, 
Alexandria, Louisiana, September 8-9, 1971. 
USDA Forest Service, State and Private 
Forestry, Southeastern Area. 

This paper gives preliminary observations
 
on some of the biological and design aspects
 

being cousiden.ed in developing the container.
 

The general. design concept is to produce 
a seedling vith automated procedures in a 
container that can last for an indefinite 
period under greenhouse conditions and then be 
machine planted. The purpose of the container 
then changes at outplanting from a passive 
containment role in the greenhouse to a benefi
cial role in the field. The container should 
not be restrictive in a-y way on the seedling 
and ideally, should be an asset to its survival 
and growth. 

Root establishment and growth is paramount 
to the success of a containerized plant when 
outplanted, and coated clay containers have the 
potential for being an asset at this critical 
period. It is possible to include additives 
in the,body of the tube which can be released 
at planting and for a period thereafter. This
 
should enhance conditions conducive to rapid
 

root growth In an area immediately surrounding 
the seedling. 

The types and imounts of additives have
 
a wide range because of the material formulation 
and the fabrication techniques used for the con
tainer. For instance, nutrients, phytohormones 
and even pesticides may be incorporated. This
 
offers the opportunity to formulate containers
 
for specific areas, species and other purposes.
 
The coating prevents the release of the addi
tives in the greenhouse but after outplanting
 
they can be made availaLle for utilization by 
the plant. 
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point waxes are probably necessary to prevent 
excessive softenivg that can occur due to high 

Material and Methods temperatures in the greenhouse. 

BIOLOGICAL AND DESIGN ASPECTS 

valuable The CCC was fabricated with a laboratoryTwo of the comercislly most 
snuthern species, loblolly pine (Pious taeda model extrusion machine by comonly ved 

L.) and slash pine (Pinus elliottii Engalm.) extrusion techniques. Coatings were applied 

seedlins are being used for testing. They by submerging the clay container in a bath of 

are grown for a period of eight to twelve weeks Caresin wax for various tines and temperatures, 

in the greenhouse and then outplanted by hand. depending on the desired thickness. 

The Walters 3/4" x 4 1/2" bullet and the IC-CFS 
Styroblock 2" containers are being used for The weight of the CCC is from 45 to 50 

The media is U.C. Soil grams or about 4 times the weight of the Walter
comparison with the CCC. 
Mix D, 3:1 peat moss and fine-sand, (Baker, plastic bullet. A possible reduction in weight 

.1957). Irrigation in the greenhouse is by over- can be achieved by reducing the wall thickness 

head sprinklers and fertilization is with Rapid- and also incorporating lighter materials into 
It is estimated
Gro (23-19-17). 	 the extrusion material mix. 


from the cost of the base and coating materials 

Several configurations of the clay container and the low cost fabrication techniques that 

have been tried. The container presently being the cost of the CCC vill be from 1-2c per con

used is a round tube 4" x " O.D. with 1/8" tainer in large quantities. 
wal12 and two longitudinal ribs along the inside 
surfamce (fig. 1). Results and Discussion 

In greenhouse tests to date, the coated 

container has been satisfactory. it maintains 
its shape and rigidity, a nec,ss?.7 requirement 

machins prtanting. Germto facilitate automatic 
ination and growth in the CCC compmres very 

favorably with the other contAiners. The wax 
Figure 1.-

Uncoated 

coatings tried have not been dtrimental to
 

clay con,- seedling development.
 

tainers 
Field trials have been initiated but results 

shoving at this time are inconclusive. In late May a 

limited number of CCC 12-week-old slash pineconfigura-

were outplanted by hand with a soil auger. A
 

tise. portion of the outee coating of the tube was
 

removed at planting to enabla the wall material 
to absorb water, ex,.nd and become soft. Plants 

in uncoated clay comtainers were used as controls. 

The ribs serve a dual purpose. They help After 3 weekr in the field, roots were we" 

prevent root spiraling by orienting roots down-	 established out af the bottom of the tube.
 

Lateral roots whjch had grown through the conyard and also facilitate the failure of the 

tainer walls were beginning to appear (fig. 2).
inside coating of the tube after outplanting. 


The tubes are placed in racks which have bottoms
 
After 4 weeks, survival is 97% for all
of hardware cloth and the roots of the plants 

plants, and lateral roots have grown through the
air prune., 


walls of many of the costed containers (fig. 33,C). 

The bass material chosen for the container
 

was a mixture of clay, sand and vacer. The ErAmination showed roots escape the inner
 

clay is a readily available aolinite called coating, the area of main concern, in three
 

Park** Ball Clay which has good extrudibility differmnt ways: 1) They can grow through 

and good green strength. Good extrusion char- cracks. 2) Root tips can mechanically ponetrate 
-

acteria-iz 4llow the container tube to be 	 the coating material, and 3) Roots can chemi
cally penetrate the coating material. The third
ex.ruded with thin wall sections and good green 


strength will &,llowthe container to be machan- type of penetration appears to be the result of
 

ically handled L the unfired state without a reaction between root exudates and the wax.
 

breakage either ia the greenhouse or during
 
In the uncoated containers, lateral roots 

were wall developed through the walls indicating 

ed was a Ceresin wax with a the base clay material is easily penetrated 

mechanical outplar ting. 

The coating 

melting point of 73-780 C. The higher melting (fig. 3A). The clay material nay even be of
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Figure 2.--

Container 

witlh portion 

of outer
 

coating 

removedand wall " , ' 

root develop-

Figure,4.-=ar coating of container shaving 
slash pine root tips which have forceably
penetrated the wax (X3.5). 

As stated previously, for a container 
system to work most advantageously, from the 
biological standpoint, the container should 
not present a handicap to root development. 
The coated clay container allows lateral root 
growth and the open bottom allows unimpeded 
downward root growth thus the container does 

Onot appear to be unduly restrictive in this 
Figure 3.-Slash pine root development 4 weeks respect. 

after outplanting: A, Uncoated container;
B,C, coated clay container - laterals beginning In the biological and engineering areas 
to apoear; D,E, ,-1/2" Bullets. of the desip studied thus far, the CCC shows
 

promise for a complete container regeneration
benefit to the plant by improving the cation system that has many advantages with respect
exchange capacity of the soil surrounding the to other container systems.
 
roots.
 

Results indicate that water uptake by the 
 LITERATURE CITE 
clay is important for lateral root escape from 
the CCC. After the first moderate rainfall Baker, Keth F.
 
the cubes absorb enough water to expand and 
 1957. The U.C. system for producing healthy
become soft. This allows the inner coating to Container-grown plants. Cal. Agri. E. Sta. 
crack, usually along the ribs, allowing root Manual 23, 332 p. 
escape. Also, the inner coating is no longer
backed up by the hard clay enabling root tips SFRAC (Southern Forest Resource Analysis Com.)
to force their way through the walls of the 1969. The South's Third Forest. A report

container (fig. 4). This method of root escape of the southern forest resource analysiscan be of considerable importance with the CCC committee. 111 p. 
sysTem if most plants are capable of this,
 
since it allows a more normal root development -low 
pattern. 

Question: What prevents the clsy containersThe type of wax appears to be a signi- from disintegrating and roots escaping while 
ficant factor for root escape. It Is apparent still in the greenhouse?
that root tips more easily penetrate some waxes 
than others. Also, there is no chemical reaction Elm: The wax costing is on both inner
between roots and some types of wax. outerad surfaces. 
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